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A bstract 
We de eloped tec hn ique for fi nding loc al text reuse on the Web with an empha i 
on the Arabic lang uag e. That i , our obj ec t ive i to deve lop text reu e detec tion method that 
c an dete t alternative ersion of the arn e information and foc us on explori ng the fea ibi l i ty 
of employing text reu e detec t ion method on the Web. The re u l t  of thi  researc h  c an be 
thought of a ric h tool to information analy t for c orporate and inte l l ige nc e  appl ic at ion . 
Suc h  tooL w i l l  bec me e sent ial part in  val idat ing and as essing information c oming from 
unc erta in  orig i n . The e tool w i l l  prove u eful  for detec t ing reuse in sc ienti fic l i terature too. 
I t  i al 0 the t ime for ordinary Web user to bec ome Fac t  I n  pec tor by providing a tool that 
al low people to qu ic k ly c hec k the val idity and orig inal i ty of statements and thei r  sourc e , 0 
they w i l l  be gi en  the opportun i ty to perfolll  their own a es ment of informat ion qual i ty. 
Loc al text reu e detec tion c an be div ided i nto two major subtasks: the first ubtask 
the retrieval of c andidate doc uments that are l i ke ly to be the orig inal  ourc e  of a g iven 
doc ument in a c ol lec t ion of doc ument and then performing an extensive pairwise c ompari on 
between the g iven doc ument and eac h  of the pos ible ourc e  of text reuse that have been 
retrieved. For this purpose, we develop a new tec hn ique to addre the c hal leng i ng problem 
of c andidate doc ument retrieval from the Web. Given an i nput doc ument d, the problem 
of loc al text reu. e detec t ion i to detec t  from a g iven doc uments c ol lec tion, al l the po ible 
reu ed pa ag es between d and the other doc uments. Comparing the pa ag e of doc ument d 
w ith the pa sag e  of every other doc ument i n  the c ol lec t ion is obviously infeasible espec ia l ly  
wi th l arg e  c ol lec tion uc h as the Web. Therefore, se lec t i ng a ub et of the doc uments that 
potent ia l ly  c ontains reused text with d bec ome a maj or step in the detec t ion problem. I n  
the ett ing o f  the Web, the searc h  for uc h c andidate ourc e  doc uments i usua l ly  pelformed 
throug h  l im i ted query i nterfac e . We developed a new effic ient approac h  of query formulation 
to retrieve Arabic -based c andidate ourc e  doc uments from the Web. The c andidate doc uments 
are then fed to a loc al text reuse detec tion ystem for detai led im i l arity evaluation wi th d. We 
c on ider the c andidate ourc e  doc ument retrieval problem a an es ent ial  step i n  the detec t ion 
of text reu e. 
VIIl 
e eral techni que. have been previ ou. Iy propo ed for detecti ng text reuse, however, 
these te hni que. ha e been desig ned for re lati vely mall  and homog eneous col lecti on . Fur­
thermore. we are not aware of any actual previ ou work on Arabi c  text reu e detecti on on the 
Web. Thi s i s  due to comple i t  of the Arabi c  lang uag e  a wel l  as the heterog enei ty of the i n­
formati on contai ned on the Web and i t  larg e  cale that makes the ta k of text reu e detecti on 
n the Web much more di fficul t  than i n  re lati vely , mal l and homog eneous col lecti ons. We 
e aluated the work usi ng a col lecti on of document e peci al ly  constructed and down loaded 
from the Web for the evaluati on of Web document retri eval i n  parti cu lar and the detai led text 
reuse detecti on i n  g enera l .  Our work to a certai n  deg ree i s  exploratory rather than defi ni t ive, 
i n  that thi s  problem has not been i nve tig ated before for Arabi c  documents at the Web scale .  
However, our re u l t  how that the method we de cri bed are appli cable for Arabi c-ba ed 
reu e detecti on i n  practi ce .  The experi ments how that around 80% of the Web document 
u ed i n  the reused ca es were ucce sfu l ly  retri eved. A for the detai led si mi lari ty analysi s, 
the y tern ach ieved an overal l core of 97 .2% ba ed on the preci si on and recal l evaluati on 
metri c . 
Keywords: I n format ion Retri eval , Text Mi n i ng ,  Local Text Reuse Detecti on,  Candi date Doc­
u ment Retri eval,  Fi ng erpri nti ng , Web Queri e  Formulati on ,  Query Expan i on, Arabi c  Text 
Proce i ng .  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1 . 1  Moti ation 
Te t reu e tand, for the act of u ing exi t i ng document in  creati ng new one . I t  oc-
urs in variou: forms based on the amount and method of reu e. Some document are ent ire ly 
copied and tored in  many di fferent locations.  Some other document are part ia l ly  reu ed 
u ing one of the d ifferent forms of text reu e such as quotation , tran lations, rewording, 
,UITImaries, or plagiari m .  For e ample, people cou ld quote text from other' emai ls  i n  their 
repl ies .  One could create variou ver ions of a re earch paper, each of which i l ikely to have 
a ign ificant amount of common text that make them c losely  re lated to each other. Many au­
thor may reu, e considerable amount of text from their publ ished work in conference papers 
to prepare more detai led journal publ ication of the ir  work. Events or topic may be pre ented 
in variou, way for d ifferent readers. Such pre entat ion may be a copy of one another wi th 
few modification . Therefore, the h i  tory of a given topic of interest can be identified given a 
ufficien t ly l arge arch ive. 
Ba ical ly, local te t reuse occurs when only mal l part of text in a document, e.g. 
entence , fact . or pas ages are copied and modified ( see Figure 1.1). The cope of the term 
local i nc lude a wide range of text transformations. For example a typical text reuse from the 
Web, given the huge amount of text on the Web and the ea y access to them, may happen by 
u ing Web search engine to look for a relevant source, then part of the text from that source 
copied and pos ib ly  modified.  More new statements or fact may be added to the original  
text ,  and orne part may be deleted, or partial l y  rewri tten,  produdng a s imi lar document to 
the original  ource. Obviou ly, the level of s imi larity between such documents wou ld vary 
ubstant ia l ly  depending on the amount  of edi t ing performed from minor edits to complete 
modi fication [ 2 ] .  I n  this the is ,  we are in tere ted i n  ident ifying such reu ed text i n  Arabic 
document . 
I n  general . detect ing s imi lar tatement , facts, or pa sage is hard using the exist ing 
Web earch engine . Several techniques have been previously proposed for detect ing text 
2 
reu,>e ; ho ever, these techn ique have been de igned for re latively mall and homogeneou 
ol lection'. Our inve. t igation of the state of the aJ1 reveals the lack of actual work on text 
reu�e detection on the Web. Thi i due to the heterogeneity of the informat ion contained on 
the Web and it large 'cale that make the ta k of text reu e detection on the Web much more 
d i fficul t  than in re lative ly  mal l and homogeneous col lections.  However, the ett ing of the 
Web prov ide much more i ntere t i ng and chal lenging propert ie to text reuse detection such 
a. ,>ource detect ion and tracking event evolut ion.  That i , given a entence or a pas age of 
interest, the goal of 'ource detection i to fi nd the documents from which the discussed topic 
originated . The resul t  of th is  research w i l l  have a s igni ficant i nfluence on the development of 
tool that can be u ed to val idate information that come from variou sources of d iffering re­
l i abi l i ty. S uch a tool would be valuable i n  many appl ication in  education, scient ific research, 
oc ial network , and nat ional ecurity. 
More object ives and contribution of the the i are addre ed in  detai l  later i n  th is  
chapter. I n  the next  ect ion,  the ba ic of detect ing text reu e are pre ented . 
1 .2 Text Reuse Detection 
Before we tart rev iewi ng re earchers' approache for local text reu e detection algo­
rithm , i t  i neces ary for us to have an elementary understanding of text reu e detect ion and 
i nformat ion retrieval .  
Text reu e detect ion ha recent ly received s ign i ficant attention of many re earcher 
from di fferent fields uch as text data min ing and i nformat ion retrieval .  Detect ing text reuse 
ha many appl ications that  stem from i t .  For instance, dupl icate or near-dupl icate detection, 
which main ly  detect documents that are al mo t s imi lar to the orig inal document except for 
very few change , plays an important role in  Web search and informat ion retrieval ,  where i t  
i u ed to fi l ter the search re ults I i  t .  Plagiarism detection is another interest ing appl ication 
that ha attracted the attent ion of many researchers.  I t  occur when an author of a document 
reu es text from one or more document wi thout acknowledging that reuse. 
Local text reuse take place when only smal l portion of a text in a document are copied 
Pout Future _------ Time --____ ---+. 
Figure I .  I : The general form of text reu e 
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and edited. Therefore. given a document, the detect ion problem of local text reuse can be 
defined ac ident ify ing al l reused tatement wi th i n  a given document [ 4 ] .  Th i s  task can be ac­
compl i  hed by fir t look ing for candidate document that are l ike ly to be the orig inal ources 
to the given document in a col lect ion of documents and then performing an extensive pairwi e 
compari on between the given document and each of the po ible ource of text reuse that 
ha e been retrieved. Ba  ica l ly, th i  mean comparing the pa age of the given document one 
by one to the pa sage in the candidate source , earching for con picuou imi larit ies. I ntu­
i t ively, confin i ng the search space to a reasonable and carefu l ly  selected number of candidate 
document rather than earch ing al l  the avai lable documents in the col lection would certa in ly 
m in im ize the complexity of the earch as we l l  as enhance the efficiency of the y tern. This 
tep become crucial in the sett ing of the Web. The detect ion proces of text reu e can then 
be di  ided into two main ub-proces e : 
1. Candidate ource document retrieval, 
2. Pai rwi e s imi larity compari son wi th in  documents. 
The next ection provides an overview of the re lated l i terature for the local text reuse detect ion 
problem. 
1 .3 Related Research 
The degree at which pa ages of text are considered imi lar to each other ( i. e. , local 
text reu e detection ) can be placed somewhere in the middle range of the imi larity spec-
4 
(rum [ 2 ]  ( Figure 1 . 2 ) .  At on extreme of th i  spectrum i the highe t degree of imi larity. That 
i ii ,  tv- o  d cumenL are con. idered id nt ical . Much of the re earch that focused on dupl icate 
detection and plagiarism is located at this end of the spectrum, identify ing nearly identical 
document [ 5 , 6. 7 ,  , 9, 1 0 1 ·  The topical imi lari ty. which is  the standard ta k of i nformation 
retrieval l ies at the other end of the pectrum. which mean , two document are a match if  they 
are topical l -related to the same informat ion need or query. This tradit ional area of research 
ha� also been largely  focu ed. Litt le prior re earch, however, deal s wi th the intermediate form 
of ' imi larity on the s imi larity spectru m, which is  where text reuse i s  located. 
The object ive of thi re earch i to develop method for detect ing the reuse of facts 
and concepb at the pas age or entence level . Thi degree of semantic s imi larity is  a stronger 
form of topical re levance, but doe not i mpo e the yntact ic s imi larity constraints typical of 
copy detect ion y tems [ 1  I ] . 
Near Duplicates Topical Similarity 
loal Tnt 
Figure 1 .2 :  The imi larity pectrum as described i n  [ 2 ]  
A a re earch field, text reuse h a  received much attent ion.  Researchers from the 
U niver ity of Sheffield in i t iated the re earch on a project named M ETER ( M Easuring TExt 
Reu e). The aim of thi project wa the automated detection of text reuse wi th in  pecific 
domain of journa l i  m [ 1 2 , 1 3 ] .  A fol low up of th i  project wa made by re earchers from the 
Univer ity of Lanca ter a they used the technologies developed in METER to analyze the text 
reu e in journal ism from the 1 7th century [ 1 4 ] .  A th i rd project has started at the Un iver i ty of 
M assachusetts Amherst to explore method for text reuse on the Web [ 2 ] . It is  worth noti ng 
that although plagiarism detection is  con idered a spec ial case of the general field of text 
reuse detect ion th i s  particu lar appl ication ha been widely tudied in  the l i terature and many 
technique have been proposed [ 3 ] .  The fo l lowing are urveys about text-based plagiari m 
detect ion [ I S , 1 6, 1 7 ] and surveys about code-ba ed plagiarism detection techn iques can be 
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found in [ J  , 1 9 ] .  
Detect ing e act copie ' is fai rly imple and ha been widely tudied [ 1 0, 20, 2 1 ] . De­
tect ing part ia l  copie , i.e. , I oking for documents that are almo t typical to the original doc­
umenL ex epl for few change uch as the in ert ion or paraphra ing of a few words ( and 
wel l -known a' near-duplicate or near- imi larity detection ) ,  i complex and has been a major 
focu of re. earchef. [ 22 , 2 3, 24, 2 5 ] .  I t  is  even m re complex when the reused text i modified 
or paraphra. ed a it i .  the  case with local text reuse.  Detect ing thi k i nd of local reuse can be 
used as a ba'is of new and powerfu l tool ranging from document management and i nforma-
t ion retrieval to a new informat ion eeking behavior of the Web earch such a the retrieval of 
re lated document , or detect ing the orig in  of text segments [ 26, 27 ] .  
Genera l ly, the algori thm u 'ed for near-dupl icate document detection do not work wel l 
for the local text reu e detection [4 ,  2 8 ] .  This is due to the nature of the local text reuse, which 
reu es only mal l part of a document from other OUITe . More preci ely, near-dupl icate 
document detect ion algori thm a ume a tran i t ive re lation between documents. Preci e ly, 
document A hould be a near dupl icate of a document C, given that document A is a near-
dupl icate of a document B ,  which i a near-duplicate of document C. Figure 1 . 3 hows how 
thi  a umption i v iolated i n  the case of  local text reuse detect ion.  Note that � i n  the figure 
an indicator function that evaluate to 1 i f  two documents have text reuse re lationship [ 4 ] .  
Oocument A Document B 
11 _  1 
Document C 
Figure 1 . 3 : Tran i t ion relat ion in  near-dupl icate text detect ion does not apply to local text 
reu e detect ion 
Several techn ique for e t imat ing imi larity of text pa ages (or whole documents )  to 
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each ther ha e been propo ed, m ,t of them belong to one of the fol lowing three approache 
a, defi ned by [ 29 ] :  
u b  t ring Matching. I n  thi  approach,  technique uch a Greedy String Ti l i ng [ 30 ]  and 
Local l ignment [ 3 1 ]  are used to ident ify maxi mum matches in  pairs of strings, which then 
are used a '  reu e indicator [ 32 ] . The e , tring' are represented i n  uffix  trees and graph­
bu, ed metrics are u ed to evaluate the amount of text reu e [ 3 3 ] .  However, the computational 
comple i ty of these method in term of t ime and torage i s  very high. For example, the worst 
case com pIe i ty of the standard Greedy String Ti l i ng  approach i proved to be O(n3 ) ,  where 
11 i the length of tring [ 30 ] .  On the other hand, the complexity of the Local Al ignment 
algorithm, given two tri ng A and B i s  O( ( IA I  + IB! ) 3 ) . 
Keyword Similarity. I n  thi  approach ,  representative topical ly-related keywords are col­
lected and weighted from a given document.  The e keywords are then compared to the key­
word e tracted from the other documents. If a match i found between the document ' key­
word , the document wi th potent ial im i larity are p l i t  i nto maIler port ions of text, where 
the e port ion are compared recur ively. Thi approach a sume that imi larity i found only 
in document with im i l ar topic . [ 34 ] .  Another s imi lar approach compares text pas ages 
again  t their rel at ive frequency of word occurrences [ 1 0, 1 1 ] . Two pas ages hare s imi lar 
word frequencie re lative to each other are considered s imi lar. Thi approach,  again,  assume 
document with imi lar topics. 
Fingerprint Analysis. The most popular and succe ful approach to near-s imi larity search 
and local text reuse detection i the detect ion of overlapping documents fi ngerprints [ 20, 35 ] .  
Document are div ided into term sequence (chunks) ,  which are then converted i nto a numeric 
form repre ent ing the document fi ngerprints.  Then, whenever two documents share one or 
more fi ngerprint , thi  mo t probably indicates a reu ed text between the two document while 
maintain ing an acceptable runt ime and torage behaviour [ 1 0, 2 1 ] . Chapter 2 overview most 
of the avai lable fi ngerprint ing technique for local text reu e detect ion . The next ection 
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de cribe the general a pect of plagiarism detecti n .  
1 .4 Text Reu e and Plagiarism Detection 
Plagiari m is the act of unacknowledged re-u e of omeone's e lse work. Text plagia­
rism is an i l legal reuse of te t from one or more docllments without being properly c i ted [ 36 ] .  
lthough plagiari  m detection ie on idered a special ca e of the general term text-reuse, thi  
particu lar application ha been widely tudied in  the l i terature [ I  S ,  1 6, 1 7, 37 ] .  
1 .4. 1 Plagiarism Detection Types 
The main object ive of plagiari sm detect ion tools i to detect and prevent the two main 
t pe of plagiari m.  Namely, plagiari m i n  programming languages and plagiari m in  natural 
language (al 0 cal led textual plagiarism) .  
One of the earl ie t model for automated plag iari m detection reported in the l i tera­
ture ha focu ed on detect ing plagiarism i n  tudents'  source code [ 38 ] .  Detect ing plagiari m 
ca e i n  programming languages i considered less complicated when compared to natural 
l anguage. The detect ion i nvol ve fol lowing the main tool of a given program, uch a l i ne 
number . tatement . and method cal l  and is  wel l  researched i n  the l i terature [ 1 8 , 1 9 ] .  Ex­
ample of plagiari m detect ion too ls  for programming codes are MOSS ( Measure Of Software 
S imi lari ty) ,  YAPIYAP 3 ( Yet Another Plague), and S I D  ( Software I ntegrity Diagno i or Share 
I nfomlat ion D i  tance) .  
The detect ion t a  k becomes more compl icated when deal ing with document in  natu­
ral language a the text may get eas i ly  modi fied or paraphra ed. The most re earched approach 
is when a text i n  a document i a dupl icate or a near-dupl icate of another document .  However, 
the complex i ty of the problem i ncrea es when paraphrasing takes p lace. Thi d ifficul ty of the 
problem varies from simple word i nsert ions, deletion , or subst i tution to complete reformu­
lat ion or  even word re-ordering a i t  is  the case for word-free language . Natural language 
plagiari. m can be c lassified i nto two main type : un i - J i ngual and mul t i - l i ngual plagiari sm de­
tect ion.  Mo t of the researcher add res ed the un i - l i ngual plagiari m detect ion type, wh ich 
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deal<,  with the automat ic ident i fication of te tual plagiari m ca e in  document with the arne 
language, for in ,  tance , Arabi - rabic .  Mul t i - l i ngual plagiari m detection, on the other hand, 
addrc�ses the automatic detect i  n of plagiarism between document w ith different l anguage . 
For c ample, Engl i  h-Arabic .  
1 .4.2 Plagiari m Detect ion Classes 
Textual Plagiarism detection can also be div ided into two major problem c la  e ,  
namely e ternal plag iarism detect ion and i ntrinsic plagiar ism detect ion.  I n  the ca e of external 
plag iarism, the proce s sear he for candidate source ( from a l arge col lection of documents) 
from which a suspiciou document may have reu ed parts of i t  text [ 39 ] .  On the other hand, 
i ntrin ic  plagiari m detection focu e on the change in  the wri t ing style of a given uspiciou 
document by ident ify ing part of the document that differ ignificantly from the remain i ng 
text wi th in  the arne document. Note that there i no reference col lection used in  th i  type of 
plagiari m c la  [ 40 ] .  
M any commercia l  plagiari m detect ion appl icat ion have been developed in  the la  t 
decade . Some of the e detectors are ba ed on fi ngerprin t ing techn iques addres ed i n  th i 
re earch, wh i le other product uch a Academic Plagiarism Checker, PLagiarisrnDetect, Tur­
l1 i(i11 . and Grammer!y are for commercia l  purposes and their underly ing techn ical i n formation 
are kept h idden .  
Turnirin i considered one of  the most popu lar p lagiarism detection y terns. I t  ha  
been reported that i t  uses documents col lection as  we l l  a Web page and 98% of  the UK 
un iversi t ie u e i t  for plagiarism detect ion purposes [ 4 1 ] .  On  the other hand, i t s  main technol­
ogy rel ie on finding tri ng matches of i ze 8 to 1 0  words as revealed by the analysis i n  [ 42 ] .  
E pec ia l ly, the system perform wel l  only for exact  copies and probably  not a good i n  the 
ca e of paraphrased plagiari m. 
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1 .5 Text Reu e on the Web 
I n  thi. ect ion,  we describe lhe main i sue and chal lenges that are related to local text 
reu 'e dele tion on the Web. 
everal technique ha e been proposed for detect ing local text reu e on the Web. How­
ever, these technique have been developed to work on Latin language and on relat ively mal l  
and topical ly  re lated data et that have been created through crawl ing speci fic Web pages. To 
the be. t of our knowledge, no prior work has been prev iou ly conducted on text reuse detec­
t ion on the Web. Bendersky and Croft [ 2 ] , however, have recently sugge ted a framework for 
detect ing Engl ish te t reu e on the Web. They focused on retriev i ng and we ighting key con­
cept re lated to the tatement of i ntere t ,  and defi n ing the t ime-l i ne of the tatement it elf and 
the related Web page. to it. However, the practical appl icab i l i ty of the suggested text reuse 
detect ion y tern on the Web has not been i mplemented. 
Chiu et. al. [ 2 8 ]  presented a prototype text reuse earching i nterface based on the ar­
chi tecture propo ed i n  [ 2 ] .  They i nve t igated the fea ib i l i ty of a text reu e arch i tecture for the 
Web. The y tern fi r t creates an in i t ia l  document et from the Web and then appl ies k-gram 
ba ed fingerprint ing method on the retrieved set . The steps inc lude query ing the document 
to be used for the reu e detect ion,  down loading them, and final ly  apply ing fingerpri nt ing 
technique to compute the i mi l arity cores and define the t ime-l ine of reuse. Obv iously the 
performance of the whole system in i t ia l l y  depend on which documents are retrieved at the 
fi r t tep, and fi na l ly  the text reu e detect ion method. Therefore, the focus hould be on new 
techn ique that w i l l  advance the current research .  
A traightforward approach to fi nd documents on s imi lar topics i to  extract keywords 
from the i nput document and to retrieve other documents also contain ing these keywords [ 4 3 ] .  
Our contribut ion to thi problem i a strategy to formulate querie to a Web earch engine in 
order to retrieve candidate ource documents.  U ing the Web as a source requires technique 
for automatic query generat ion and formulat ion to ident ify potential  candidates i nce the Web 
i the typical p lace of text reu e .  
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1 .6 Text Reuse Detection for A rabic Text 
The Arabic language i a rich morphological language that i among the mostly u ed 
language ' in  (he world and on the Web a wel l .  However, l i tt le or no attention i g iven to (hi  
language in  the ar a of text reu 'e detect ion and even plagiari m detection. Whi le  the local 
te t reu' detection problem ha been mo t ly  tudied i n  the l i terature for Western language , 
it i s  st i l l  one of the bigge t chal lenge in  the Arabic language and the re earch have remai ned 
qu ite l imited. Whi le there are few work re lated to plagiarism detection in Arabic on relatively 
'mall col lections, we confident ly tate that there i no avai lable prev ious work or system on 
te t reu e detect ion for Arabic-ba ed documents on the Web. 
I t  i worth ment ion i ng that the on ly  work concerning text reuse, and plag iarism detec­
t ion in part icu lar, are the work done by Alzahrani  et al [44 ] ,  Jadal lah et a l .  [45 ] , Menai [46 ] ,  
and Jaoua [ 47 ] .  A l l  o f  them focu ed o n  p lagiarism detect ion o f  Arabic-based documents i n  
re latively smal l col lection . B e  ide , a l l  of them are part icularly tai lored for the external ap­
proach of plagiari m detection, wh i le the work done by Ben alem [ 48 ]  focused on the intri nsic 
approach, and are, hence, Ie s re levant to our work . 
1 .7 Contributions of this Thesis 
I n  th is  the i , we in tend to develop techn ique for finding text reuse on the Web. That 
, our object ive i to develop text reu e detection method that can detect al ternat ive vel' ion 
of the same informat ion from the Web or using any Arabic-based documents col lection. The 
resul t  of thi re earch can be thought of as rich tools to informat ion analyst to val idate and 
a e informat ion coming from uncertain sources. The ystem would prove useful for detect­
ing reuse in  c ient ific l i terature too. I t  i al 0 the t ime for ordinary Web users to become "Fact 
I n  pectors" by prov iding a tool that al lows people to quickly check the val idity and original­
i ty of tatements and their sources, so they w i l l  be given the opportuni ty to perform their  own 
a, es ment of information qual i ty. The main contribut ions of thi the i s  are summarized as 
fol low : 
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• We propo, e a new querie ' formulat ion model for candidate ource document retrieval 
at th Web , cale.  The queries are formulated by extract ing a et of representative term 
from a given document that form a a signature to that document in  order to query a 
Web search engine ia a publ ic search API .  The set of querie is se lected in  uch a way 
that ensure a global overage of the document .  
• We propo e a new text reuse detect ion technique ba ed on fingerprint ing to detect local 
te t reu e in the ett ing of the Web. Our techn ique is  hybrid in  the sense of apply ing fin­
gerprint ing elect ion method together wi th  I n format ion Retrieval hemi t i c  to  produce 
better and more robust resul t  and to accommodate wi th the complex ity of the Arabic 
language . 
• We develop a more effect ive and i nteract ive Web search tool that al 10w long queries 
to be u ed rather than hort keyword , which acts a an important ub-ta k in text reuse 
detect ion problem on the Web. 
1 .8 Objectives 
1 .8. 1 Major Objectives 
The major object ive of th is  dis ertat ion are the fol lowing:  
1. To de ign a y tern for detect ing text reuse for Arabic documents on the Web. 
2. To focus on developing effic ient Web query formu lation techniques to retrieve clo e ly 
re lated document  from the Web based on the i nput document being tested. 
3. To de ign model for detect ing text reuse that inc lude paraphra ing, word deletion and 
words reordering.  
4 .  To analyze the impact of text pre-processing techn iques uch as stemming, lemmatiza­
t ion, top-word removal on the overal l detection sy tern. 
5. To develop techn ique for pairwise comparison between pair of document . 
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6.  � construct a c rpus for the e aluation of both ub- ystem , the candidate document 
retrie al from the Web, and the pairwi e compari on between pair of imi lar document . 
7 .  To e al uate the effect i eness of the te t reuse detect ion model and addre the problem 
that ari. e in the Web en i ronment.  
1 .8.2 General Objectives 
The general objectives of thi research are the fol lowing:  
( 1 )  To re iew the problem of detect ing text reuse and its impact on the de ign of tools for 
retrieving information and it analysi s .  
(2) To rev iew the tate of the art technology for text reuse detection, ident ifying the chal­
lenges beh ind the m iddle of level of the im i larity pectrum. 
( 3) To de ign model for detect ing text reuse, captur ing orne text edit uch as ynonym 
ub t i tut ion,  words delet ion and words reordering.  
(4) To review exi t ing fingerprin t ing technique for text reuse detect ion .  
(5)  To i nve t igate and te t the fea ib i l i ty of text reu e detection at  the Web scale in  the 
ett ing of Web search and discover the advantages and drawback of using the Web as 
a source. 
( 6) To addre s the chal lenge that would arise from detect ing reu e in  Arabic document . 
1 .9 Dissertation Outl ine 
Thi dis ertation i structured as fol lows: 
In Chapter 2 ,  we overview several local text reuse detection method ba ed on fi n­
gerprint ing techniques. We fi rst define the context of local text reuse and si tuate i t  with in 
the general pectrum of information retrieval in order to pinpoint it part icu lar appl icab i l i ty 
and chal lenges. After a brief de cription of the major text reuse detect ion appro ache , we 
i ntroduce the general principles of fi ngerprint ing algorithm from an i nformat ion retrieval 
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perspect ive. Three clas 'es of fi ngerprint ing method (overlap, non-overlap, and randomized) 
are urve ed. Spec ific algori thm. , . uch a k-gram, winnowing, hail  torm, OCT and hash­
break ing. are de cribed. A number of benchmark corpora for Lat in  document that are used 
to val uate the performan e of the text reu e detection sy tem is pre ented. Final ly, the pelfor­
mance measure that are commonly used for eval uation are de cribed and the characteristics 
of the mentioned algori thm are ummarized ba ed n data from the l i terature. 
In Chapter 3, we pre ent the sy tern architecture and de cribe its pha e . The Arabic 
language characteri t ic are al 0 presented in th i chapter. Text preproces ing and repre enta­
t ion technique. u ed before apply ing the i ndexing and detection method are also discu ed.  
Final ly. 'ome i mplementat ion detai l are pre ented. 
In Chapter 4. we defi ne a new method of Web queries formulat ion for the problem 
of candidate documents retrieval from the Web. We evaluated the work u ing a col lect ion of 
document espec ia l ly  con tmcted for the evaluation of Web document retrieval .  The exper­
i ment how that,  on average, around 80% of the Web documents used in  the reused case 
were ucce ful l y  retrieved. 
In Chapter 5 ,  we de cribe in deta i l  the general framework to detect text reuse i n  
Arabic text . A e t  of experiment were conducted t o  gain a n  i n  ight i nto the effect of the 
u nique feature of the Arabic l anguage to the main components of the general framework 
of local text reu e detect ion . Query expan ion i integrated i n to the retrieval pha e i n  order 
to deal with edi ted text .  Queries are expanded with terms deletion, words reordering, and 
ynonym subst i tut ion.  We have evaluated the performance of the detect ion component of 
our sy tern using a re latively large corpu that has been recently created for the detection 
of text reu e and plagiari m in Arabic documents. The resu lts demonstrate that the query 
expan ion tool i mprove the overal l  performance of the document retrieval phase compared 
to queries wi thout expansion . 
I n  Chapter 6, we ummarize th is  dissertat ion and comment on po ible future work. 
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Chapter 2 :  An Overview of Fingerprinting Techniques 
Th i<;  chapter provide an in-depth , tudy f a wide range of f ingerprint ing method . 
We f irst introduce the general pri n iples for any fi ngerprint ing algori thm from an informat ion 
retrie a l  peL pe t ive and then urvey the re le ant algorithm from the l i terature.  A mentioned 
before in Chapter I ,  unl ike near-duplicate document detect ion, our focu i on algorithms that 
det ct I cal Ie ,t reus ba 'ed on part of documents. For example, a reu ed text i typical ly 
modified to onform with the content of the document. Therefore, technologie to detect uch 
ca e,' of te t reu 'e can not re ly  on the near-dupl icate method , in  wh ich the reused text being 
c lo e t identical to i ts  original ,  but rather have to be account for modi fication of mall parts 
of the document . Such local text reuse detection methods are based on a techn ique cal led 
fingerprin t ing. 
A fingerprint h (d)  of a document d can be considered as a set of encoded substrings 
taken from d, which serve a a repre entation of the document d. These encoded substri ngs 
are u ual ly  formed u ing the n -gram method, wh ich div ide the document into a set of con­
t iguou sub tring of length n (the n-gram method is  described in more deta i ls  in Section 2 . 3) .  
Each n-gram i then ha hed and a sub et of these hashe i s  se lected to be the document '  
fingerprint . Note that  h denote the ha h function.  Other type of fi ngerprint ing methods are 
formed by reformulat ing d as a whole to obta in  a simpl ified repre entation of d whi le main­
tain i ng a much information a po ible of the content of the document.  Such fi ngerprints 
of the document are u ed for the local text reuse detect ion .  In general , a good fingerprint ing 
techn ique should sat i  fy the fol lowing propert ie : 
• Accuracy: the fingerprin ts generated by the f ingerprint ing technique mu t be accurate 
enough to repre ent the document . 
• Efficiency: the generated fingerprints must be as smal l  a po ible .  
Con idering the above propertie , we i ntroduce several fingerprint ing methods. How­
ever, mo t of the e techniques hare the fol lowing two operat ion : fingerprint generat ion and 
fi ngerprint matching.  
I S  
2. 1 Fingerprint Generation 
Before de ign ing an accurate and efficient fi ngerprint ing technique, there are four 
ar a� i n  the proce. s of creat ing i t  that need to be con idered [ 29 ] :  
( I )  ub. tring Select ion . From the original document, ub tri ng (chunk ) are extracted ac­
cording to orne election trategy. S uch a trategy may con ider po i tional ,  frequency­
ba 'ed, or tructural  informat ion.  
( 2 )  S ub. tring Number. The ubstri ng number control the fingerprint resolut ion.  There 
i.' an obviou trade-off between fi ngerprint qual i ty, computational co t ,  and space re­
qu i rement , which mu t be carefu l ly  balanced. The more infomlat ion of a document i 
encoded i n  the fi ngerprint ,  the more rel iably  a possible overlap of two fingerprint can 
be detected. 
( 3) S ub tring S ize . The substring ize define the fi ngerprint granulari ty. A fine granularity 
make a fingerprint more suscept ible to false matches, whi le  wi th a coar e granu larity 
fi ngerprint ing become very ensi t ive to change . 
(4)  S ub tring Encoding.  The selected substrings are converted in to in teger numbers . Sub­
stri ng conver ion establ i hes a hash operation where, aside from uniquenes and un ifor­
mity, also efficiency i an i mportant i ue [ 49 ] .  I n  most fi ngerprint ing techniques, the 
popular M D 5  ha h i ng algori thm i often employed [ 50 ] .  
2.2 Fingerprint M atching 
To e t imate the amount of reused text between a pair of documents, a non-symmetric 
metric measure is used ( [ 1 2 , 26, 4 ] ) . Spec ifical ly, given two documents A and B, the amount 
of text in document A, which is  hared with document B i s  represented a a rat io of the number 
of hared fingerpri nts to the number of fingerprint of document A .  The rat io, containment of 
A in B, i .  expres ed a fol low [ 35 ] :  
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(2 . 1 ) 
where FA and Fs are the sets of fi ngerprint of document A and B, re pectively. Note that the 
�hared fingerpri nt rat io i non- 'ymmetric (C(A . B) -# C(B, A ) )  i nce such a measure reAect 
the difference in the length' of the documents. General ly, symmetric metrics are used for 
near-dupl icate detection method [ 35 ] .  The estimated conta inment values of document can 
then be div ided i nto range (e .g . ,  rno t, con iderable ,  part ia l )  ba ed on the propert ies and goals 
of the te t reu e appl icat ion. 
2.3 Fingerprinting Approaches 
Thi section gives an overview of existing fi ngerprin t ing approaches for local text 
reu e detect ion.  There are broadly  two k i nd of fi ngerprint ing technique for text reuse detec-
t ion :  overlap techn ique and non-overlap techniques.  The fol lowing two ubsections overv iew 
the avai lable method of the two techn ique . 
2.3. 1 Overlap Fingerprinting Methods 
Overlap method use a l id ing w indow that is sh ifted by a word. The word equence 
in the w indow (or its numeric value)  i handled a a chunk.  Given a s ize of the window a 
n ,  the ifh window w i l l  contain the i'h word to the i + n - l 'l! word i n  the document .  The 
methods that are based on the l id ing w indow are referred to a overlap methods si nce the 
adjacent window overlap each other, i. e. , n - 1 of the words that appear in  one window, w i l l  
a lso appear i n  the ubsequent window. 
The overlap methods proved to produce good resul t , al though they generate many 
chunks.  However, variou selection algori thms were propo ed ( [9, 7 ,  2 1 ,  26 ] ), of which we 
de cribe four representat ive below. 
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-Gram 
-gram i. the fiL t and ' i mple. t method of the overlap methods. An n-gram is a et of 
11 ontiguou token ' in  the do ument .  These token may be character or words. It use a l l  
the consecut ive n token. ( also cal led chunk or h ingle ) of  a document generated by a sl iding 
\ ind w with s ize 11 a fi ngerprints.  This  l id ing wi ndow i h i fted by one token at a t ime .  
Hence, the  total number of fi ngerprint for a document wi th  total of M token i calculated a : 
Nil gram = M - 11 + I ( 2 . 2 )  
ote that the above formula repre ent  an upper bound for the number of fi ngerprint a the 
n-gram method i u ua l ly  used i n  a et-wise approach [ 5 1 ] .  
I ntu it ively, the n-gram method shows good re u l t  si nce i t  uses a l l  generated n-grams 
a fi ngerprints.  However, it become too expensive and infeasible in big col lections. The next 
overlap method e lect a repre entat ive ub et of the generated n-gram fi ngerprints in order to 
reduce thei r  number and enhance the effic iency of the method. 
o mod p 
One neces ary property for a e lect ion algori thm to work properly is that it mu t e lect 
the arne ub et of fingerpri nt for identical documents. Randomly elected chunk would not 
sat i fy thi property a i t  i unpredictable which chunk are se lected. The Omod p method 
select only chunk w ith ha h val ue divis ible by p among a l l  the n-gram chunks [ 9 ] .  Thus, i f  
two documents are ident ical the selected chunk by Omod p method in  the documents are the 
arne. The average number of fi ngerprints Omod p select i then reduced by a factor of p as 
fol low : 
NOlllodp = NIl-gram /  P (2 .3 )  
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The drawbacks of this method is  that i t  doe not repre ent the whole document accu-
rate ly. For in.  lance. if  r common hunk ' are div is ible by p. thi  could falsely detennine 
a reu e re lation hip.  On the other hand,  i t  is not  guaranteed lhat i f  two document contain 
imi lar chunks ( at d ifferent locat ion ' in  the documents) .  that the e chunk wi l l  be selected in 
both document and hence. reu e may not be detected. 
Winnowing 
Winnowing i another selection algori thm ba ed on n-gram [ 26 ] .  I t  u e a econd 
\ i ndow with c i ze H' s l id ing over the chunk derived from the orig inal window in  n-gram. 
Only  one chunk i selected as a fi ngerprint from each winnowing window, which i the chunk 
with m i n i mum ha h value. The rightmost value i selected in  case of t ie . 
Winnowing proved to y ie ld better resu lts than the Omod p method i n  practice and pro-
v ided a lower bound of the e lected fingerprints as : 
2 
N\I'illIlOH'lIlg 2': w + I .NII -gram ( 2 .4) 
S i nce the winnowing method e lection of the fi ngerpri nts depend on the hash values 
of the chunk wi th in  the arne w innowing window, thi means that even if two document 
'hare a common chunk, w innowing doe not necessari l y  select that chunk 's fi ngerprint i n  
both documents .  However, i f  two documents share a sequence of words, wh ich i at least a 
l arge as the winnowing window w, at least one common word out of th i s  sequence is se lected 
in both document . 
Hailstorm 
The Ha i l  torm method combine the re u l ts of w innowing w ith a more global cover­
age of the document.  The word of a document are hashed prior to apply ing winnowing to 
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the d cument .  Each chunk is  then tested and selected a a fingerpri nt only i f  the lowe t ha h 
value i �  the leftmo, t (or the rightmost ) token with in  the chunk [ 5 2 ] .  
I t  IS requ ir  d to choo e a large window ize for the Hai l  torm to reach high compres­
sion rates. However, the qual ity of n-gram for the detection of local text reu e decrease for 
big w indow � i ze, . Th i '  i s  due t o  the fact that the en i t ivi ty o f  n-gram for small changes 
increase� with an increa ' ing window size .  
2.3.2 Non-Overlap Fingerprinting Methods 
In the non-overlap methods, the document i divided into non-overlapping text eg­
ment rather than overlapping chunk . In uch method the proce s of dividing text segment 
is cal led breaking, and the word po i t ion where a break occurs is known as breakpoint. 
Hash-breaking 
Ha h-breaking is  s imi lar to the Omod p method but wi thout overlapping.  The word in 
the document are ha hed and the breakpoint  are created at locat ion where the ha h values of 
the word are divi ible by a given parameter p.  The resu l t ing text chunks are then hashed and 
u ed as fi ngerprints of the document .  
The expected number of fingerprin t  for a document D u ing the hash-breaking method 
L(D)j p, and thu the average length of text egments is  p.  However, in bad cases, the length 
of the te t egment might be much horter or much longer than expected, depending on the 
di  tribution of the ha h values. In the wor t ea e ,  the chunk could be very short and con ists 
only of very common word . In thi  ca e ,  the reu e detect ion is  badly affected. Soe and Croft 
refined the ha h-break ing technique to reduce noi y fi ngerprint i n  uch a way that i t  ignores 
the text segments whose lengths are horter than p ( rev ised hash-breaking)  [ 4 ] .  
Another weak poin t  of the hash-break ing method i that it i s  very ensit ive to smal l 
modi fication . A change of one character i n  a chunk,  w i l l  lead to a complete ly different ha h 
value and 0 the re u l t i ng fi ngerprint of the document. Soe and Croft propo ed the use of 
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Discrete s ine Transformat ion ( DCT) to overcome the above problem and make it more 
robu, l agai nst ,'mal l change ' [ 4 ] .  
D i  crete Co i n e  Tran format ion ( OCT) 
The DCT fi ngerprint ing add res es the en i t iv i ty problem of the hash-breaking method. 
The DCT ( as defi ned in Wikipedia [ 53 ] )  "expre e a equence of fi n itely many data points 
i n  terms of a urn of co i ne funct ion 0 c i l 1 at ing at d ifferent  frequencie ". I ts mai n character­
i t ic that make it w idely  u 'ed in numerou appl ications in science and engineering uch a 
the h s compre sion of audio and images i that smal l  h igh-frequency component can be 
di carded a they are les i mportant than low-frequency component . 
DCT i expected to be more robu t against smal l change than ha h-break ing.  How­
e er.  i t  can only be tolerant of at mo t a i ngle word replacement [ 4 ] .  
2.3.3 Other Approaches 
Randomized Fingerprinting 
A randomized algori thm or probabi l i st ic algori thm i s  an algorithm which uses a degree 
of randomne s as part of i t  logic.  I n  computat ional geometry, a standard techn ique to bui ld  
a tructure i to randomly permute the i nput data and then i n  ert them one by one i nto the 
exi t ing tructure. The randomizat ion ensures that the expected number of change to the 
t ructure cau ed by an i nsertion i mal l ,  and so the expected runn ing t ime of the algori thm can 
be upper bounded. Th i technique i known as randomized i ncremental con truction [ 54 ] .  The 
same technique i used i n  [ 55 ]  for document fingerprint ing.  Th i randomized fi ngerprint ing 
provides a guarantee that a match with more than W characters wi l l  be detected w ith very h igh 
probabi l i ty. The algori thm u es spec ia l  data tructure cal led ynop is data structure that are 
con tructed in a randomized fa h ion for mainta in ing the dist inct items, the most frequent 
i tems, and global Jy  frequent i tem each on a eparate data structure. It a lso u e an algorithm 
cal led count- ketch for estimat ing the frequency of items u ing a l im ited space . These two 
technique� are general l  u ed f r proce 's ing data- treams. 
Fuzzy Fingerprinting 
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I n  the pre iou, I mentioned fingerpri nt ing approache , the fingerprint technology 
u�ed to ident ify text reuse between two documents u ing pai rw i  e s imi larity compari-
on. Specifical ly, compari ng the generated fingerprints for the two documents and check ing 
whether the have a ub tant ia l  overlap. In the ca e of fuzzy fi ngerprin t ing approach, a com­
pact document model d ba ed on the vector space is con tructed for a given document d and 
a ,  pec ial type of imi larity comparison between d and the fi ngerprint of a l l  other documents 
in a col lection i performed ( [ 8, 56, 29 ] ) . According to [ 56 ] ,  the a lgori thm for con truct ing 
fuzzy fi ngerprin t  inc ludes the  fol lowing steps: 1 )  Extract ing a set of word term (chunks) 
for document d by computing i t  vector pace model d; 2 )  computing the vector of re la­
t ive frequencie p f  of the prefix  cla e for the document '  i ndex words; 3 )  Nonnal izing the 
vector pf and computing the vector of rel ative deviation /}.pJ to the expected prefix  c las 
di tribution ; 4) Fuzzification of /}.pJ by ab tract ing the exact deviation to one fuzzy deviation 
cherne, and then computing the fuzzy hash value for each word. The main advantage of the 
fuzzy fingerprint ing i that i t  does not u, e the computational ly expensive hash ing function 
u ed by other fingerprint ing techn ique . I t  al  0 produces better results in term of the chunk 
ize and the preci  ion of shared fi ngerprints .  
SVD-Based Detection 
Singular Value Decompo it ion ( SV D )  i a wel l -known factorizat ion of a rectangular 
matrix i n  l inear algebra. I t  i s  a tool for Latent  Semantic Analy i (LSA) to deduce the latent 
emantic as ociat ions between two different  ent i t ie [ 57 ] .  In other words, LSA incorporate 
S V D  to analyze rel at ionships between a set of documents and their term . The reuse detection 
method de cribed in [ 58 ]  employed LSA framework to i nfer the latent em antic associat ions 
and ub equently determ i ne the document imi larity whi le processing the selected documents. 
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The 0 matri (M) i ' compo, ed of everal vector ' [M[ . M2 . . . . .  MIl ] ,  where vector 
MI inc ludes terms oc urr ing in document i with thei r  frequencie . These term are main ly  
phrase. of n-grams. which hence help. ident ify s imi larit ies between document . However, 
" i nce every document contain only a small  ubset of a l l  phra es, th i  make matrix M hugely 
. par e .  Therefore .  the computat ional co. t of the decomposit ion in SVD wi l l  be very h igh if 
the phrase-. pace is too large. 
2.4 Evaluation of Fingerprinting Approaches 
2.4. 1 Information Retrieval Evaluation 
Thi ection prov ide a formal framework of i nformation retrieval i n  general ,  defin ing  
i t  termi nology and br iefly i ntroducing the various measures used for evaluating the perfor­
mance of information retrieval systems before proceeding w ith the evaluation of the fi nger­
prin ting techn ique . 
I nformation retrieval i a mu l t idi  c ip l i nary field in  Computer Science which aims at 
developing y tem that help obtain i ng informat ion re ources re levant to an informat ion need 
from a col lect ion of informat ion re ources [ 59 ] .  I t  is  al 0 defi ned as a term convent ional ly  
appl ied to  the  type of computer act ivi ty that inform the  user on the  avai labi l i ty ( or non­
avai l abi l i ty )  of the resource ( i. e. , document ) re lat ing to hi reque t [ 60 ] .  
I n  order for a n  information retrieval s y  tem t o  operate and retrieve information, that 
i n format ion mu t fir t be tored in the computer. General ly, the information w i l l  usua l ly  have 
been in the form of document . However, a document representat ive is  produced from a stored 
document,  e i ther manual ly or automatica l ly, in wh ich the computer can proce s.  An informa­
t ion retrieval proce begin  when a u er enters h is  query q i nto the system.  Queries, denoted 
by Q, are formal statements of i nformat ion needs, for in tance a l i st of keywords to search i n  
Web earch engine . I n  informat ion retrieval, a query q does not un iquely ident ify a ingle 
object in the col lect ion. I n  tead, evefal object may match the query, perhaps wi th d ifferent 
degrees of re levancy. This col lection of objects i denoted by D and i usual ly organ ized i n  
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do uments. Theref re, informat ion retrieval can be . ummarized a identifying a document 
d E  D that is re levant to q. 
Most informat ion retrieval sy, tern compute a numeric value on how relevant each 
document i n  the col lection f document to the query. Retrieved document are ranked ac­
cording to thi. alue. The top ranking document are then shown to the user [ 59 ] .  The rele-
ance of a do ument d to a query q i mea ured by means of a retrieval mode l M = (ex .  f3 ,  y) , 
where ex .  f3 .  and y are representation functions. That i , ex : D ---+ D that maps a document 
d E D onto a mach i ne-readable abstract ion d. The econd function f3 : Q ---+ Q maps the 
queries q E Q onto a certain repre entation q that represents its human-readable counterpart 
of q in the computat ion .  The relevance function y :  D x Q ---+ M maps a pai r of repre enta­
t ion' (d ,  q )  onto a real value that quant i fies the relevance of d to q. I n tu i t ively, the larger the 
relevance value of d to q, the more relevant i t  i . 
Relevance i a ubject ive not ion . Different users may have different view about 
the relevance or non-relevance of part icular documents to given querie . Therefore, a rel­
evance thre hold T i peci fied that div ides D i n to two set of relevant document D + = 
{d id  E Dandy (d . q ) 2: T} and non-relevant documents D- = D/D+ . Thi general ly outl ines 
the formal framework of an information retrieval y tern. In pract ice, retrieval models d iffer 
from one appl ication to another i n  order to solve part icular retrieval task . 
M uch effort and re earch ha focused on solv i ng the problem of evaluat ion of in­
format ion retrieval y terns. S i x  main mea urable quantit ie have been studied as de cribed 
i n  [ 6 1 ] :  
( 1 )  The coverage of the col lection, i .e . ,  the extent to which the system includes relevant 
matter; 
( 2 )  the t ime l ag, which is, the average in terval between the t ime the earch request is made 
and the t ime an answer i given ;  
(3 )  the form of pre entation of the resu l t ;  
( 4) the user's effort i n  obtai n ing an wers to h is  queries; 
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( 5 )  the recal l of the retrieval model, 'pecifical ly, the proport ion of relevant material actual ly 
retrieved i n  an wer to a query ;  
(6)  the prec ision of the ret rieval model ,  which i , the proport ion of retrieved material that 
i� actua l ly  reI ant. 
In order to evaluate the performance of an informat ion retrieval model M of a g iven 
s :-tem, ariou. mea ure ' for evaluat ing the effectivenes of retrieval model have been pro-
po�ed [ 62 ,  63 ] .  However, recal l and prec is ion are the most commonly appl ied measures in  
informat ion retrieval .  The mea ures requ ire a col lection of documents D and queries Q,  such 
that for e ery quer q E Q there exist a ub et of documents D'" C D  that are con idered rele-
vant to q. The performance mea ures quant i fy the llcce s of a retrieval model M i n  retrievi ng 
D' for a g iven query q by comparing  it w ith the obtained retrieval re u l ts D 1- . 
Precision 
Preci ion i the fraction of the documents retrieved that are relevant to the user' ll1-
format ion need. It mea ure the purity of the et of retrieved document D+ . 
. .  ( + * ) 
I retrieved documents n relevant documents I 
preCISIOn D . D  = -'-- -----.-------,-- ---
I retrIeved docurnents l 
(2 .5 )  
Recall 
Recal l measures the completene s of the retrieved documents wi th respect to the rele­
vant documents, which mean , it can be viewed as the probabi l ity that a relevant document is 
retrieved by the query. 
+ 1 ret rieved documents n relevant documenfs l  ID* n D 1- 1  (2 .6)  recall (D . D* ) = = ---
I relevant documents I I D* I 
Note that a 1 00% recal l if return ing al l  the documents i n  respon e to a query. Spec if-
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ical l  , b  re laxing the threshold 'r so that a l l  the document in a col lection are con idered 
re levant ( i .e. D = D). Therefore, u ing the recal l  measure alone doesn ' t  g ive an accurate 
v iew of the pelformance of a retrieval model and the et of non-relevant documents needs to 
be computed too b computing the preci ion. On another note, an est imation of the recal l  
value can be al mo. t impossible. For example, in the case of Web informat ion retrieval where , 
the amount of the relevent documents for a given query is unknown [ 64 ] .  However, this can 
be �olved by con ideri ng only the top n retrieved document for eval uation purpo e resu l t ing 
i n  a new recal l val ue named "recal l at  / 7" [ 65 ] .  
F-measure 
The preci ion and recal l mea ure are combined into a i ng le performance value using 
a weighted harmonic mean of the two measures cal led the F-mea ure: 
( + * ) 
( 1  + b2 ) . precisioll (D+ . D* ) . recall ( D+ . D* )  
Fb D , D = -�---'------:------:-'---:----'------:----'----:-
b2 .precision (D+ . D* )  + reca/l (D+ , D* ) 
(2 .7 )  
where b E [0 . 00) .  The F-mea ure measures the effect iveness of retrieval wi th respect 
to a user who give b t imes a much importance to recal l as preci sion. That is, the prec ision 
mea. ure i empha ized more if b < I and b > 1 mean the recal l  is more emphasized. 
There are various other measures that can be used uch a average preci ion, r-prec ision, 
di  counted cumulat ive gain, and many more [ 65 ] . However, the three mentioned measures 
above are con idered the mo t common appro ache to measure the performance and effec-
t ivene s of retrieval models .  
The above outl i ne the formal framework that de cribes an informat ion retrieval sy -
tern in general . Note that not a l l  users '  needs are the arne and thu retrieval mode ls may 
differ from one appl ication to another. In fact ,  there is no one "overal l" theory of i nformation 
retrieva l .  Neverthele s, the field is very trongly pragmat ic :  it is driven by practical problem 
and onsiderat ions and asse ' ed b pract ical criteria [ 66 ] .  
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Figure 2 . 1 :  The e aluat ion of 5 fi ngerprint ing algori thms i n  term of prec ision and recal l 
a lue a� reported i n  [ 3 ]  
2.4.2 Text Reuse and Plagiarism Detection Corpora 
One of the main i sue in text reuse detection is the lack of a un i fied document col lec-
tion (corpu ) for i t  evaluat ion .  Variou fi ngerprint ing technique have been propo ed for text 
reu e detect ion, however, hardly any evidence can be found to name the best algori thm or the 
be t y tern for text reuse detect ion. Thi i s  due to the fact that there was no one control led 
evaluation benchmark for thi field [ 3 ] .  As i n  many informat ion retrieval y terns, a data col-
1ection and a et of measure form the evaluation framework necessary to compare between 
d ifferent  approache under a common sett ing .  I n  the case of fingerprint ing techniques, a num-
ber of corpora have been con tructed and used to evaluate d i fferent fingerprint ing methods 
'uch a : 
1 .  M ETER corpu [ 67 ] :  An  early project exploring the automatic detect ion of text reuse 
and plagiari m is the METER project (MEasuring TExt Reuse ), the aim of wh ich was 
the automated detect ion of text reu e with in the pec ific domai n of journal i sm ( [  1 2 ] ) .  
The METER technologie were sub equently used to  analyze text reuse i n  joumal ism 
from the 1 7th century [ 2 ] .  The M ETER corpus provides 445 text reuse cases among 
1 7 1 6  new art ic le . A l though the corpu can be used for text reuse detection, its truc-
ture does not support a l l  types of detection techniques. 
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2 .  TREC new 'wire col lection or Reuter ' Corpus Volume 1 [ 68 ] :  TREC and Reuter are 
c n, idered tandard corpora that are u ed for the a 'se sment of many imi larity-based 
algori thms, however, the di ,  tribution of h ighly s imi lar documents i very low in these 
c rpora hen compared to the number of do ument with very low simi lari ty, Th i fact 
affects the evaluation in  term of the recal l metric i nce i t  depend on very few pair of 
document .  
3 .  Co-deri ati es corpus l 5 ] : The co-derivat ives corpus i s  generated on the bas is of Wikipedia 
art ic le rev i ion , Wik ipedia form a u i table environment for the eval uation of text 
reuse detect ion algori thms in genera l ,  i nce it publ i she periodical ly revi ions of i t  ar­
t ic le that undergo constant edit ing and rev isions are often very s imi lar to one another 
which provide a mean i ngful evaluation of text reuse detect ion techn ique in  term of 
prec i ion and recal l ,  
4. PAN-PC [ 69 ] :  A erie of  corpora have been created with t e  t case generated both 
automat ical ly  and manual ly to analyze reu e detection technique for Lat i n  languages i n  
the framework of  plag iari m detect ion compet i t ion .  The PAN-PC corpu provides real , 
i mu lated and art i fic ial ca e to detect plagiarism. It may be can idered a an evaluation 
framework for plagiari m detect ion, which can i t of a l arge-scale plagiari m corpus 
and detect ion qual i ty mea ure , This framework may serve as a un i fied test env i ronment 
to compare future plagiari m detection re earch. However, the corpu is bui l t  only for 
Western l anguage such as Engl i sh [ 70 ) .  I t  i worth ment ioning that a very recent shared 
ta k cal led ArPlagDet ha been organ ized in December 20 1 5  to addres text reu e and 
plag iari m detect ion in  Arabic text [ I ) . 
5 .  Other Corpora that are employed i n  the eval uation of near-dupl icate detect ion tech­
n iques that are general ly cu tom-bu i l t  and not publ ic ly avai lable ( [ 8 , 25, 4 ] ) .  
2.4.3 Performance Evaluation of Fingerprinting techniques 
The tandard informat ion retrieval metrics are used to evaluate the performance of 
fi ngerprin t ing a lgorithm namely :  prec ision, recal l ,  and F-measure. A study of a elect ive 
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number of fi ngerpri nt ing algori thm have been canied out u ing Wik ipedia as an evaluation 
frame rk in order to a e their performance in term of prec ision, and recal l .  The te t 
inc lude, ab ut 6 mil l ion art ic le along with their revi ions. The experiment i ncluded a elec-
l ive number of near-dupl icate detection techn ique based on fingerpri nt ing such as n-gram, 
hash-break ing,  fuzzy fingerprint ing, and randomized fi ngerprint ing .  They were analyzed by 
comparing a given d cument dq with a l l  i t  revi ions, which wi l l  probably provide h igh im-
i J arity re ult and hence i nfluence the computed reca l l  value . The given document i s  also 
compared to it succe�sor art icle i n  order to evaluate the prec i ion val ues. Figure 2 . 1 how 
the ' imi larity re u l t  in  term of preci ion and recal l value [ 3 ] . The mea ures were computed 
by comparing the , et of ident i fied s imi lar pairs of documents by a part icular fingerprint ing 
techn ique to a peci fied threshold. The study shows that fi ngerprint ing techniques based on 
n-gram perform better than randomized techn iques, w i th the ha h-break ing method performs 
be t. However, n-gram and hash-breaki ng method produced much more fingerprints to rep-
re ent a document than the fuzzy and randomized fi ngerpri nt ing techn iques [ 3 ] . 
--------.------------
Figure 2 . 2 :  The performance evaluat ion of 5 fi ngerprint ing algori thms in  term of F-mea ure 
value u ing TREC new wire, [ 4 ]  
Another custom-based experiment wa  developed to  evaluate a number of fingerprint­
ing technique for local text reuse detect ion. The fi ngerprint ing method : n-gram, 0 mod p, 
winnowing, ha h-breaking ,  and DCT fingerprint ing were te ted on TREC newswire and com­
pared the detected document pairs from each method. The evaluation metric F-mea ure was 
u ed, which combine both value of prec is ion and recal l  measures in th i evaluation to as-
se, the efficiency of the methods [ 4 ] .  The overal l performance of the selected fingerprint ing 
method i depicted i n  Figure 2 .2 .  
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I I gorithm S election heuri stic Performance Drawback 
n-gram All  c in each . I i d- Accurate Too many fi nger-
i n g  wi ndow pri nts 
o mod p chlinkfl1lOd p = 0, S i ze i l ip of all No matching guar-
p is  fi ed chunks antee 
Winnowi n g  h(c) i ,  m i n i mum i n  Few fi ngerpri nts No match < noi e 
a w i n dow slidi ng threshold 
over d 
Ha h-breaking h( lV)mod p = O  Few fi nge rpri nts Too ensit ive to 
small  text changes 
OCT OCT on h(c)Vc E C Few fi n gerpri nts Inefficient with 
many text changes 
Fuzzy R eform u lates d by Reduced di men- Compromi ed 
means of fuzzi fica- sion of d recal l qual i ty 
t i on 
Randomized Rando m i zed con- Reduced di men- Compromised 
I truction of hash sion of d recall qual i ty fu nction 
Table 2 . 1 :  Comparison of fingerprint ing techniques based on their selection heuristics. Note 
that d refers to a document, c and C are a chunk and the et of chunks. respectively 
I ntu it ively, the n-gram method outperform the other methods in  terms of accuracy, 
however, it i the worst in terms of the number of fi ngerprints generated. The DCT finger-
print ing wa rated second i n  telm of accuracy with smaller number of fi ngerprints. The win-
nowing algori thm showed a very good perfOimance given a relat ive ly smal l  w indow size [ 4 ] .  
Table 2 . 1 ummarizes the publ i shed result about the main characteristics o f  the fingerprint ing 
techn ique in  term of performance, number of fingerprin ts generated, and their drawbacks. 
Note that in the table, d refer to a document, c and C aTe ingle chunk and set of chunks, 
re pect ively. 
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Chapter 3 :  System Architecture and Text Analysis for Reuse Detection 
3. 1 I ntroduction 
In th is chapter, we pre ent a high level overv iew that out l i nes the general framework 
of DETRA, our proposed system for the Detect ion of Text Reu e of Arabic documents on 
the Web. The detect ion proce of text reu e can be divided in to two major sub-processes. 
Namely :  candidate ource documents retrieval , and pairwise s imi larity compari son between 
the i nput document and the candidate ource document . More processe are requ ired i n  
order to achieve the de i red re nI ts .  The general problem o f  finding text reuse o n  the Web 
can be accompl i  hed i n  four main phase : Web-ba ed candidate documents retrieval, text pre­
proce ing and repre entation, fi ngerprint ing-based detect ion, and re ults presentat ion. The 
framework i depicted i n  Figure 3 . 1 .  I n  what fol lows, we describe each phase i n  detai l .  
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Figure 3 . 1 :  Framework for Web-ba ed Arabic Text Reuse Detection 
3.2 Web-ba ed Candidate Document Ret rieval 
3 1  
I n  pha e one, a document i '  g i  en a input. The document undergoe a number of 
preproce. s ing and representation operat ion. in  order to i ue a et of querie that global ly 
co er the text in  the document I n  re 'pon e to the given et of queries, the y tern (DETRA) 
r trie es an i n i t ia l  et of candidate document from the Web. 
The queries are formulated through the query formu lator module in order to acqu ire 
a promi ing 'et  of candidate document that may include text reu e i n  tance . These Web 
do uments are ranked ba ed on the ir  containments of the queries terms. The resu l t ing URLs 
of the retrieved Web document are down loaded from the Web to form a documents col lec­
tion nece 'ary for the next pha e of the reuse detection problem. The main tage of thi 
pha e i nc lude document ' ignature generat ion, query formulat ion, and query submission and 
document download. The e stages are pre ented and de cribed in  more detai ls in Chapter 4. 
3.3 Text Pre-processing and Representation 
Text preproces ing and representation are e ent ia l tep in  order to ach ieve the best 
performance i n  both ubta k of the document retrieval and reu e detect ion. I n  thi chapter, we 
de cribe the mo t common of text preproces ing technique that are appl ied to prepare docu­
ment for the detection of reu ed text such as token ization, character normal ization, ynonym 
recogn i t ion/replacement, stop-word removal ,  temming, and sentence egmentation . We also 
look i nto the impact of d iacrit ic and punctuation removal wi th in the Arabic text. We also 
addre orne of the mo t common text representation mode ls  for a g iven document .  
Before de cribing the most common text preprocessing and repre entation model 
u ed for text reuse, we explore the main characteri stic and features of the Arabic language 
and its impact on the accuracy and qual i ty of the preprocessi ng techn iques. 
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3.4 A rabic Language Characteri tic 
The Arabic language i . a rich morphological language that i among the mo t ly u ed 
languages in  the world. However, ery l i tt le altention is given to thi language in the area of 
te t reu. e detection . Whi le the local te t reu e and plagiari m detection problem have been 
m stl :tudied in the l i terature for We tern language u ing local corpora, very few publ ica­
t ion. studied the te t reu. e and plagiarism detect ion problem u ing Arabic document . Fur-
thermore, we confident ly state that there i no avai lable previous work on text reu e detect ion 
f r Arabic-ba ed document on tbe Web. However, few re earch works ( [45, 44, 46, 7 1 ] ) fo-
cu 'ed on Arabic-ba ed documents on relat ively smal l col lect ions and are particu larly tai lored 
for plag iari m detect ion. 
The Arabic l anguage ba h igh pec ific i ty than other l anguages that make one of 
the most compl icated languages. One of the v i tal d i fference of the Arabic language when 
compared to We tern languages i that i t  i c las i fied a a VSO (Verb Subject Object) lan-
guage [ 72 ] ,  with re pect of word order. In fact, the Arabic language may be considered as a 
free word-order l anguage, i .e . ,  the word order of the grammar can be easi ly rearranged without 
affecting the correctne s and the completene s of the entence . On the other hand, Arabic has 
a rich morphology and word derivations. A for word derivation i n  Arabic, many word witb 
d ifferent  meani ng may stem from a s ingle Arabic word. The richnes of word derivat ion of 
Arabic a wel l  as the un ique characteri t ic of being a free word-order language require more 
attent ion when apply ing text reu e detect ion techniques on Arabic text .  Below, we l i st some 
of the main feature of the Arabic language as i n  [ 7 3 ]  and how they may affect text reu e 
detect ion techniques. 
F' �ilI JS\ 
�il\ F' JSi 
F' JS\ �il\ 
�ilI JS\ F\ 
JSi �ilI F\ 
Figure 3 .2 :  Different val id word reordering of the arne sen tence in Arabic 
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I .  Arabic con. i t. of 2 letter' and more than 30 ther character that repre 'ent diacrit ic , 
punctuation marks and number . On the other hand, Arabic letter' has to be l inked 
together in a 'uch a wa that depend on the word they form. The e features are t i l l  not 
e l l -handled by me platform that are not fu l l y  Arabic enabled . For example, some 
s :tem. may di pIa rabic word with un-connected letter , which make it d ifficult 
to read. Thi problem may affect text reu e detect ion techn ique in  the pre-proce mg 
lage, if the proper coding sy. tem is not u ed to render Arabic text .  
The wri t ing d irect ion of the Arabic text i the oppo i te of the Lat in text .  Part icularly, i t  
tarts from right to left . Adju  t ing the wri t ing direct ion of the text to the right ide has 
been re. ol ed i n  mo t computer platform , however, we t i l l  e perience incorrect rep-
resentation of the Arabic te t in many appl ication . Th is i ue might affect defin ing the 
correct bounds of pas age /paragraph in Arabic documents and makes it compl icated 
to later anay lze the e pa sage /paragraphs for text reuse detection . 
3 .  Arabic i very flexible i n  term of word order. Th i s  part icu lar feature of the Arabic 
language may po e a major problem in the text reu e detection techn ique , ince none 
of the known text reu e technique handle th i  i s  ue of word reordering and may easi ly 
fai l  i n  detect ing a match between documents wi th pos ible text reuse.  See Figure 3 . 2  
that how different  reordering o f  the same entence, which are a l l  val id entence i n  
Arabic .  The I i  t show the fol lowing equivalent orderings: YSO, YOS, SYO, OYS, and 
OSv. 
. ? � tJ I� 'j '( � ?� � .!J71= i> u;"'� � .!t)) ',h" 
"� I�) � \:.. 
65 �\- .WI i)y 
"urJ ¥ /" �) ':;'y, t; fJ .l. .l.:.ll v' J) ..JI ,ian 
10 �\- J..JI i)y 
Figure 3 . 3 :  Two im i lar words i n  Arabic / ( hown i n  red) that hare the ame root . How­
ever, the two words have different mean ing ba ed on the context .  The fi rst mean dispute, 
whi le the second means tree 
4. Arabic is a heav i ly  inflectional language . Thi make it among the complicated lan-
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guages when anal ing it morphological l ( .  e e  Figure 3 .3 ) .  Arabic word are created 
from root rather than terns. Many word may share the arne root and di ffer only i n  
the type o f  d iacrit ic. used, wh ich give i t  a total ly d ifferent mean ing. However, diacrit-
l C S  10 rabic are opti nal and are u ual ly omitted in  the Arabic text, which cau e a 
big ambiguity i n  d ifferent iat ing between u h word . Consequently, a word with length 
17 rna have at least 2" di fferent forms with and without d iacrit ic [ I ]  (e .g . ,  the Arabic 
word F i n  Figure 3 .4),  which, again ,  may cau e ambiguity and fai l ure in  detect ing a 
match u ing te t reuse detect ion techn iques i f  no language-dependent tool are appl ied 
in the pre-proces i ng pha e uch a temming and text normal izat ion .  
Figure 3.4:  Different repre entat ion of the same word F ( i lm  - knowledge) based on the 
pre ence or ab ence of d iacrit ic 
5 .  In Arabic .  there are morpheme that re emble a word but are bound to other words. I n  
. 
grammar. they are referred to a c l i t ic [ 74 ] .  For example, the Arabic word ��o-o.k\ 
i n  Figure 3 . 5  can be considered as a complete entence. Unbinding c l i t ics produce 
a longer entence a hown in the second example ( VW \ ':?�l rb of the figure. 
Th i feature of the Arabic language may pose great d i fficu l ty in  fi nding a match be-
tween two word with very s imple edits in the text such as binding a pronoun to a verb 
i n  tead of being a a separate word . Note that, mo t of the text reu e techniques require 
text normal ization and temming prior to fingerprint ing, which wi l l  eventual ly omit the 
bound pronoun from the text causing a mis i ng part in the sentence and hence fai l ure to 
fi nd a match for text  reu e in orne ca e . 
You fed it to me 
You fed me the fru it  
Figure 3.5: A complete sentence formed in Arabic by binding cl i t ic to the verb. Unbinding 
some of the c l i t ic produces longer entences a i n  the econd example 
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6. The i ncon. j 'tent use f punctuation mark in  the Arabic text pre ent another chal lenge 
when defin ing :entence boundarie . I n  fact, it i '  k ind of acceptable in  Arabic to write 
an ent i re paragraph that may con i. t of more than 80 word without any punctuation 
marks that indicates the end of that paragraph [ 75 ] . 
Further informat ion on the Arabic language tructure, characteri tic and preproce s­
ing chal lenge i. found i n  [ 73 ,  75 ,  76 ] .  Given the e major characteri t ic of the Arabic lan-
guage, the que tion that may ari 'e i how wel l  the avai lable fi ngerpri nt ing techn ique wi l l  
perf rm on Arabic te t? It is obv ious that the effic iency of these techn ique may be affected 
b the e unique features of the Arabic l anguage and different heuristic mu t be appl ied to 
accommodate with the high ambiguity of the Arabic l anguage. I t  i worth ment ioning that the 
degree of ambiguity to properly define a token in Arabic is eight t ime higher than in  other 
l anguage a estimated by re em'chers [ 7 5 ] .  I n  the next ect ion, we describe the mai n tech-
mque u ed to normal ize the Arabic text and prepare i t  for the reuse detection task . Figure 3 .6 
ho the tep by step preproces ing operation . 
Character 
Normalization 
Segmentation 
Figure 3 .6 :  Text preproce s ing scheme appl ied before text reuse detect ion 
3.5 Text Preprocessing Techniques 
Text preproce ing techniques have a s ign i ficant impact on the efficiency of many 
Natural Language Proce s ing (NLP) task i n  general ,  and text reuse detection task in  part ic­
u lar. Some preprocessing techn iques may improve the accuracy of the sy tern , wh i le other 
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technique� may redu e the dimen ' ional ity of the problem in term of decrea ing the number 
of feature. that need to be handled and hence enhanc ing the t ime requ irement. Many exi t ing 
pre-processing techn iques may be adopted before actual ly detect ing for ca es of text reu 'e . 
I n  what foi l  W ' , de crib the most common preproce ing technique appl ied for text reu e 
detection and de cribe the mo t common text r presentation model for a given document. 
3.5. 1 Tokenization 
According to Grefen. tette et a1. [ 77 ] ,  a token i ident i fied as a number, punctuation, 
date or a word. It i th mal le t mean ingfu l  un i t  in  a text that can be morphological ly  ana­
lyzed. The token ization proces i s  concerned with dividing the text i nto token . As mentioned 
earl ier i n  Chapter I ,  The only chal lenge i n  th is ta k i d i fferentiat ing between some punctu­
ation mark whether they are part of a word or not uch a the period ( . ) in the abbrev iated 
word (e.g. , . .)) and the end of sentence marker as in ( .w 01.o�\ ��). 
3.5.2 Character Normalization and Diacritics Removal 
Some a pect need to be con idered at the character level in  order to e l iminate in -
ign ificant features of a text .  For example, i n  EngJ i  h ,  ca e folding, which is the oppo i te of 
capita l ization, converts capita] letter i nto lower-case letter and i t  i a very common opera-
t ion i n  I R  for text proce ing .  I n  Arabic, character normal ization work sl ight ly d i fferent .  For 
i n  tance, the letter (i - "al i f" )  may be written i n  d ifferent form depending on whether it ha a 
hamza or a madda above or a hamza below ( \  , \ i ,  I) . I t  i s  unacceptable i f  a ystem i s  unable 
< 
to determine that �i and � \ are the arne word just because of the presence or the absence 
of the hamza ( ,) .  Another example is the taa-marbouta letter ( 0  - ' taa-marbouta' ) at the end of 
a given word ( �li.), in which its two dot above may be omitted as in ( �li.), whi le they both 
refer to the arne word. Therefore, determin ing one general form of letters is a needed process 
in order to reduce the ambigui ty cau ed by the incon i stent use marks [ 76 ] .  For instance, 
convert ing a l l  form of the letter al if ( 1 ,\ , i  , \) in to one form ( \) . Another aspect in character 
normal ization in Arabic text i d iacrit ic . A mentioned before, diacrit ics help in  the correct 
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pronun ial ion of Arabic words as wel l  a in  d i fferentiat ing the mean ing of word that ha e 
the ame form. Remo ing d iacri t ic. is a common pract ice IR for proce . ing Arabic text. A 
risk ists though after d iacrit ic remo al when consideri ng two different words a the same 
such a the word ( �) after diacritic. removal from � ( means pul led)  and � (means 
cl ud ). B th words ha e the same form, whi le are total ly d ifferent in meaning , which can 
not be di. t inguished wi thout diacrit ic. and may requ ire to look at the adjacent word in order 
to ident i f  the word ' mean ing .  Neverthele , inc analyzing a document for reuse con ider 
word with in their conte t, I t  i safe to n01111al ize the Arabic letters by discarding diacrit ic . 
3.5.3 Stemming 
Stemming i the proce of remov ing the affixes from a given word. Note that two 
d i fferent  word could end up having the ame tem, which might lead to confl ict ing re u l t  , 
however, the impact of stemming l ie on the reduction of the resu l t ing word-space u ed for 
the te t reu. e analysi . For many IR related problems, i t  is better to u e temmed word rather 
than considering  it ent ire f01111 . The reason i that suffixes are con idered i rrelevant and need 
to be di carded [ 7 8 ] .  
Re earche have analyzed the effect o f  temming in  IR  different ly. For i nstance, Ac­
cording to a tudy addre ed by Krovetz [ 79 ] ,  temming proved to enhance the re u l ts with 
relat ively mal l document , and the performance degrade with larger documents. On a d if­
ferent tudy done by Baeza-Yate et a l .  [ 80 ] ,  they cla im that stemming may lead to some con­
fl ic t ing re ult and the overa l l  impact on perfonnance i mal l .  However, there i no evidence 
of a negative effect on the retrieval perfonnance when us ing a reasonable stemmer [ 8 1 ] .  After 
a l l ,  when text reu e detect ion is considered based on our empirical study, stemming perfOlm 
wel l  and i might be a neces ary step e pecia l ly i n  the ca e of apply ing synonym recogni tion 
and ub t i tut ion a w i l l  be d iscus ed later in  this thesis .  
When Arabic l anguage is concerned, a number of Arabic temming algori thms have 
been developed i n  the l i terature [ 82 ,  8 3 ] .  One of the earl iest works on Arabic stemmer was 
the one developed i n  1 994 by Al-Kharash i  and Evens [ 84 ] .  The created a stemmer that maps 
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Arabic v abu lary terms to thei r  carre, pond ing 'tern, !root u ing a manual ly can true ted lex­
ical dicL i nar . However, thi. approach i. obviou ly impract ical for large sized corpora. An­
other effecti e stemmer propo ed by S. Khoja in  1 999 [ 85 ] ,  which automatical ly strips off 
rabic words from their affi e and then map the truncated words to root dictionary to fi nd 
their tem:/rooL . It al. 0 ident ifie, a et of word, as Arabic top-word ( ee the I i  t i n  Fig­
ure 3 .8 ) .  However, it has a l im i tat ion with temming names and some modern Arabized words, 
wh ich leaves them unmodified. Figure 3 . 7  l i st the set of prefixe and uffixes in the Arabic 
language. It is worth ment ion ing that most of the avai lable Arabic stemmer are root-ba ed 
stemmer . E pl ic i t ly, it return the word to i ts ba e root, rna tly tri l ateral form. However, few 
work have focu, ed on l ight temming, wh ich might be more efficient than root-based tem­
mer. depending on the appl ication used, e pec ia l ly  when no prior morphological proces i ng 
i carried out. To mention ome, the work propo ed by Alj l ayl et a l .  [ 86 ] ,  Darwi h et a l .  [ 87 ] .  
and Larkey e t  al . [ 8 8 ] .  Light stemming maintains words' i nfixes wh i le remov ing the prefixes 
and uffi xe . However, mo t of the avai lable Arabic l i ght temmers are not rel iable enough 
and have high error rate. Other tool such a E l ix i rFM [ 89 ]  and MADAMIRA [ 90 ]  have 
been recently developed that i ncorporates Arabic morphological analysis to produce better re­
sul t  for a et of valuable Arabic feature inc luding temming. The later appl ication provides 
l i ngui t ic feature such a tokenization, diacri t ization, lemmatization, part-of- peech tagging 
that can help i n  the analy i of the Arabic text depending on the appl ication being u ed. Tim 
Buckwalter' morphological analyzer [ 9 1 ] is another morphological analyser but d ifferent 
from the other in that i t  returns stem rather than root . I t  is based on a et of lexicons of 
Arabic tern , prefixes, and uffi xe , w ith truth tables ident ifying the i r  val id combinat ion . 
When text reuse detection is concerned, u i ng stemmi ng proved usefu l  i n  enhancing 
the detection proces a con idering a stem of a word i better than considering i ts ent ire 
form [ 9 2 ] .  However, the choice of using heavy or l ight stemmer might not have a s ignificant 
effect on the overal l detect ion proce s, i nce analysing a document for reuse implies consider­
i ng words wi th in the ir context . Therefore, we cho e to adopt Khoja'  stemmer as i t  produce 
good enough re u l t  for the detection proces . Beside , it is developed in JAVA and freely 
avai lable for re. earch purp . es. 
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Figure 3 . 7 :  The et of prefixe and suffixe in  the Arabic language, which are tripped off by 
the temming a lgori thms 
3.5.4 Stop-words Fi ltering 
Stop-word fi l tering i defi ned as the e l imination of non- informative, high frequency 
word w ith l i tt le meaning that are con idered i rre levant from the documents'  representa-
t ion [ 7 8 ] .  The removal i main ly  performed using a top-words Ii t (also cal led negat ive 
dict ionary) .  The main rea ons beh ind top-word removal are : ( 1) Stop-words have l i tt le or 
no emantic val ue , which make them i mpract ical to i nc lude in any query. ( 2 )  El i mi nati ng 
top-word . being the most frequent word in a document, has an i mportant effect on the di-
men ional i ty reduction of the pace requ ired to repre ent documents s ince stop-words may 
occupy nearly one th i rd of the document 's s ize and d iscarding them removes approximately 
half  the word i n  a document [ 92 ] .  This certa in ly  enhance the overa l l  pelformance of the 
H iemstra [ 93 ] d ifferent iate between two type of stop Ii ts based on whether the 
words are non- informat ive regardle of the frequency value they carry or word that have h igh 
frequency values but are con idered practica l ly  u eless to keep. Another aspect in  stop-words 
removal i that ome word are domain independent and some may be domain dependent. 
It i s  a l anguage dependant preproce sing operat ion s imi lar to temming and considered an 
important tool in IR re lated appl ication uch a im i l arity detection tasks. 
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In  th te t reuse dele l ion ta k which i. the fo us of th i s  the is, top-word fil teri ng 
ha::. a great I mpacl in  reducing the i nde size in  the fingerprint ing proce a wel l  a opt imizing 
queries wi th m re informat ive term . A spec ial  benefit of top-word removal i s  experience in  
queries formulat ion for document retrie al on lhe Web (detai led i n  Chapter 4) .  Th i i due 
to the fact that re. earcher are only al lowed for a l i m ited number term per query to retrieve 
candidate document through a Web earch engine via a publ ic search API .  We adopted the 
, top-w rd I i .  t that wa. ugge, ted by [ 85 ]  ( ee the I i  t in  Figure 3 .8 ) .  
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Figure 3 .8 :  The stop-words l i st u ed in  the stop-words removal preproce ing operat ion 
3.5.5 Sentence I dentification and Segmentation 
One of the main  i ue i n  the text reu e detect ion ta k is how long a text should be i n  
order t o  con ider i t  a a reu e d  text between two documents? Most o f  the text reu e detection 
method deal with a sentence a a re levant unit for the detection proce s. Therefore, entence 
ident i fi cation and segmentation are genera l ly  recommended as one the early step of the de-
tect ion proce [ 92 ] .  Sentence ident i fication (a lso referred to as entence boundary detect ion) 
i the proce of defi n ing sentence boundarie wi th in  a subsequence et of word i n  a given 
document .  Sentence egmentation, on the other hand, i the operat ion of spl i t t ing the text into 
the set of coherent entence . Thi part icu lar preproces ing operat ion is  es ential  in many 
I R  and NLP related appl ications such as pars ing,  document ummarizat ion, translation, and 
obviou�ly text reuse detect ion.  In th i  thesis,  recognizing a sentence boundary does not only 
depend on the u ual entence del i miters ( uch as que t ion mark ( ?) , exc lamation mark ( ! )  or a 
4 1  
pen d . ), but aL 0 a entence should not exceed a certain thre hold. I t  ha been noted by NLP 
researchers that 37  word,' i the a erage length of an Arab ic , entence, which is a h igh value 
when compared to the other languages [ 73 ] . As for Engl ish, for in tance, the average sentence 
length is about 22 word, per sentence [ 94 ] .  Therefore, in the implementation of th i  work, we 
addressed the problem of senten e ident i fication by using a fixed entence length approach ,  
which divide a document into a ,  et of equal- i zed entence , in  which the best entence length 
can be determined empirical ly ( see Chapter 5 for more detai ls ) .  This approach i the si mple t 
i n  terms of complexi ty. However, one l imi tation of th is  approach i that the entence may be 
,egmented at d i fferent locat ions than the actual entences boundarie . Nevertheles , thi l im i ­
tation i s  neglected ince we are u ing an overlapping fingerpri nt ing technique in repre ent ing 
the document which overcomes th i  l imitat ion as wi l l  be di  cus ed in  Chapter 5 .  
3.5.6 Punctuation Removal 
Di card ing punctuation mark i a very common preproce ing procedure in I R  and 
N LP. However, in very rare ca e , punctuation may play a role in  text reu e detection . More 
preci e ly, i n  author' tyle recogni t ion in the i ntr in ic  type of plagiarism detection, where 
author may u e punctuation at cel1ain patterns i n  their wri t ing tyle [ 7 8 ] .  
3.6 Text Representation Techniques 
After pre-proce ing,  the documents'  texts have to be repre ented in a certain way that 
aid the efficient detect ion of text reu e. Below, we describe a number of the mo t common ly  
u ed  text repre entation model in IR in general ,  and text reuse detect ion in part icu lar. 
3.6. 1 Bag of Words Representation 
The bag of word ( BoW) i one of the mo t frequently u ed repre entat ion model 
in I R .  It con iders a document a a bag of a l l  the words i t  contains, neglect ing any syntactic 
information that come with the compo i t ion of phrases and entences in the document [ 95 ] .  
I t  i s  worth mention ing that th is  s imple repre entation offer good resu l ts when deal ing with 
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topical . imi larity a. in general IR .  However, h igher Ie el of repre entation. are requ ired for 
th detect ion of le t reu e uch J1 -Gram' representat ion.  
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Figure 3 .9 :  Word and character n-grams on Arabic text for different values of n 
3.6.2 N -Grams Representation Model 
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An n-gram i a wel l -known model i n  the fields of computat ional l i ngui t ics and proba­
b i l i ty. I t  i ba ical ly composed from a contiguous sequence of overlapping n un i t  from a given 
text .  The e uni t  can be phoneme , characters or word depending on the appl ication [ 95 ] .  
The overlapping o f  un it is performed in  uch a way that the last element in  an Il -gram i the 
fi r  t one i n  the fol lowing element. An n-gram model is  typical ly u ed for predict ing the next 
i tem in a equence i n  the form of a (n - I ) -order Markov model [ 78 ] .  In the case of text reu e, 
n-gram can be can idered at word or character leve l .  For in tance, the uni ts  in word n-grams 
are the token in the text .  See Figure 3.9 for an example of word n-grams appl ied on the 
Arabic text ( o� \ �..rJ\ 0 Glo �\ ��). On the other hand, character n-gram consider n 
cont iguous characters to be the un i ts to combine. See Figure 3 .9 for an example of character 
n-gram on the Arabic phrase (0 Glo � \  ��). There are two main feature of this model ,  the 
fi r t is it s impl ic i ty, and the second i i ts abi l i ty to effic ient ly cale up by s imply i ncreasing n .  
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I t  is  worth noting that the BoW model described earl ier is  an instance of a word n-gram 
with 11 = I .  hich pro ide ' good resu l t '  for topi imi larity appl ication . Low alue of word 
l1-gram' pro ide more Oe  ib i l i ty in  the omparison and in  capturi ng the yntactic information 
of the text. which may help detect ca e, of reu 'e w i th h igh rewri t ing leve ls .  However, thi  
comes with the co 't of retrieving too many fal se negat ives. On the other hand, h igh level of 
word II-gram. may be ideal for detect ing ca e of verbat im copie . However, the cost is that 
the are vel ensit ive and mi ing ca e with very few modi fications [ 92 ] .  In Chapter 5 ,  we 
addres th is  part icu lar aspect i n  more deta i ls  in the can-ied out empirical tudy of select ing a 
value for 11 and i t  i mpa t on the evaluation of the detect ion task i n  genera l .  
3.6.3 Ha h Model 
In order to efficient ly perform the text reuse detect ion and avoid the direct compari on 
between trings. which i computat ional ly expen ive, document ' text are repre ented in  a 
numerical form u ing pec ia l ly  designed ha h models .  The purpo e of a ha h model i to map 
a tring un it in a document ( for in tance, a word, a sentence, or n-gram) in to a numerical value 
u ing a ha h function.  Thi numerical val ue is  stored in  a ha h table along with the other 
n umerical ly  converted stri ng of the document to a l low for the efficient earch for s imi lar 
contents between document . When looking for text reu e case , the i nput document (or 
pa age) i converted by means of the same ha h model and queried again t the ha h table. I f  
a match occurs, two exact text uni ts  ( a  word, a entence, n-gram, . . .  etc ) have been di  covered. 
The mo t commonl y  used hashing function are M D5 [ 50 ]  and Rabin fingerprint ing [ 96 ] .  
The M D5 h a  h ing function i s  a hexadec i mal function that produce long hash value . 
The hash value are ign i ficant ly  changing w ith a change of a si ngle character between two 
tri ng , which make i t  very u i table for search ing for exact dupl icates. Besides, the re u l t ing 
value are very long that m ight not be the be t choice for hash ing short n-grams. On the 
other hand, Karp-Rabin  ha h ing function is  a more ol id dec imal model and more adjusted 
to text 'tri ng , and yet en ure a low col l is ion probab i l i ty. Therefore, it is h ighly popu lar for 
documents proce ing method [ 92 ] .  The Karp-Rabin hashing function i the one adopted i n  
the Implementation of thi,  rk. 
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I ntui t i  e ly, the hash mode ls can al 0 be appl ied to one of the above mentioned text 
representations in order to lower the space required for compari on and to peed up the pro­
ceo S. -grams, entences, or te t egment from an i nput document can be ha hed and aved 
i nt o  a hash table.  The candidate source document that are uspected to have imi lar content 
with the input document are al o ha hed u i ng the same ha h model and then the ha h table is 
queried to look for a match and hence indicate s imi larity between the i nput and the suspected 
document.  
3.7 Local Text Reuse Detection and Text A lignment 
In the th i rd pha e ,  a entence- level retrieval by means of fingerpri nt ing is  performed 
on the 'egmented documents et .  S imi larity mea ure are appl ied at thi  pha e in order to 
ident ify in tance of text reuse between the query document dq and the indexed source docu­
ment col lection. Fingerprin t ing technique and s imi larity mea ure were d iscu ed in detai l  
in Chapter 2 .  The output  of th is  pha e con ist of a I i  t of sentences/pas age weighted by 
thei r  im i larity core along w ith reference to the document from which the s imi lar sen­
tence/pa age was located. 
3.8 Post-processing and Presentation 
The pre entation i the l a  t phase i n  DETRA sy tern.  The resu l t ing imi lar instances 
detected in the text reu e detect ion pha e along with the documents from which they were 
located both form a rich pre entation for the user to track the reuse flow. One pos ib le pre­
entation i a l i st of the malching i n  tances with the i nput document colored different ly to 
d ist inguish the reu e text based on the ir s imi lari ty core . See Figure 3 . 1 0. 
3.9 I mplementation Details 
In this ect ion,  we de cribe the implementat ion aspects of this research.  
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Figure 3 . 1 0: A sample of the v i  ual output present ing a reu ed text ca e (enclosed in  a box )  
The i mplementation o f  the developed s y  tem ( DETRA) had been done u i ng JAVA as 
a programmi ng language. Several l ibraries have been used in the development of DETRA i n  
order to perform the d e  i red tasks. As a n  i nput, the user i al lowed t o  query a i ngle document 
or a et of document at once for text reuse detect ion.  Our ystem DETRA accepts various fi le 
format uch a . txt ,  .doc, .docx, .ppt, .pptx, .pdf, . htm, .html ,  and .xml  as input documents. 
A l l  of wh ich are converted using a specia l  converter modu le into a plain text w i th . txt  fi le 
format. We u ed the fol lowi ng external JAVA l ibraries to perform thi  ta k :  
• org.apache.poi l ibrary for reading .doc, .docx,  .ppt, .pptx fi le formats. 
• org.apache.pdfbox l ibrary for read ing and extract ing the text from .pdf fi le formats. 
• org.jsoup.Jsoup l ibrary for parsing and extract ing text from .htm and .html fi le formats. 
• javax.xml.stream.XM L l nputFactory and javax.xmJ.stream.XMLEventReader to strip 
off and extract meaningful text from .xml fi le format . 
The developed y tern DETRA has the flexibi l i ty to al low the user to detect text reuse 
over a elective set of documents, or check for text reuse over an already con tructed corpus 
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of indexed do uments, r 'urf the Web look i ng for candidate source document . The ource 
documents . e le ted (or downl aded from the Web)  for the detection task are preproce ed 
and index d according to the fi ngerprint ing techn ique proposed in this research.  Index ing 
the source document i nto the corpus, and later on searching that inde are carried out u ing 
Apache Lucen API 1 97 ] , which i s  a r ich and powelful fu l l -text search l ibrary that easi ly 
a l low '  for the scalab i l i ty o f  DETRA t o  accommodate large documents col lect ion uch a the 
Web. Lucene inde er is  used for con truct ing an index of the document col lect ion,  and then 
Lucene search engine can be u ed to lookup the pre-bu i l t  index and an wer the issued queries. 
I t  is  worth noti ng that we have tuned Lucene search engine i ndexer to ui t  the fingerprin t ing­
based te t reuse detect ion ta k in  that i t  accept a set of n word (a fi ngerprin t )  as an index 
term rather than j u  t one word. The e n  consecut ive word are nonnal ized using Karp-Rabin 
hashing mode l .  On the other hand, to accompl i  h the "local" not ion of text reuse, the search 
engine retrieve the matching document at the sentence-level rather than just assoc iati ng each 
inde w ith it corre ponding documents that contain this inde . 
Figure 3 . 1 1  d isplay the graph ical u er intelface (GU I )  of the developed DETRA ys­
tern for text reu e detect ion of Arabic text .  The main components of the i nterface are num­
bered from I to 6 to left of each component. These component are :  
I .  I nput Folders : the i nput document( ) that we  wish to  detect for text reuse are defi ned 
at th i  location by choosing a s ingle document fi le ,  or a set  of i nput documents. An 
optional feature of select ing a d ifferent document col lection to detect reu ed text over 
them i provided i n  th i  current component.  
2 .  Text Reuse I ndex i ng and Detection : by pressing on the I ndex ing button, the current ly 
selected documents col lection wi l l  be preproce ed and indexed u i ng Lucene I ndexer. 
I f  no e lected documents col lect ion has been provided, the avai lable corpus i u ed 
i n  tead by default .  The selected documents col lection w i l l  go through preprocessing 
operat ions and text representations prior to index ing.  The operat ions i n  component 5 
dictate whether to include the selected documents col lection to the local corpu or not. 
The Text Reu e Detect ion Button perfoml the requi red ub-tasks required to perfoml 
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the detection process and produce the output that how any reu ed text in the input 
document( . )  a. wel l  a the computed imi larity mea ure of reu e. 
3. Web Retrie al, I ndex ing and Detection : th is  component i concerned with the Web 
document retrie al to construct a Web-based documents col lection for the detect ion 
ta. k .  The upper bound parameter prov ided are the query length, the number of querie 
per d cument.  and the number of Web documents retrieved for each query. 
4. Preproces ing and Query Related Parameters : this component contains the requ ired 
euing for the appl ied fi ngerpri nt ing technique.  The e i nc lude the ize of the n-gram, 
the w indow " ize, and the entence length. The implemented fi ngerprin t ing method 
DETRA are the wi nnowing,  hai l storm, and our proposed method. 
5. Corpu Opt ions :  Thi component of DETRA al low for adding the selected document 
col lection to the ava i lable corpus, search for reu e in  the elected col lection only, or 
recon truct the i nde of the corpus. 
6 .  Sy tern Statu : Thi part of the in terface show the current statu of DETRA at each 
tage. 
Each i nput document, and before i t  the i ndexed documents in the corpu , undergo 
a number of text preproce ing operat ions a de cribed in Sect ion 3 . 5 .  We used Khoja's 
temmer for d i  carding the word' affixe and the ugge ted top-word I i  t by [ 85 ] .  As for 
the entence segmentation process, we u ed a fi xed entence length approach,  wh ich divide 
a document i n to a et of equal-s ized entence . The text representat ion models  selected are 
word n -gram and Karp-Rabin ha h ing function . 
The result  of the detection process is a l i st of the i nput documents along with the 
percentage of text reuse in each document using the im i larity measure de cribed in Chap­
ter 2. Figure 3 . 1 2  di splays an example of the output report generated for each queried docu­
ment. Each document ' name i l i nked to a page that displays the detai led s imi larity core , 
h igh l ight ing the reu ed text and providing the deta i ls  of the source document that shares the 
common text wi th .  
Quef 1 �' doc t 1 
felt rae canHI docurMtll c.oIH r 
R y 
_ 0 
Figure 3 . 1 1 :  The graph ical u er interface of the proposed system 
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Figure 3 . 1 2 : An example of text reuse detect ion of a 2-pages report for a et of i nput docu­
ment . Page ( 1 )  displays a l i st of the i nput document examined for text reuse i n  tances . The 
second page ( 2 )  . haws a detai led sample of reused text in  tances for i nput-document0055.txt 
and the carre 'ponding ource document from which i t  shares reu ed text 
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3. 1 0  Chapter Summary 
I n  thi, chapter, we described the text reuse detection y tem archi tecture, which can 
be "'pl i t  i nto four main generic pha, es.  The pha, e, are : Web-ba 'ed candidate document re­
trieval phase, prepro e . ing and te t repre entation pha e, fi ngerprint ing ba ed detection and 
compari on pha e ,  and re u l ts  pre. entat ion.  We then paved the way for the index ing and 
d tect i  n m thod by prepari ng the document by mean of preproce s ing operat ions. First, 
we discu ,ed the text preprocessing techn ique appl ied on the Arabic text including character 
normal ization, word temming and fi l teri ng, and sentence identi fication and segmentation 
operat ion . Next, we defined a number text representation trategie to ident ify the docu­
ment ', repre entati e terms. Thi inc lude bag of words, character or word n-gram and fina l ly  
the effic ient techn ique of hashi ng that helps peed up the computat ion and can be appl ied on 
the d ifferent repre entat ions mentioned in  the chapter along w ith some implementat ion deta i ls  
of the propo ed y tern.  
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Chapter 4: Candidate Document Retrieval from the Web 
4. 1 I ntroduction 
Given an input docum nt d, the problem of local text reuse detection i to detect from 
a given documenL col lection, a l l  the po ible reu ed pa age between d and the other docu­
ments. Comparing the pas ages of document d with the pa sages of every other document in  
the col lection L ob iou ly infeasible e pecia l ly  with l arge col lect ions uch a the Web. There­
fore . select ing a subset of the documents that potent ia l ly contains reu ed text with d becomes 
a major .'tep in the detect ion problem. I n  the ett ing of the Web, the search for such candidate 
ource document i u ual ly performed through l imited query interface. Moreover, u ing the 
current , earch engine querying i nterface i s  perhaps the only avai lable way for re earchers to 
i mplement te t reu e detection against the web, wherea cel1ain fee are charged by the earch 
compan ie for l im i ted and control led u age [98 ] .  Thi chapter describes a new efficient ap­
proach of query fOffilulat ion to retrieve Arabic-ba ed candidate source documents from the 
Web. The candidate document are then fed to a local text reu e detection pha e for detai led 
imi larity evaluation w ith d. We con ider the candidate ource document retrieval problem as 
an e ent ial  tep i n  the detect ion of text reu e. which i s  the focus of th is  chapter. We evaluated 
the work u i ng a col lection of document espec ial l y  constructed for the evaluation of Web 
document retrieval in part icular and text reu e detect ion in  genera l .  The experi ments show 
that on average, 79 .97% of the Web document u ed in the reu ed ca e were uccessfu l ly  
retrieved. 
In thi  chapter, we pre ent an effic ient strategy to formulate queries by extract ing a 
et of representative consecutive terms from a given document that form a a ignature (or 
fingerprint )  to that document in order to query a Web search engine via a public search API .  
The set of  querie are elected i n  uch a way that ensures a global coverage o f  the document.  
The re u l ted l ist of Web documents ident i fied by the ir  URL addres e are then downloaded 
from the Web and pass through a pre-proce sed step to prepare them for the detection task . 
The purpo e of th i phase is to construct a re lat ively sma l l  but useful dataset that contain 
5 1  
mo�t of the � imi lar i n  tance� with the given document .  Thi pha, e compri es pha e one i n  the 
o era l l  DETR tern a, , hown in Figure 4. 1 .  
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Figure 4. 1 :  The propo ed framework of a Web-based text reuse detection for Arabic docu­
ment ( DETRA).  Pha e I in the DETRA i s  shaded in  b lue 
Our focu i on generating query s ignature for a given document for Web query ing 
u ing a standard search engine query i nterface to ident ify potent ial i m i lar documents as the 
Web has become the typical p lace of text reu e. However, text reuse detection on the Web 
rai e many chal lenge uch as the scale of the Web and the heterogeneity of the document 
in terms of the data format and l anguages. Another v i tal chal lenge i s  the very l imited or 
no acces to a Web earch engine ' i ndex . Moreover, queries are not is ued for free as Web 
<;earch engine entai l different costs and l imit  on the number of search queries to be i ssued at 
a certain period of t ime [ 98 ] .  
I n  the next ection o f  th is  chapter, w e  i ntroduce the related re earch o f  Web document 
retrieval in  the l i terature. In  Section 4.3, we describe the Arabic-ba ed candidate Web docu-
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ment retrieval m de l for the te t reuse detect ion problem. Section 4.4 . how the e peri ment 
of two different result . The fi r t empirical ly compute. the be 't query length and the econd 
e peri ment �how the performance of the overal l  mode l .  
4.2  Related Literature 
As a research field,  te t reuse ha rece ived con iderable attent ion.  Re earcher from 
the n i  ersity of Sheffield in i t iated the re earch on a project named METER ( M Easur ing 
TE ( Reuse ) .  The aim of th is  project was the automated detect ion of text reuse with in spec ific 
domain of journal i m ( [  1 2 , 1 3 ] ) .  Researcher from the Univer. ity of Lanca ter bui l t  upon the 
METER project to detect reuse in journal i m from the 1 7th century [ 2 ] .  
Very recent ly, very few work in th is  area have been oriented towards Arabic text 
however, they were a l l  conducted for plagiari m detection in Arabic and a l l  of them used mall  
local corpu . .  To the be t of our knowledge, the only work are those of ( [ 44, 45, 47, 48, 46] ) 
and there i .  no prior work on the detection of Arabic text on the Web. The main approach of 
dea l ing wi th the Web is developing method for the retrieval of candidate source document 
to form the documents col lection of the detect ion task.  
In what fol low , we review the related work on query formu lat ion for candidate doc­
ument retrieval on the Web for Engl i  h text .  One of the in i t ial works on query formulation i 
the work of PO a et a l .  [ 99 ] .  They u ed maxi mal term set query formulat ion bounded by the 
number of returned resu l ts .  Bendersky and Croft [ 2 ]  have recently suggested a framework for 
detect ing text reu e on the Web for Engl i sh document . Their candidate document retrieval 
phase focu ed on elect ing and we ighting key concepts re lated to the statement of in terest. 
However, the pract ical  appl icabi l i ty of the suggested text reuse detect ion system on the Web 
ha not been implemented. On the other hand, their focu is  on Web querying based on s in­
gle sentences and not on whole documents, a i t  i the case i n  our approach ,  and hence their 
trategy is  qui te triv ia l .  
Dasdan et a1 .'s developed a trong query maker model to fi nd s imi lar documents 
through a earch engine i nterface [ 1 00 ] .  They con idered the coverage te ting problem that 
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te<;l� whether a documenl i ' contai ned in  a earch engi ne's inde or not. They propo ed a ran­
domized approach for query general ion ba ed on the h ing l ing approach proposed by Broder 
el a l .  [ 6 ]  and pro ed lhat lheir approach finds s imi lar do ument , 
Hagen et a l .  [ 1 0 I ]  proposed a capac ity-constrained query formulation heuri t ic ,  which 
L '  i n  ... p ired by the maximal lermset formulat ion trategy developed in  [ 99 ] .  However, they pro­
du e larger col lect ion of document when compared to Dasdan et a I . ' strategy who retrieve 
fewer s imi lar re u l t  for a given document.  
Some other :trategie that involve the computat ion of tenn frequencies or tf- idf weights 
have been developed in the l i terature for query formulation or other re lated problems and can 
be found in ( [  1 02, 1 03 ,  1 04 ] )  . Note that tf- idf score i a standard metric mea ure that corre­
sponds to the frequency of a term in a given document over it frequency in al l the documents 
of a gi  en corpu [ 1 05 ] .  
Our method i equ ivalent to Dasdan et a l  s work i n  uch a way that i t  take advantage 
of the h i ng l ing approach and the proximity of term feature in the query fonnulation trategy. 
However. our proposed trategy i further i mproved by providing a global coverage to the 
tenn i n  the i nput document w ith fewer number of queries. Moreover, our techn ique is tuned 
to Web query ing Arabic-ba ed documents s i nce the avai lable pub l ic APls  doe not d irect ly  
operate wi th Arabic text and requires d ifferent  preproce s ing of the  text . The detai l of the 
propo ed trategy are described in the next Section 4 .3 .  
To the  be t of our  knowledge, the  only framework propo ed on query generat ion for 
Arabic documents on the Web is i n  [ 1 06 ] .  They propo ed three heuristics for an Arabic plagia­
rism detection ystem that i nvolve frequency based keyword se lection, variance i n  readabi l i ty, 
and elect ing first words i n  each paragraph' heading sentence. They empirical ly evaluated 
thei r  heuri t ic u ing thei r  own private corpus. However, the pract ical appl icabi l i ty of their 
suggested plagiarism detect ion system on the Web has not been i mplemented. 
�.3 Our Propo ed Document Retrieval Model 
4.3. 1 otat ion and Problem Defini tions 
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Given a document d and u ing a query interface for a Web search engine QI, the set 
Q = { Q  1 · Q2 ·  . . . . Qq } of querie" where each query Qi = {f I , 12 ,  . . . . til' } consL t of H' term . 
Our propo:- d shingle-ba, ed query formulation trategy for Arabic text reuse detection ta k is  
defi ned a,  fol low 
G i  en:  
I .  I nput document d with a et W of n terms after preproce ' ' ing .  
") Quer i nterface for Web earch engine QI. 
3. Upper bound q on the number of queries to be generated . 
4.  pper bound 11' on the number of telm per query. 
5. Upper bound k on the number of returned documents per query by QI. 
Task : Generate and elect q querie , where each query Qi E Q contain w E W term and 
return at mo t k document from the Web u ing a public search engine query i nterface.  
The que t ion that may ar i  e is  why do we need query generat ion from d? I t  i s  we] )  
known that a Web earch engine query i nterface does not accept large text such as ent ire doc­
ument or e en pa ages a a query. In tead, it accept querie w ith l im i ted et of keywords, 
mea ' ure the im i larity between these keyword and the indexed document in i ts Web page 
databa e, and then return the mo t s imi lar ones. I n  thi  work, we st i l l  need to retrieve docu­
ment from the Web, however, the query in  our case is  not keywords, but the ent ire document .  
Th i s  i why, query formu lation for a given document is  needed. The query formu lat ion mech­
anI m elect representative set of entences from the query document a sub-queries and 
5ubmit them to a earch engine i nterface. The re ult of this tep is  a set of document ident i ­
fied by the ir U R L  that hare orne text with the queried document and are down loaded from 
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the Web to form the documents col lection nece ', ary for the deta i led text reu e detection ta k .  
I ntui t ively, electing a set of 'cattered term from the document or choosing h ighly 
frequent terms within the d cument wou ld probably  lead to low qual i ty re u l ts .  This is  due 
to the fact that we are after local text reu e and not dupl icate or near-dupl icate candidate 
d umenL . where their , ets of terms might be a lmo t the arne. The election of the terms i n  
a document for a gi  e n  query h a  t o  be obtained i n  equence pre erv ing the ir prox imity a i t  
wi l l  be de cribed in  the proposed method. 
Note that the query formu lation and generat ion strategy is  con trai ned with a number 
of parameter i mpo ed by the Web earch engine interface. These constraints are : w and q. 
Therefore, our strategy to generate a et of queries Q = { Q t .  Q2 . . . . .  Qq } for a given document 
d ha to take the e parameter i nto account,  whi le  max imiz ing the global coverage of the text 
in d. The proposed query formulation i inspired by sh ingl ing and fi ngerprint ing techniques 
and ha the fol lowing propert ies: 
I .  A query con i t of w con ecut ive words from d, which preserve the proximity of the 
term . 
2 .  Querie d i  jo intne . The queries are disjoint  in uch a way that Qi rz. Qj where Qi 
and Q) are members of the et of queries Q and i i- j. This property min i mizes the 
dupl ication i n  the re ult . 
3 .  A query Q, E Q doe not return more than k documents. 
4 .  The Un ion of al l  the generated querie provides total coverage to a l l  the term i n  W E d 
i f  po sible .  Prec ise ly :  {UQ,EQ Qi = W i � I } . 
S .  The elec ted queries from Q hould not exceed the upper bound q querie . 
Our propo ed approach i new, efficient ,  and i mple and doe not require any requ ired 
priv i leged acce to the search engine's i ndex .  I t  randomly elects q querie of w consecut ive 
term each from d. However, in order to i nsure the generation of the same set of queries for 
the same document d each t ime, a selection trategy is performed (discussed in  Sect ion 4 .3 .2 ) .  
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Figure 4 .2 :  The bu i ld ing block of candidate document retr ieval from the Web 
4.3.2 Model Specification 
Our developed model of the candidate document retrieval from the Web i depicted i n  
Figure 4 . 2 .  I t  con i t o f  the fo l lowing stages: 
1 .  The text in d ha to undergo a preproce mg tep. The original document d i tok­
en ized, egmented i nto a et of entence , and stemmed after omitt ing stop words and 
punctuat ion marks. The Arabic word are further normal ized. 
2 .  The econd tage i comput ing the document'  signature  (fingerprints).  The fi ngerprints 
of a document d can be con idered as a et of encoded equence of term from d i nto a 
numeric foml, which erve a a un ique repre entat ion of the document d. 
3 .  The th ird stage formulates q queries from the generated fi ngerprint of d. 
4.  The Web i then earched, through a publ ic Web earch engine interface QI using the 
generated et of queries for d. A et of candidate documents that are l i kely to contain 
reu ed text w ith d are col lected and retrieved from the Web. The downloaded candi­
date documents are then prepared for the detai led imi larity analy is by the text reuse 
detection ystem. 
I t  i s  worth mentioning that  the implemented model extends the basic flow to accept a set of 
i nput document i n  tead of a s ingle document at a t ime. The model can also operate w ith 
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d ifferent d cument' formats. 
Text Preproce ing 
Gi en a d  cument d, the text is  fi r t token ized in to word /terms and then each set of 
consecut i  e ord.' are grouped into entence . Sentence segmentation i considered another 
i mportant proce s ' i n  e a 'entence can be looked at a a re levant un i t  for a text reuse detection 
, stem. I n  our ystem DETRA, each sentence is  preprocessed individual ly and i t  is further 
spl it in to a set of overlapping h ingle ba ed on a predefi ned integer val ue. I n  thi  work, the 
integer value i w. A \t '- hingle a de cribed in  [ 35 ]  i, defined a "the set of a l l  cont iguous 
equence of II' term in d". 
Different text preproces ing model are appl ied at thi  phase. Text representat ion is 
a key factor when proce s ing a document .  Thi incl ude diacri t ics, punctuat ion and stop­
word removal ,  temming and letter normal ization . Note that in Arabic text, some Arabic 
letter look a lmo t identical in hape and are only dist ingui  hed between each other by adding 
dot . a hamza or madda above or below the letter. Arabic letter normal ization is a needed 
proce and hould take place after stemming in order to reduce the ambigu i ty caused by the 
i nconsistent u e of d iacrit ic and mark . 
Document 's signature generation 
For each pas age in a given document d, the h i ng l i ng approach ba ical ly converts 
every sub equence of w overlapping terms from d i n to a numerical form using especial ly  
de igned ha h model uch as Rabin fi ngerprint [ 6 ] .  The document' fi ngerprints are gener­
ated and extracted from a select ive set of shingles. The rat ionale of the different select ion 
algori thms of the fingerprint ing techniques i s  to min imize the overal l se lected et of shingles 
that erve a. repre entatives of the docu ment d, and to max imize the chance to retrieve the 
mo t promi ing candidate document that are l ikely to share text w ith d. This step is  proba­
bly the mo t crucial tep i n  the document retrieval problem since the generated and elected 
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Algorithm 1 Efficient Random Quer Formu lat ion Algorithm 
I n put : W :  { f l , '  . . . t,, } ,et of 11 tokens in d, w: query si ze-,-q-:-n-u-m-b-e)-' -o-f -q-ue-)-·ie-s-.-----
Output : Q = { Q l ' Q2 · · · · .  Qq } 
I · i f--- l 
2 '  f11m 
J " hilc (i < 11 ) do 
-to  QCGlld f--- { f/ . . . . .  '/ 1 \  I } � W 
5 f--- U;:'EQ<Glld { h) : hash(fJ ) . h) � 9\ }  
6: mill f--- find _lI1il1_ind ex( S) 
7 '  if ( (min = i )or( lIlill = i + H' - I ) ) then 
8 :  if QCGlld i val id then 
9: Q f--- Q U { QcGnd } 
1 0: H f--- H U { rabil1_hash (QcGnd ) } 
I I : end if 
1 2 : end if 
1 3 . i f--- i + Ii' 
I -t  end while 
1 5  pick_11lill_q/{eries( Q , H ,  q)  
fingerprints d irect ly affect the fi nal et of querie . 
I> sh ift to the next shingle 
The propo ed fi ngerprint ing-techn ique provide a global coverage of the words i n  the 
document and i mproves the e lection algori thm in such a way that i t  reduces the generated et 
of fi ngerprint . The algori thm guarantee the property of context-freene a wel l .  Specifi-
cal ly. elect ing h ingle a fi ngerprint  on ly  depend on the token that comprise the  sh ingle 
and i not affected by the other h i ngle i n  the document.  
Query Formulation 
S i nce we are after the formulation of querie in  a textual form, we map the shingle i n  
i t s  numeric format back i nto i t  correspondi ng w consecut ive words i t  was generated from. For 
th i  rea on, we keep record of the mapping between the numeric shingles and their equivalent 
equence of w term in  the document d, s ince Rabin  hi ngl i ng i a one way ha h .  
The elect ion of the document ' s q uerie i pelformed by picking the fir  t q fi ngerprint 
after ort ing their corresponding hash values i n  a cending order and then mapping them back 
to their textual form. Thi.  step give the strategy a random notion in  the ense that se lect ing 
the q fingerpri nt� depends only on their ha h a lues.  
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A solut ion to the Random Query Formulat i  n i hown as Algori thm 1 .  The algori thm 
fi rst forms a candidate ... h ingle with a sub. equen e of w tokens from d. hashe its tokens 
.. eparate l} ( Line S ). and then heck. i f  the , hi ngle contai n a token wi th the min imum ha h 
value at the fi rst or last posit ion of the sh ingle '  w token . A hi ngle is then con idered as a 
val id quer if  it textual mapping . at i fi e property-2 mentioned earl ier in  Section 4 .3 . 1 .  
The combined fami ly  of querie generated by the algorithm provide a global coverage 
of al l W E d. E pl ic i t ly, it covers all the et W of term in  d:  { UQ,EQ Qi = W, i 2: I } . 
To compute the t ime complexity of the algori thm, the whi le  loop run at rno t O(n)  
t imes. where n is  the et of token i n  a document.  A for the ort. the merge sort algori thm in  
known to run i n  O(n log n )  t ime .  Therefore, the overa l l  complex i ty of the algorithm wi l l  be of 
O(n log n ) .  
Note that there may be ca e where it i s  not possible to complete ly  cover W with the 
generated et of val id  queries (e .g . ,  when the s ize of the query is  smal l  ( i .e . ,  w) with a few 
number of querie (q) to be selected) .  A tenn t E W i s  covered if and only if  there is  a val id 
query Q/ � W with f E Q/ . 
The queries are converted i nto a d i fferent repre entation other than Arabic characters 
i n  order to opt imize the retrieval proce s by returni ng more relevant re u l ts than the orig inal 
query would  have. This i due to the fact that Arabic characters are not properly addressed by 
mo t of the public Web earch APls  and submitt ing the query i n  Arabic may not return proper 
re u l ts. The generated querie are converted i n to UTF-8 encoding system, which is a readable 
form by the earch engine interface QI. 
Query Submission and Documents Download 
The a im of th i  stage i to ubmit the formulated et of queries Q for the given input 
document d to the publ ic Web query i nterface QI of the target search engine and retrieve the 
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returned k re�ults in  order to construct the candidate documents col lection for d. We developed 
a �ub-s 'tern using Goog le ' .  custom search API ,  which accept querie a input, and submit 
them to a query bu i lder module that pre-proce e the Arabic queries and convert them to 
an acceptable query format according to the Web search engine interface. The querie are 
then returned to a search-hit  module, which obtains the I i  t of URL addre e that an wer the 
query. The returned URL addresse are further po t-proce ed to fi l ter out orne addit ional 
chara ter" and 'ymbol that are generated with Arabic-ba ed Web documents which h i nder 
the proper r trieval and down load of the re pect ive Arabic Web documents. 
The down loaded set of candidate documents ha to be prepared for the detai led analy­
i .  pha e i n  the  detect ion y tern. That i , a c lean-up proce i needed to  fi l ter out  unnecessary 
HTML tag or i mage and keep only the plai n text. The document i also converted i nto one 
common fi le  format ( UTF-8)  that matche the input document . 
4.4 Experimental Results 
4.4. 1 A Case Study 
Figure 4.3  show part of the propo ed ystem DETRA, which is  dedicated for Web 
retrieval .  The parameters used are the number of terms per query, the number of total queries 
returned for the given document and the number of Web document per query. 
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Figure 4.3 :  The part of DETRA' ystem i nterface for Web documents retrieval ta k 
The fol lowing example hows the mai n teps of the propo ed Wed document retrieval 
ta k. Figure 4.4 show a ample document with some content that has been copied from other 
6 1  
Web documents. Each colored bounding bo indicate a different Web document from wh ich 
the text ha been borr wed. Fol lowing the tep' for the query formu lation, and ett ing the 
required upper bounds of the total number of querie to 1 0, and retrieving the top 2 returned 
documents by each query, w get the fol lowing et of queries selected randomly based on 
their c mputed ha. h alues as i n  Figure  4 .5 .  Note that the mapping between the numeric 
sh ingl s and their equi alent sequence of term in the document i i l l u  trated in Figure 4.4 i n  
red .  Fir. t, the do um nt i preproce sed us ing the d ifferent preproces ing operations. Next, 
the do ument 's  ' ignature ba ed on the fingerprint ing approach i computed and a selection of 
the q minimum fingerprint , a de cribed in Algori thm I ,  i performed. 
The e lected 10 querie from the text are converted to special character in  order to be 
accepted by the earch engine i nterface, i nce Arabic text i not wel l -received by the search 
engine i nterface, and hence may not return any resul ts  if pa sed with in the orig inal  hape. 
The encoded querie are hown in Figure 4 .5 .  
Figure 4.6 d i splay the returned top two ranked Web documents' URL addres es that 
hare the text i n  the query (or parts of i t )  w ith the i nput document. The returned URL ad­
dre e are fi l tered and repeated URL addresse are removed from the l i st .  Next, the Web 
document ident ified by the U R L  addre se are acqu i red from the Web and downloaded. A 
c lean-up proce i perfonned to extract the plain text in the down loaded HTML document 
and reformatted i n to text document to prepare i t  for the detection ta k .  The resul t  of the de­
tect ion ta k hows the URL addresse of the Web document that share text with the input 
document w ith high im i larity rate ( see Figure 4.7) .  A v i  ual  output that displays the reused 
content in the i nput document is d isplayed in Figure 4 .8 .  
4.4.2 Construction of Candidate Document Retrieval Test Cases 
For the sake of val idat ing the proposed approach, we manual ly developed a set of test­
ca e in Arabic for th i  purpose. The con tructed Arabic documents col lection is  gathered 
from the Web, and te t ca e were created by reu i ng pas ages from the Web documents. Our 
col lection con i t · Arabic document col lected from Alkhaleej news, A I  Watan new , and 
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Figure 4.4 :  An  example of a document w ith text copied from other Web documents. Each 
reused text is  d i �played in a bounding box .  The different colors indicate different source 
document . Note that the repre entat ive fi ngerprints of the document are d isplayed in red 
Query # 1: �1+.J-..-+ I .>-'+";J.....,.I+�+";�.h,..JI+ ....... \:JI+�>,�+ ....... ....J 
- UTF·8 Encod,�& 
%09%84 09%8S%09�6%OS%A7%09%82%OS%B4%08%A9.%09%82%08%A7 09�6%09�8%09%S6'%08%A 
7%09�%oS%AA%08%A3%09%85%09%8A%09%86+%oS%A7%09%84�09%8S%09%8S'08%A0%08%AF'%09% 
84%08%AF%09%88%09%84.%09%8S%08%AC%09%84%08%B3.%08%A7%09%84%08�AA%08 89%08%A7%09 
%88%09%86+%09%85%08%84%09%8A%oS%Bl %08"A7+%OS%83%09%8A%09%85 .' OS%AB%09%84 '''08%A '" 
09%84%08"B3"09%84 OS"B1"09"86%08%A9 
Query # 2 .  �I+..; ... �I+":" ". '+ ?+� ....... I+ ..;,,-+:U 1+ ->-' .;+.::-ll+� JI J 
- UTF·S Encod,ng 
%OQ%88%08%A 7%09%88%OS%B6%08%A0+%OS%A 1%09%84"08"B4 %09"SA %OS%A E +%OS%B 1 %oS"A6%09% 
8A%OS%83."08%A7%09%84So8%8A%08%81%09%SI"oS%A9+"oSSAS%OS%A3%09%8G+%OS%A7"08S83%0 
8%A8%0 %A7%OS%AS."OS%AA%OS%AFS09%8G%09%8A+%OS%A7"09%84%08%AA%oS%AS%OS%A7%OS%AF 
"09%84.%08%A7So9%84%OS%AA%OS%AC%OS%A7%oS%81%09%SA+%OS%A7%09"84%OS%83%09%84%OS% 
81,,09�G%OS%A9 
Query # 3: .)11+�+�-+ ;--;+ ;I.;alI+�:....tS....,'+I .>-'+�I+C-""+""""'J 
- UTF·S Encod,n& 
"09%88"08% BG 08"'B9%09%87 +%09%85%09%S8,,08%8G%08%B9+%08%A 1%09%84%08%AA "09%8G%09%8 
1%09%8A%08SBo+%09%85So8%84%09%8A%08%Bl%08%A1.%08%A1"09%86%08%B9%09%83%OSSA1"oSS 
83%OSSA1"OS%AA+SoSSA7%09S84%09%82%08"81%OS"A7%oS"BI +%OS%AA"oS"84%09",SA"OS%Bl +%0 
9%8GS08%AA%08SA7%08%A6%OS%AC +%09%8S"09%S7%09SSS'IIoOS%A9+,,oS%A7%o9"'84%OS%A2%09"8G 
Query # 4: �1+J .,.:+..;:..t...lI+�""""l'l+t ,......,..+� �I+ )�1+4)1,+ ..... , .>-'1o..r+� 
UTF-8 Encod,ng 
%08%AA %0 SAA%oS%89%09%84%09%82 . %08"AS%08SA 7%09%84 "oS"A7",oS"84% oS%81" O8"A 1%09%S 
1 +%09%8S%08SA 7%09%84 %08%81 "09S82%08%A 1"OSSAS%OS%A9+"'08SA 1% 09%84%08%AC%09%81%08% 
A 1%08%82 .%08%A 7%09%84 'jf,09S85%08%B5%08%B 1 %09%8 1 %09%89+ %09%85%09%88%08%B6%09%8S%08 
%B9+"OS%A7 . 09%84%OS%1I 7S08%AA%OS"AO%OS%A 7%OS�F+%OS%A7'l1109%84%09S86%09%82%08%AF" 
09%S9.%OS%AF%09%8S%09%84"%08%A1%09"S4S09'l118S%OS%AC%09%84%08%B3 
Query � 5: .,,:U+�+"y+'-'..J ......... +��'-'�IJ+..,......JJI+..............JI+L...:I 
- UTF·8 Encod,ng 
08%A7 09%SA"08%B6%OS%A7,,%oS%A1%09%84%OS%BS%08%B9%09%8A%OS%AF+%OS%A7%09%84%09%8 
6"09%SI%D!%B3%09%SA+%09%S8%oS%A7"'OS%B6%OS%A7%09%81""09%SA"DSSAA"08%B7%09%84%08% 
A8+%08%AA%09%S2%08%AF%D9%8A%09%SS+%08%B6%09%SS%OS%1I7%09"86%08%A7%oS%AA'%09%S2%0 
9%88%D9%8A"OS%A9+"D9%84%D9%84%09%8S%oS%B3%OS%AA%09%87%09%84%09S83%09%8A%09%8G+% 
08%A8%DS%A7%09%86 
Query # 6 J.,.J��I+"-J�Y ... +�+,-,..o�11+� +J;.>'I+ Jt-+�+Ul.J1 
- UTF·S Encod,ng 
%08%A 7%09%84%OS%B3%09%84%OS'jf,87%09S86%08SA9+%08%AE%09%84%08%A 7%09%84+%08%84 %09%S 
7%OS%B 1 .%OS%A 7%OS%A8%OS%B 1 "09%SA'lII09%84 "%08%89%08%AF%OS'lIIAFt%08SA 1%09%84"08"A 7%OS 
%AC%OS%AA%09%SS%08%A7%08%89%08'1oA1 OS%AA+%OS"B3%OS'I(,AA'lIIOS%B9%09%S2%OS'I(,AF+%DS%A8% 
OSSA7%09%84%08%A7%09%8S%08%A7%09%SG%OSSA9+%OS%A7%09%84%OS%B9%08%BI"08%AS"09"SA% 
OS%A9+%09%84"08%AF'I(,09%SS%09%84 
Query # 7 ��jil\+.....J\�).,lI+..J">L--+"""J.;W\+��'+:U;�\+tw;l+ ... �I+.J........ , 
- UTF·8 EncodIng 
%09%88%09%8S%D8%B3%09S82%D8%B7+%OS%A1"08%B6%08SA7%09'-11I%D8"A9+%08%A7%08"Bl%OS%A 
A%D9S8IS0S%A7%OS%B9+%D8%A7%09%84%08%AA%D8%89%08%Bl%09%8A%09%S1%OS%A9+%08%A7%09 
%84%DSSACS09%8S%oS%BI%D9'-113%D9%SA%08%A9+%OS%A1%09%84%09%85%09%81%08%B1%09%8S"OS 
%B6%08%A9+%08%A8%08%B9%08"BG+%D8%A7%09%84%09%8S%OS%A7"'08%BI%08%AF%DS%A7%DS%AA+% 
DS·0A7%D9%84%08"'AA"'D9%88"09"86%OS%83"'D9%8A"'DS%A9+%08%B9%09%82%OS%AF'OSSAA 
Query # 8 �.i..+:" ........:..o++'-" J� ... .,lI+t ,.....>-4..J-l'-t:ill+�11+-'-....;i.J1+� .. 1 
- un·s Encod,ng 
%OS%A7%09%S5+"'08%AS%OS%A1"09%84%OS%AE%OS%B7%OSSA8+%08%A7%09%840/009%8S%D9%82%OS%A 
F%09%85%08%A9+%OSSA7%09%84%08%A7%09%87%09%S5%09%SA'lII08%A9+%09%84%09%84%OS%AA"'08% 
A3%08%B3%09%8A%OS%B3+%09%84%D9%85"09%88"08%BG%09%88%OS%S9.%0S%A7%09%S4%09%88%08 
%Bl%08%84%08%A9+%09%8S%09%S7%OS%AF%09S81%09%S7%OS%A1+%09%S2%0S%Af%09%S5%09%86%0 
8%A1%D9%81%OS%A7+ 09��S%09%s2%08%A7%09%S4 
Query # 9: • ......c'iI+J,.llI+� +�I ..I+.;_� y.. 1+ ....... .jI+..;,.J+ ....... '-'A+t\..oh'jI+j:::I... 
- UTf 8 Encod,ng 
%OSSAE"'D9%84%08SA7%09%84"",08%A7%09%84"'OS%A1"'08%AC%OSSAA%09%8S%OS%A7%oS%B9+%09% 
85%09%8G%OS%A1%09%82%OS%84"08%A9+%09%82%08%A7"09%S6%09%88%09%8G+%08SA1%D9%84%oS 
SAA%OS%A3%09%SS%09%8A%09%86"%OS%A7%09S84%08"'A7%OS%B3%08%AA%08%81%OS%84%08%A7%0 
S%AF"09%SA+"'D9S8S%OS%A7S08SAE%DS%BO+%09%SS%09"84%08%A7%08%AO%08%B8%08%A7%OS%AA" 
OS"'A1%D9%S4"OS%AF%09'-118%09%S4+%OS%A7%09%84%08SA7%oS%B9%08%B6"08%A7%08%Al 
Query # 10: .; . ,+ )t.S.:..,.'jI+t .,......,..+<\-I .J-'!+ �""WI+�UJ+�I+.....J.;i\+tw,. 'i1+..;'..,JJI J  
- UTF·S Encodm! 
%09%88%08%A1%09%84%09%84%08%AC%OS%A7%09%86+%OS%A7%09%84%OS%A1%08SACSOS%AA%09%S 
S%OS%A1%D8%B9+%08%A7%09%82%OS%Bl%08%AA+%OSSA1%D9%84%09%S4%08%AC%09%86%oS%A9+%OS 
%AS%09%SA%08"A 7%09%86%09%8 7%OS",A 7 +%08%A1%09%S4"OS%A E%08SA 1%OS%8S+%OS%AS%08%Af% 
08%81 %08SA7%D8%B3%08"A9+"09%8S"09"88"'08%BG%09%S8%08%B9.%08%A7%09"84%OSSA7%OSSAO 
%OS%AA%09%83%OS%A7%OS%Bl+%08%A7"09%84%OSSAA%OS"AC%08%A1%OS%BI%09%8A 
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Figure 4.5 :  The et of randomly generated queries for the sample i nput document in  Fig­
ure 4.4. The queries are encoded into UTF-8 characters format in  order to accept Arabic 
querie v ia  the Web search engine in terface 
Query 1/ 1 
- URL 1/ 1 http://www alwatan com/graphlcs/2004/04apr/3 A/dailyhtml/economy.html 
- URl l/ 2 http://www alwatan.com/graphics/2010/02feb/24.2/dailyhtml/economy.html 
Query II 2 
- URl l/ 3: http ./lwww.alwatan.com/graphlcs/2004/04apr/4.4/dadyhtml/economy html 
- URL 1/ 4· http ://wwwalwatan.com/graphlcs/2004/04apr/s 4/datlyhtml/economy html 
Query II 3 
- URL 1/ 5: http://www.alwasatnews.com/news/383s02 .html 
- URL 1/ 6 http.//www.alwatan.com/graphlcs/2004/04apr/2A/dailyhtml/economy.html 
Query 1/ 4. 
- URL II 7 http/lelaph.com/Web/Economics/2009/4/426903.html 
- URL 1/ 8· http .//www.kuna.net kw/ArticiePrintPage.aspx?id=1382499&language=ar 
Query II s. 
- URL II 9: (Repeated) 
http://www.alwatan.com/graphics/2004/04apr/2A/dailyhtml/economy.htm I 
- URL 1/ 10 https.//www.alyaum.com/article/1 163714 
Query II 6 
- URL II 11 http://omandaily.om/?p=398126 
- URL 1/ 12 http://wwwbna.bh/portal/news/700274 
Query 1/ 7 
- URl /l 13 (Repeated) 
http.//www a Iwata n.com/gra p h ics/2004/04apr / 4.4/ da ilyhtml/ economy.html 
- URl l/ 14 (Repeated) 
http.//www alwatan.com/graphics/2004/04apr/s.4/dai Iyhtml/ economy.html 
Query 1* 8 
- URL 1/ 1 5 '  http://www dxbpp.gov.ae/downloads/mag/2 1_ar pdf 
- URL /I 16 http://mubasher.aljazeera.net/shares/20124181132806891.htm 
Query 1* 9· 
- URL 1/ 17 http./lwww. bna.bh/portal/news/74609s 
- URL 1/ 18. (Repeated) 
http://www.a lwatan.com/graphlcs/2004/04apr/3.4/dailyhtml/economy.html 
Query II 10· 
- URL 1/ 19 (Repeated) 
http./ /www.alwatan.com/graphics/2004/04apr/s.4/dailyhtml/economy.html 
- URl l/ 20 http://201s.omandady.om/?p=162221 
Figure 4.6: The top ranked Web documents' URL addre ses returned by each query 
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< ?xm! verSlon= " l .O" encodmg="UTF-S"7> 
<document reference="mput-document002.txt" 
<feature name="text_reuse" thls_offset="633" this _length=" 1 145" sou rce_reference="source­
document009 1 .txt" 
source_uri = ··http;//www.alwatan.com/graphlcs/2004/04apr/2.4/dailyhtml/economy.htm! .. 
source _ offset="?"' sou ree_length;:" 1 145 "I> 
<feature name= "text_reuse ' thls_otfset=" 1 784" thls_length="636" sou rce_reference="souree­
document0 1 39.txt" 
source_uri ;; ''http://www.alwatan.com/graphlcs/2004/04apr/3.4/dai!yhtml/economy" 
sou rce_ offset="6" source_length="636" I> 
<feature name;:"text_reuse" this_otfset="2426" th is_length="99 1 "  sou rce_reference="source­
document0203.txt" 
source_uri = " http://www.a Iwatan .com/gra phics/2004/04apr /4.4/ dallyhtml/ economy" 
sou rce _ offset="6" source_length="991 "I> 
<feature name="text_reuse" thls_offset="3442" th ls_length="74S" sou rce_reference="source­
document273.txt" 
source_uri = .. http;//www.alwatan.com/graphies/2004/04apr/5.4/dailyhtml/economy.html .. 
source_offset="24 ' sourceJength="748"/> 
</document> 
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Figure 4 .7 :  The X M L  output of the detection ta k ident ify ing the Web URL addresses of the 
do ument that share te t with the i nput document w ith high im i larity rate 
l.RO'1 " " .. .. 
Docuru.,," Ust 
Figure 4 .8 :  The v i  ual  output of the detect ion task present ing part of the reused text, which i 
di played i n  red 
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Arabic wik isource. Th topics range from economy, international and local new , cu l ture, 
rel igIOn, and ports ( see Tab le 4. 1 ) . Text reuse in tanee have been prepared for both Web 
d CLl ll1ent retrieval and in -d plh s imi larity analysi. of the overal l . ystem. With re pect to the 
Web retrie al l ac k ,  the reu. ed i n. tance were annotated in a log f i le and organized a pai r of 
input documentslU R L  addre . .  es of the ource documents from which we reu ed the text ( see 
Figur 4 .7) .  Therefore, the retrieval ta k can be defined as: given an input document and a 
Web earch API ,  the ta 'k is to retrieve al l URL addresses of the candidate ource document 
that hare te t with the input document.  
Corpu Characteristics 
I Web documents downloaded 2598 1 
General informat ion Text reu e cases 1 040 
Very short« 1 p)  1 6  % 
Document length Short ( 1 - t o  p) 82% 
Medium ( 1 0- 1 00 p )  2% 
Case per document 
Short ( 1 -5 cases) 92% 
Medium (6- 1 5  cases) 8% 
A I Khaleej New 229{ 
I Documents source Al Watan 75% Arabic Wikisource 3% 
Table 4. 1 :  Characteristics of the col lect ion for Web documents retrieval 
We evaluated the proposed strategy in two different way : The best query length, and 
the percentage of the retrieved document u ed for composing the i nput document .  In our 
fir t experiment, we empirical ly  tudied the best query length by varying the value of the 
parameter H' that define the number of terms per query, which hou ld not exceed the upper 
bound con trained by the earch engines. The longest query length considered is 1 0  terms, 
which i the max imum l imi t  et by mo t Web earch engines. The resu l ts are val idated by 
checking the URL addre se returned by the earch engi ne API  and comparing them with the 
U R L  addre e of the Web documents from which the i nput documents reused parts of its 
content. 
The econd experi ment wa performed to measure the quality of the formulated queries. 
E pecial ly, the abi l ity of the proposed approach to retrieve the documents used for composing 
the i nput document . 
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4.4.3 Be t Query Length 
The fi rst e p riment aimed at fi nding the best query length in  terms of the number of 
term� per quer ( w) .  The max imum l imit known by most . earch engine is 1 0. We u ed a 
smal l port ion of the corpus with 278 documents to choose the be t query length ( w) due to the 
l imitation imposed by , earch engines, which restrict the amount of queries i sued per day. 
We fi ed the other parameter ' , such a. the number of querie to be generated per document (q) 
to 1 0  after experi ment ing w ith d ifferent value of q = 5 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 20. The other parameter i the 
number of top Web documents to be downloaded from the returned results of the search engi ne 
(k ) .  For � impl ic i ty, we cho e only the top 5 resu l ts after experiment ing w ith k = 2 , 3 , 5 , 1 0 . I n  
the experiment we started w ith q = 3 ince the lower value o f  q are often resu lt ing i n  h igh 
recal l  and ery low preci sion score . We ob erve from the experiment that the be t re u l ts 
were obtained with queries con i t i ng of 1 0  terms as shown in  Figure 4.9. Thu thi value 
ha been elected for the next experi ment. 
Figure 4.9: Comparing the d ifferent query lengths. The best resul t  obtai ned wi th VI' = 1 0  telm 
per query 
4.4.4 Quality of the Formulated Queries 
To mea ure the qual i ty of the formu lated queries, the i nput document' s ignature ( fin-
gerprint ) is obtained. Each fi ngerprint ( h ingle) selected as a val id query is  preproce sed 
and formulated for ubmi sion to the search engi ne query i nterface QI using Google '  search 
engine API .  The URL addre se of the returned documents for the ubmi tted querie are 
compared to the URL addres e of the Web document u ed in the compo ition of the te t 
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Figure 4. 1 0: The qua l i ty of document retrieval mechanism (precis ion) 
case. ( i nput documents) .  The percentage of the source document retrieved by the ubrni t­
ted querie. i computed. We experi mented with two different number of querie (k = 5 and 
k = 1 0) generated for each i nput document and u ed the be t query length computed in the 
previou� experi ment .  Figure 4.] 0 compares the average percentage of the retrieved source 
document . We ob 'er e that the propo ed document retrieval method performs very wel l  with 
1 0  querie per document than 5 a i t  cover larger port ion of the document . On average, 
79 .97% of the ource documents that were u ed in the composi t ion of the i nput documents 
were ucce ful ly retrieved. 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
I n  th i chapter, we de cribed a new query formulation approach for Arabic-ba ed text 
reu e detect ion on the Web. The propo ed model of the candidate document retrieval from 
the Web con i t of four main tages. First,  the input document is fi rst preproce ed and 
then the document fingerprint  are computed. The next tage formulates a spec ified number 
of querie from the generated fi ngerprint of the document and then submitted to the Web 
through a publ ic Web earch engine i nterface.  The perfollllance of the propo ed approach 
wa evaluated again  t a specia l ly  de igned document col lect ion,  wh ich contain documents 
that are compo ed by reu ed text from Web documents. The experi mental resul t  show that 
queries with 1 0  terms pelform the be t and on average, 79.97% of the source documents that 
were u ed in the compo i t ion of the i nput documents were succe ful l y  retrieved. 
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Chapter 5 :  Fingerprinting-based Detection and Detailed Analysis of Text 
Reuse 
5. 1 In troduction 
In chapter 4, e de cribed our propo ed query formulation approach for the candidate 
. ource document ' retrieval component of the sy tern ,  in which a set of representative querie 
are generated from a gi en input do ument in order to acqu ire potential imi lar document 
from the Web via publ i  search engine query i nterface. The retrieved set of documents are 
u. ed to con. truct a relat i  e ly mal l ,  but topical ly  s imi lar document collection to a given input 
document (al 0 cal led query document) .  Each document in  the constructed document col lec-
t ion u ndergoe the nece. sary preproce ing operation and are represented by et of hashed 
fi ngerprint to create an i ndex of the corpus.  Next,  the local component of the text reuse de-
tect ion problem select the potential  ource documents that are h ighly imi lar wi th the given 
i nput document (e ceed a certa in s imi larity thre hold)  by means of matching fi ngerprint 
and then perform detai led im i larity analy i between each u pected source document and 
the given document.  Accurately, the proces of compari ng each candidate document wi th 
the given i nput document and ident ify ing the s imi lar pa sage of text. Final ly, the extracted 
pa age are fi l tered, c leaned and pre ented. In thi chapter, we de cribe the three main tasks 
mentioned above a uming the document col lect ion i s  avai l able.  
The remainder of the chapter i tructured as fol low : in  the next sect ion,  we wi l l  
d e  cribe the fingerprint ing approach used i n  th is research.  The proposed detect ion frame­
work DETRA is  detai led in Sect ion 5 . 3 .  Section 5.4 present the eval uation mea ure , and 
the experimental re ult of the y tern along w ith a compari son between the proposed ystem 
DETRA and the a w innowing-based approach .  A stati t ical analy is  on the behav iour of DE-
TRA with re pect to Arabic- peci fic preprocessing operat ions such as stemming and character 
nonnal ization is carried out in Section 5 .5 .  
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5.2 Fingerprinting Approache 
A ment ioned ear l ier i n  Chapter 2 ,  the fingerprint ing approach proved to be more effi­
c ient than other approache. when used for local te t reuse detection a it enhances the runt ime 
performance i n  term" f reducing the dimen ional i ty of the earch by means of fi ngerprint . 
Examples of fi ngerprint ing appro ache for document s fi ngerprints are described in  Chapter 2 .  
Howe er. we w i l l  revis i t  the  Ha i l  torm fi ngerprint ing method ( Section 2 .3 . 1 ), s i nce we have 
modified the method and developed an enhanced and more efficient version of i t .  The pro­
po, ed enhanced approach i compared with the w innowi ng fi ngerprint ing, which i one of the 
popular fi ngerpri nt ing methods for local text reuse detect ion.  We assume that the documents 
col lection i a lready ava i lable. Evaluation i s  canied out using a col lection of 1 1 74 Arabic 
document inc luding 1 725 s imulated case of text reuse ( ee Sect ion 5 .4 .3) .  
Thi  section de cribe the Ha i l  torm and Winnowing fi ngerprint ing methods and then 
the propo ed approach is pre ented in Section 5 . 3 .  
Before creating the fi ngerprints ,  the given document must go  through certain prepro­
ce i ng teps a de cribed earl ier in Chapter 3.  The document is  then represented by a et of 
con ecut ive ub equence of word n-gram and the e shingle are pa ed i nto h ash functions 
to be converted i nto  n umeric values. A sub et of the generated hash val ues are se lected to rep­
re ent the document and are cal led the fingerprints of the document.  A match is then detected 
and quantified between any two documents by measuring the amount of shared fingerprints 
over the total fi ngerprin ts generated i n  the two documents.  
5.2. 1 Hailstorm Fingerprinting Method 
The Ha i l  torm fingerprint ing algorithm fol lows the general step of any fi ngerprin t ing 
technique.  Speci fica l ly, it fi rst pre-proces es the document'  text and then divides the docu­
ment i nto a set of n-gram (a lso cal led shingles [ 35 ] ) ,  which are "sequences of n consecut ive 
term extracted from a l id ing w indow with fi xed i ze n runn ing tepwise over the text" [ 2 7 ] .  
I t  then appl ie a ha  h i n g  function to convert every token (word) i n  a shingle into a hash value 
7 1  
and then e lects the . hi ngle as part of the do ument' 'et of fi ngerprint only if the min imum 
ha. h al ue f al l  n tokens i n  the shingle ccur at the beg inn ing or the end of that hingle .  The 
selected shingle i '  then ha hed and inc luded in the re u l t i ng  set of  the document fi ngerprint . 
The Hai lstorm algorithm is a conte t-free algorithm, which mean. the e lect ion of a shingle 
is  independent of any other hingle i n  the document, which mean ei ther i t  i e lected i n  a l l  
the docum nts contai n ing it r i s  never elected. Thi property is  very useful espec ia l ly in 
the case of te, t huffl ing/reorderi ng. Furthennore, the Hai lstorm guarantee a total coverage 
property. Expl ic i t ly, e ery token i n  the document is covered by at least one selected shingle 
( fingerprint ) .  I t  i worth mention i ng that the Hai l  tonn fingerprint ing i un ique in  tenns of be­
i ng the only fi ngerprint ing algori thm that i both context-free and ensure total coverage [ 5 2 ] .  
Figure 5 . 1 hows a i mple example o f  text repre entat ion and fingerprint ing b a  ed on Hai l ­
'tonn method . I n  the example we choose 11 of the n-gram to be 3 .  The text i preproces ed 
and cleaned b remov ing the d iacrit ics, punctuation mark ( : ) ,  stop words (J  ' �) and then 
apply ing temmi ng on the remain i ng word ( Figure 5 . 1 - (b) ) .  The sequence of 3-gram ( h i n­
g le  ) derived from the text i s  depicted i n  Figure 5 . l - (c ) .  A hypothetical et of hashes for each 
word in a h ingle i g iven in Figure 5 . 1 - (d) .  Based on the Hai l  torm selection algori thm, a 
h ingle i e lected only i f  the min imum ha h value of a l l  n word in  the h ingle occur at the 
beg inn ing or the end of the sh ingle .  The min imum hash value in each h i ngle is  underl ined 
a hown i n  (d) .  Figure 5 . l - (e)  di p lay the h ingles elected by the fi ngerprint ing algori thm. 
The elected shingles by Hai l  torm algori thm are then ha hed and stored along wi th posi ­
t ional infonnation i n  the document as  a set of [ fingerprint ,  posi t ion ] pair ( start i ng from base 
0) ( Figure 5 . 1 - (f)) .  
5.2.2 Winnowing Fingerprinting Method 
Winnowing i s  a wel l -known fingerprint ing technique that proved to be both efficient 
and i nsure the detection of a match of a certain length [ 26 ] .  After repre ent ing the text a a 
et of ha hed n-gram , another fi xed- ize window (winnowing window) i adopted over the 
ha hed n-gram and l id ing by one chunk at a t ime.  The n-gram with the min imum hash 
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(a) Some text. 
(b) The text after being preprocessed and stemmed. 
(�J � �) , (� � �) , (� � �) , (� � �) , (� � �) 
(c) The sequence of 3-grams (shingles) derived from the text. N=3 in this example. 
(49 1 ,877 ,072) , (877 ,072 ,293) , (072 ,293 ,233) , (293 ,233 , 877) , (233 , 877 , 9 1 4) 
(d) A hypothetical set of hashes for each word in a shingle. 
(49 1 ,877 ,072) , (072 ,293 ,533) , (233 ,877 ,9 1 4) 
(e) Shingles selected by Hailstorm algorithm. 
[50066893,4] , [2093546,2] , [ 1 343 1 9 1 0  ,0] 
(f) Fingerprints recorded with positional information. 
Figure 5 . 1 :  Ha i lstorm fi ngerprint ing appl ied on a sample text 
e lected in  each w innowing window. I f  the min imum ha h value occur more than once 
w i th in  a winnowing w indow, the rightmost occurrence w i l l  be elected. The fi ngerprint of the 
document w i l l  be the et of e lected n-grams with the min imum hash value. Figure 5 .2  show 
an e ample of the winnowing elect ion strategy on a the same text a i n  Figure 5 . 1 .  The text 
i preproce sed and temmed ( Figure S .2- (b) ) .  The equence of 3-grams ( h ingles) derived 
from the text i .  hown i n  Figure S .2- (c) .  Ba ed on the w innowing method, another window 
( i ze=3) i u ed to group each 3-grams and sl ide by one 3-gram at a t ime (Figure S .2- (d) ) .  
The generated 3-gram are ha hed and the min imum hash val ue is se lected in each w indow 
( Figure S .2-(e ) ) .  Final ly. the elected fi ngerprint is stored along wi th po i t ional i n formation 
in the document as a et of [ fingerprint ,  pos i tion ] as in  Figure S . 2- (f) .  
The w innowing method howed better re u l t  when compared with other overlap fi n-
gerprint ing techn ique [ 4 ] .  Therefore, we have selected it for comparison with our DETRA 
( ee Section 5 .4. 3 ) .  
5.3 A Framework for Text Reuse Detection Using A Hybrid Approach 
Formal ly, given a document d and a col lection of document D, the ta k of detect ing 
text  reu e consi  ts of " ident i fy ing pairs of passage (p .  pi ) from the given document d and 
a document d' from the provided col lection of document (d' E D), respectively uch that 
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lraJ Some text 
(b) The text after being preprocessed and stemmed. 
k�-, rlc. �) ' (rlc. � �) , (� � �) , (� � rlc.) , (� rlc. �) 
(c) The sequence of 3-grams (shingles) derived from the text. N=3 in this example. 
� �) , (� � �) , (� yb rlc.))  , ( (� � �) , (� � rlc.) ' (� rb �)) 
( (�j rlc. �) ' (rlc. � �) , (� � yb))  ' ( (rlc. 
(d) Windows of hashes of size 3 (w=3). 
, (2093546)) , ( ( 1 1594434) , (2093546) , (44858753)) ' ( (2093546) , (44858753)  , (98023127)) 
( (50066893) , ( 1 1594434) 
(e) A hypothetical set of hashes for each word in a shingle. 
[2093546 ,2] 
(f) Fingerprints selected by Winnowing algorithm with positional information. 
Figure 5 . 2 :  Winnowing fingerprint ing appl ied on a sample text 
Figure 5 . 3 :  The main proces es for detect ing local text reu e 
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the detected pas, age p and p' are i mi lar" I I  J .  Thi part icu lar problem compri e of three 
components (see Figure 5 .3 ) ,  wh ich i.  typical ly fol lowed by mo t re earcher of text reu e 
detection fie ld [ 3 ] . The fi rst i candidate document retrieval , which focu e on the selection 
of a ,mal l  set of document from a given corpu or documents col lection D that are l ikely to 
inc lude te l reu e with document d. The econd component i pairwise document compari on 
, 
between d and each document d i n  the retrieved et of source documents extract ing al l the 
pa age of text that are h ighly i mi l ar. Thi component i also named a text al ignment [ 70 ] . 
Final ly, a post proces ing tep is performed and used to c lean, and fi l ter the extracted passage 
pair , and po ibly vi ual i ze them for later pre entation ba ed on the measure of s imi larity. 
I 
.--tl.,u.,." wL..j...Jl -ill.JJ ..r- �.,.JI �I J w�)lJ1 J:!�J ;j;;.,.J1 wL..."la..J1 � � � y,Li � �, �I 
J:!.il.,ill � ..)I j....;J1 � j.oJ .luJ �I JdLoI Ji � JI � j.o �l:iIl � "..lli.A � �-Ali...J �Li 
.1.r�1 � ,.s.:..Jl1 , � \ �I .� � w � j,Wl1 J 1.::.!l:/ .;t.:JI , 
(0) Sample text. 
'..r-- • .lS1 ,� • .l.l:>. 'rk 'c+i ,� I� Irk I�J Jh ...bJ ' -J J  I�J 'rk ' � ,� ,yl..: 'rk .� 
� '� I � Ji.. I� 'LU 1 .J.:.j  '-J� ,� .J-..J ,..)� I� ,j= 
(h) Preprocessed text 
J;.,J .... y .;, J ,.le  t"'" I 
....J.. � .-Ie. �J Jh  
.51 � ....... ,J<- � � 
j...J � .....i;..- J� �� 
'-'-"" w � ,Jj. ..>"'"-
�y ..,.; uk. t"'" ,..h> 
� .Jc.  �J Jh .bJ 
.!.....i .L,. .Jt. � .....J... 
-=- � jL � .5i 
;.J.;);w ..;.J ........, "':'-.J 
� ,. ," �. � ..,.. � 
,j3 J ,.le t""'" ,..hi ....:.L 
,Jc. �J Jh .bJ ,J'-
� ,J<- � ...L � 
� j.L � ..,Si � 
..,hi ..;.>' � j..., J o� 
� .;t-l> ..r- � L.u 
(e) The sequence of 5-grams (shingles) derived from the text. 
688 .679 ,690 . 684 .678 679 .690 .684 .678 .689 690 .684 .678 .689 .681 ,,-
685 ·677 ·684 .691 .679 677 .684 . 691 · 679 ·688 684 .691 .679 ·686 ·679 
674 ·687 .679 ·684 ·689 687 ·679 ·684 ·669 .665 679 .684 .689 .685 .677 
F-
690 .678 .682 .686 .682 678 .682 .686 .682 .674 682 .686 .682 .674 .687 
679 . 1 30 .689 .686 ·676 1 30 . 689 .688 .676 .690 689 .688 .676 ·690 ·678 
681 ·679 .683 .689 .679 679 .683 ·689 ·679 . 1 30 
.-Ie. t"""' � .....J... .-Ie. t"""' rl>' ......I.. ,J<- -....L>o.J 
�, Jh J;.,J j.,.., ..;lJ Jh 1u.I ..;.,.., � J ,Jc. 
,J<- ,:+, ..,..,L � .Jc. ;::t' ..,..,L &' .-Ie.  � J 
� � .>S\ ....... ...". ..r-"' ..,SI ....... .l-'>. .-Ie. 
..;.;l ..)A'W j..., J ...u. � .JA'W j...J -� � j.,.,.  
;.J; j1.. � G fo jl. � ,+,  fo ..;} 
684 .678 .689 .681 .684 678 .689 .681 .684 .2 1 7  
691 .679 ·666 .679 .690 679 .688 .679 .690 .684 
684 .689 .685 .677 .684 669 ·665 .677 .684 ·691 
686 .682 .674 .687 .679 682 .674 .687 .679 .684 
688 .676 .690 .676 .682 676 .690 .678 .682 ·686 
683 .689 ·679 . 1 30 .669 689 ·679 · 1 30 .669 .686 
(d) The correspondmg hash values for each token In a shmgle The selected fingerpnnts are displayed In bold. 
Figure 5 .4: An  example of a text wi th selected fingerprints based on Ha i l storm method 
We propose an approach to detect text reuse in Arabic texts.  A et of experiment were 
conducted to gain an ins ight into the effect of the unique features of the Arabic language to tbe 
main components of the general framework of local text reuse detection techn ique . We have 
a1.  0 eval uated the performance of the detect ion component of our y te rn using a re latively 
large corpus that has been recent ly created for the detect ion of text  reuse and plagiarism i n  
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rabic document [ I ] . 
tl..,U . -':"L.,t....JI ..lltJ � �r!1 �I J -.:.,�I �J.ljJ Aj;r!1 -':"L..,h...J1 � � rl:..i... y,l. .. .1 Y. �I WI 
j"ul.,ill � .)I J,...ojill � 0-"" ,� �I ;UL.,I .,1 � JI � 0-" olSUlI � o..l.h... � �u...., �L .. .J .l,;.J\..,I..1 ..,i �I J � I ,.hI1 o.l.l. .]1... W � .,.wI1 J w .;h.J1 J 
(aJ Sample text 
.� . X;I • .l..:>5 '� '� .� • ...,..J...... ,� .,Jc. ,�., .jh � ',:.u • ..:;J., .� .� .� .yl.... .� .� � .� • � .Jt. .� .L,U . ;W  • .:;� .� '�J . ').b. ,� .j.lC 
(bJ Preprocessed text 
.k.I �  _':J ..lc. � 
-..:.L ..... ,.Ie. t-" J J1,.. 
..s\ :.....i ".... ,.Jc. �  
�)- ·ulc. � � 
tii ,.Ie. e-J J1,.. .bJ 
� � ..lc. � ..,.L  
..... � � � "sl 
-).: o,J,i � J.-J 
. __ .-
� � � � � � � � � � T � � � ,.Ie. �  
,.Ie. � J Jh .bJ �.tl e-J J1,.. .bI ";.tl � J J1,.. .bI ';.tl � J ,.Ie. 
""' ,.Jc.  � .,.,l... t:i' .lc. :,,+, � � ,.Ie.  � � t:i' � e-J 
........... _1...:. .r-" "'si � �  .lSI -- � .r-" "si ....... -'->. ,.Ie.  
,),.. �". ..;� """'" J -� .J� _,.,.,. J,.... J -� -..il..D ..Jo'Uo" J,.....J � .....L-.> � 
� � ,;t1. J'.o � � � s.. � 
I (e) The sequence of 5-grams (shingles) derived from the text. 
688 ·679 .690 ·684 ·678 679 ·690 .684 .678 .689 690 ·684 ·678 .689 .681 
685 .677 .684 .691 ·679 677 ·684 .691 ·679 .688 684 .691 .679 .688 .679 674 .687 .679 ·684 ·689 687 ·679 ·684 .689 ·685 679 .684 ·689 ·685 ·677 
690 ·678 ·682 ·686 .682 678 ·682 ·686 .682 ·674 682 .686 ·682 .674 .687 
679 . 1 30 ·689 .688 .676 1 30 .689 .688 ·676 .690 689 ·688 .676 .690 .678 681 .679 ·683 ·689 .679 679 ·683 .689 .679 . 1 30 
(d) The selected fmgerpnnts by our Improved method are dIsplayed In bold 
684 .678 ·689 .681 .684 
691 .679 .688 ·679 ·690 
684 ·689 ·685 ·677 ·684 
686 ·682 ·674 .687 .679 
-678 .689 .681 .684 . 2171 679 .688 .679 .690 .684 
689 .685 ·677 .684 .691 
682 .674 ·687 ·679 ·684 
688 .676 .690 .678 ·682 676 .690 .678 .682 .686 
683 ·689 ·679 . 1 30 .689 689 .679 . 1 30 .689 .688 
Figure 5 . 5 :  The selected fingerprint by our modified Hai l storm method 
Our approach in tegrate both an overlappi ng-based fi ngerprint ing trategy to repre-
ent a document as wel l  a I nformat ion Retrieval heuri t ic to expand the resul t ing set of 
fi ngerprint i n  order to overcome the l im i tation of fingerprint ing approache to ident ify reu e 
i n<,tance in text wi th minor edit . 
The propo ed approach i s  bu i l t  on an i mproved version of the Ha i l stonn fingerpri nt-
ing,  which proved to be the on ly fingerprint ing techn ique that i both context-free and provides 
total coverage of the term in a document [ 5 2 ] .  I t  a lso combines the resul t  of the winnowi ng 
fi ngerprint ing to produce a more robu t fi ngerprint ing method . However, the Ha i l  torm fin-
gerprint ing technique may eject unnece sary or redundant fingerprints in uch a way that al l  
i ts  token are covered by other selected fingerpri nts.  We modified the Ha i l  torm fingerprint-
ing by combin i ng the best feature of the winnowing and hai l  torm fingerprint ing strategies 
i n to one more robu t method that reduce the amount of elected fi ngerprints by exploi t ing 
the econd window of the w innowing algorithm, wi thout affect ing the total coverage property 
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guaranteed b the Hai lstorm algori thm. I n  part icular, we u e a econd window to en ure a 
�hi ngle that a l l  it term, are contained in  other h ingle w i l l  not be e lected i n  the fi nal set 
of fi ngerprints .  Thi would have big impact on the efficiency and robustne of the y tem 
a: wel l  a� the amount of pace occupied by the fi ngerprint , especia l ly  with large document. 
Figure  5.4 depict, an e ample of a ample text and the corre ponding fi ngerprint ba ed on 
the rigi nal Hai l  'torm method . Figure 5 .5  on the other hand, how the elected fingerprints 
by our modified approach .  
To deal with ca e ,  when parts of  the text have been reordered or  deleted, the selected 
fi ngerprint  are expanded with reordered tokens formed from each fingerprint to handle the 
un ique characteri tic of the Arabic language being an order-free language . More modi fied 
fingerprint. are created by omitt ing words from the h ingles that have been elected a fi nger-
print ' .  More detai l  are g iven in  Section 5 . 3 . 1 .  
5.3. 1 Candidate Document Retrieval Model 
Figure 5 .6  di p lay the bu i ld ing block of the ource document retrieval component .  
In what fol low , we de cribe each block i n  detai l .  
I 
f 
I 
, 
I 
, 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
•• r .... "l_ • l 1_ �j '. � ..... --....-;-�.. ... l"J.,I.,. - �� r 
• - "J �9.U ��eJQQ�u Qil e;�ts�����I,,�¥a I 
"1._ L. _ __ _ __ --' • 
Tokenizatio n  and sentence 
segmentation of d (text preprocessing) 
N-gra ms a n d  has� model I representation � 
F i n gerprints generation a n d  extraction J 
Queries form u l ation :=J 
"'-------
Search control J 
Candidate sources selection and l 
fi ltering 
_ 
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
" 
I 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
Figure 5 .6 :  The bu i ld ing block of source documents retrieval from a given local documents 
col lection 
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Tokenization and sentence segmentation 
Gi en a document d, the lext is divided into a et of chunks/ h ingles. The text i s  fi rst 
tokenized into ord and then each et of con ecut ive word are grouped into a chunk! hingle .  
entence ident i fi cat ion and egmentation i con idered an important proce ince a sentence 
an b 10 ked at a a re levant un i t  for an actual text reu e to be detected. I n  our ystem, each 
. entence i.' pro e '  ed  i ndividual ly and i t  is  further p l i t  i nto a e t  of overlapping chunks.  The 
p tent ial  of havi ng 0 erlapping set of chunk ( n-gram in our case ) is  to reduce the ri k of 
hav ing more than one source in one chunk.  
N-grams and hash model representation 
For each entence in a g iven document d, n-grams are basical ly compo ed from a 
"cont iguou equence of 0 erlappi ng n un i ts from a given text" [ 6 ] . I n  our ystem, the uni ts  
are the word in  the entence. There are two main features of this mode l ,  the first is  that i t  
i mple to apply and the econd i that d ifferent representations may be formed by i mply 
changing the value of n.  
Fingerprints generation and extraction 
G iven the et of n-gram generated in the previous tep, fi ngerpri nt are generated and 
extracted from that et in order to formulate querie u i ng them. The rat ionale of the d ifferent 
elect ion algori thms of the fi ngerprint ing techn ique is to max imize the chance to retrieve the 
ource document that are l i kely to share text w ith a given document. The selection technique 
may al '0 serve as a means to reduce the amount of fi ngerprin ts that are used to formulate 
the querie neces ary for the retrieval proces . This step is probably  the mo t crucial step in 
the overa l l  document retrieval algorithm si nce the generated and selected set of fi ngerprints 
d i rect ly  affect the overal l performance of the ystem. 
The fi ngerprin t ing generat ion and election technique developed in  DETRA exploit 
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the gl  bOll coverage pro ided by the Hail torm algorithm [ 52 ]  and improve the election algo-
rithm in 'iuch a \ ay that it reduce the generated , et of f i ngerprint . The improved fingerprint­
ing method guarantees the property f context-freene s, i .e, select ing shingles a fi ngerprints 
on l  depend<.; on the terms that compri. e the . h i ngles and i not affected by the other shingle 
i n  the document.  I t  al 0 pro ides a total coverage, which means every word in  the document 
ex i�t'i in at lea�t one of the 'elected fingerpri nts.  
Algorithm 2 I mproved Hail torm Fingerprint ing Algori thm 
�----------------------��--�----�--�� I :  procedure EFFlC I ENTHs( w /7 ) I> w: window lze 11 : sh ingle size 
') .  //(/sh_Ust � h [H'] 
3 :  r �  0 
..j. l � 0 
.'i l1Iil1 � 0 
6: lI [r] � getHa h(token [r] ) 
7: while ( !  < (w - Jl + 1 ) )  do 
r � r + 1  
9: l1 [r] � getHash(token [r] ) 
1 0' if ( Il [r] :::; h [min] ) then 
I I : min � r 
I> shingle ' s right end 
I> hingle's left end 
I> i ndex of min hash in a h ingle 
I> total shi ngle in  a window 
1 2 : else if (min < / )  then I> min i s  outside h ingle's range 
1 3 : for ( j  r - I ; j � l :  j � j - I )  do I> fi nd the min imum in  the current h ingle 
tart ing from r 
1 -1- : if (hU] < Iz [min] ) then 
1 5 ' min � j 
1 6: end if 
1 7 : end for 
1 8 : end if 
1 9: if ( r  = (n  + 1 - 1 ) )  then 
20. if ( ( rnin = l )or(min = r) ) then 
fingerprint 
2 1 .  recordJingerprint ( l ,  r) 
22: end if 
23: l � I + I 
24. end if 
25:  end while 
26:  end procedure 
I> check i f  the shingle i accepted as a 
I> shift to the next shingle 
For each entence in a given document d, the words in the sentence are hashed ep­
arately  prior to applying n-gram to the document.  Each n-gram (al 0 called shingle) wi th in  
a wi ndow of s ize w i examined whether the word/token with the lowest hash value l ie at 
the first or the la t po i t ion with in that n-gram and hence, w i l l  be se lected as a fi ngerprint .  
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Each selected fi ngerprint i then con erted i nto a numerical form by mean of a Karp-Rabin  
ha h mode l .  Igorithm 2 des ribe a n  effic ient hybrid approach that combine the H a i l  torm 
and Winnowing fi ngerprint ing selection p eudo-code. The algori thm takes advantage of the 
facl that the min imum hash a lue of a token in the previou shingle i l ike ly to be with i n  the 
current shingle as we l l  in a gi en window. Therefore, i t  requires only one compari on to test 
if there is a ne',: min imum i n  the current h ingle ince overlapping shi ngles (or n-grams) are 
usual ly h ifted by one token at a t ime.  Note that in  the case of choosing between more than 
one min imal hash , the rightmost m in imum i e lected ( Li ne I O-A lgori thm 2 ) .  This ensures 
that this min imum w i l l  remain w ith i n  the next h i ngle  range and only a ingle compari on is  
requ ired for the next  h ingle and hence, the effic iency of the algori thm i further improved . A 
re-computat ion of a new min imum may be nece ary by travers ing the h ingle'  tokens only 
in the ca e when the min i mum ha.h of the preceding h i ngle i no longer wi th in  the current 
h i ngle  (L ine 1 3 -Algorithm 2) .  The search for a new mini mum in  the hi ngle is  carried out 
'taft ing from the rightmo t token to the leftmo t one to en ure that the rightmost min imal ha h 
i s  e lected. The elected h ingle a fi ngerprints, which ati fy the cri teri a that the min imum 
ha h of a token e i t e i ther at the rightmost or the leftmo t posit ion of the h ingle,  are aved 
and hashed along with the local and global po i t ion in the document.  A fi l teri ng proce s i 
carried out after the selection of fi ngerprints to e l iminate redundant fi ngerprints. A fi ngerprint 
i con idered redundant i f  a l l  i t  tokens may be covered by other selected fi ngerprints.  Thi 
proce help reducing  the re u l t ing set of fi ngerprints and improves the overal l qual i ty of the 
fi ngerprint ing algorithm. 
When analysi ng the a ymptot ic behaviour of A l gorithm 2,  we observe that the whi le­
loop i the main body of the algori thm and i t  run at most O(w)  t imes. The for- loop i ns ide 
the wh i le- loop runs on ly  when the min imum ha h i s  not wi th in  the current h ingle being 
examined. I f  we a ume that the min imum hash value is given to the token that exists at the 
leftmost posi t ion of all the shingles in  a window. In other words, imagine the hash val ue are 
sorted in ascending order. Then,  at each i terat ion of the whi le- loop, The te t at L ine l O i n  the 
algorithm w i l l  not be ati fied and the for- loop i run test ing a l l  the hash values of the current 
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')hinglc '>tUft ing from the rightmost token and mov ing backward to the leftmo t token of that 
')h ingle ( Li ne 1 3-Algorithm 2) .  Thi tep wi l l  run n - I t ime to look for the min imum hash 
value wi th in  the �hingle being examined. Therefore, at the worst (hypothet ical ) ca e cenario, 
the algori thm wi l l  run at most O( W * 17) time to elect the fingerprint using Algori thm 2. 
i nce II i .  mu h Ie  . er than the value of the w indow, we can conclude that the algorithm has 
a l i near t ime-comple ity. Considering all the w indow in a given document of s ize N words, 
the 0 eral l  fingerprint ing process may cost O(Nw) .  
ment ioned earl ier i n  Chapter 3 ,  the choice of the value n would certain ly  affect the 
reo u l t ing 'et  of fi ngerpri nts and hence the prec i ion of text reuse detect ion, depending on the 
document's content and domain .  More precise ly, choosing n to be sufficient ly big such that 
common Arabic idioms have length horter than n and therefore w i l l  not be con idered a a 
mat h ing reu e. For i n  tance, i t  i very common in  rel igious document to include quotat ions 
from Quran and H ad ith ( sayings of the prophet Mohammed) or expression that are l ikely  
to  appear i n  other documents and considering  uch expre sions and phra es  a parts of the 
querie w i l l  lead to many fal e po i t ive ca es in the re ult , which are i ncorrect ly ident i fied 
text a reu ed ca e . In the experiment , we examined different value of n (n = 3 to 7) and 
we achie  ed better re u l t  for n = 3 . . .  S. More di cussions are provided in Sect ion 5 .4 .  
Algorithm 3 Expanded Fingerprints by Deletion Algori thm 
J :  procedure D EL F I GER PR I  TToKENS(shingles. n) [> shingles: l ist of se lected 
a fingerprints, n: number of tokens in a shingle Wo , H' l l " " wll- ! 
2 :  for (j f-- 1 ;  j < n - 2 ;  j f-- j + 1 )  do 
3 :  recordJingerprint ( j ,  n - 1 )  [> delete one token Wj at a t ime 
4 :  end for 
5 '  end procedure 
Query formulation 
G iven the generated set of fingerprint for each indiv idual sentence for a document 
d querie are formulated i n  uch a way that conforms with the earch engine being u e d  for 
i ndex ing  the 'ource documents and later on for earching the indexer to fi nd cand idate docu­
ment wi th i mi lar fi ngerprints.  I n  th i  step, querie are further expanded to accommodate text 
8 1  
reordering and delet ion, two common text edit ing operat ion in  Arabic te t .  Thi expan ion of 
querie ' i. e�sential  i n  order to 0 ercom the l i mi tation of fingerprint ing approaches to ident ify 
reu. e when the orig inal te t i modified . We propo 'e techniques for expanding querie with 
reordered or deleted term ' of the selected fi ngerprint ' n-gram . 
Suppo�e that [W I , H'2 . . .  WIl ] i the n-gram (or hi ngle) of a selected fi ngerprint .  One 
term of the . et H'2 . . . , H'II I i removed and then hashed creating a modified fingerprint .  Note 
that the fi rst and the last terms are not removed. A ingle n-gram wi l l  produce n - 2 modified 
n -gram . Algorithm 3 show the teps to generate modified n-grams that deal wi th word 
delet ion.  a common te t edit ing operat ion in Arabic text. Fol lowing the previous example, 
the . elected lI-gram C� F �.) wi l l  produce one modified fi ngerprint C� �.) by 
omitt ing the term F' 
A lgorithm 4 E panded Fi ngerprints by Reordering Algorithm 
I :  procedure R EORDERFI GERPR INTToKENS(shingle, n )  t> shingle: a selected 
a fingerpri nt,  11 : number of token in the shingle 
" .  if (n = 1 )  then 
3 :  recordJingerprint (O, n - I )  
--I :  else 
5:  for (i f- 0;  i < n - 1 ;  i f- i + 1 )  do 
6' ReorderFingerpriI1ITokens (shingle, n - 1 )  
7 :  if ( is_even (n ) )  then 
8 :  swap(shing/e [i] , shingle [n - I ] )  
9 :  else 
1 0: swap(shingle [O] , shing/e [n - 1 ] )  
I I . end if 
1 2 : end for 
1 3 .  ReorderFingerprintTokens(shingle , n - 1 )  
1 -1- : end if 
J 5 :  end procedure 
More fingerprint may be created by reordering the term in a selected fingerprint '  
n-gram. For i n  tance, given an n-gram of i ze=3, [W I , W2 , W3] ,  the reordered permutations of 
th i n-gram are :  [Wj , W3 , W2 ] ,  [W2 , W I , W3 ] ,  [w2 , w3 , w I l ,  [W3 , W I . W2 ] ,  [W3 , w2 , W t l · We used the 
Heap' algori thm to generate such permutat ions on the selected shingles as the document 's  
fi ngerprint in  l i near t ime [ 1 07 ] .  See Algorithm 4 for detai l  of the process. The modi fied 
n-grams are then ha hed and u ed as expansion of the orig inal query. The modi fied n-gram 
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in  the expan�i  n query are intended to impro e the retrieval of candidate documents when 
... uch edit ing operat ions are perf o IlTled. Cont inu ing with the arne previou e ample, the et of 
reordered n-gram: f r selected l1 -gram (� F G.>.) is :  
Search control 
Gi en the set of querie and e pan ion querie generated in the previous step, these 
querie.s are e pre ed and issued according to the local earch engine employed i n  the sy tem 
i n  order to retrieve candidate ource document that have matching fi ngerprint with the input 
document d.  A cearch control ler is u ed to adjust the earch based on the resul t  of each 
, ubmi tted query. which may involve exc luding ubsequent querie that form the d ifferent 
reorderi ng or deletion of word of a given fingerpri nt i f  one permutation succeeds in  triggeri ng 
a match in  the earch re ult . Thi fi l tering techn ique obviously i mprove the efficiency of the 
earch by prun ing out the querie that are no longer needed . From the i mplementat ion poi nt 
of v iew, the local earch engine u ed i n  the ystem has been i mplemented u ing Lucene search 
API  [97] ,  which i a powerful fu l l -text earch l ibrary that eas i ly  al low for the calab i l i ty of 
the y tem in  term of l arge document col lect ion inc luding the Web. 
The Lucene search API take a earch query, consist ing of the fingerprint of a entence 
in the input document,  and retrieves a et of document ranked by the h ighe t s imi larity score 
computed for documents that match certain parts of the query. The re u l t i ng cand idate docu­
ment are ranked based on TF- I DF core , which stand for teIlTl frequency-inverse document 
frequency: a very common weight ing mea ure to compute the s imi larity between documents.  
Term frequency g ives more we ight to the term that are l ikely to appear more i n  a document. 
I nver e document frequency on the other hand, consider the term that do not appear much 
in many documents wi th in  a col lect ion a more in terest ing than the one that are frequent 
in many document i n  the documents col lection and are therefore given high weights. Thi 
approach fi l ter out common word [ 97 ] . 
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It is  w rth noti ng that a l l  the documents in  the documents col lection (or corpus) are 
alread I ndexed into Lu ene Inde er b means of the . ets of ha. hed fingerprint for each 
senten e in the do umenl along with p sit ional informat ion of the sentence. from wh ich the 
fi ngerprint.'>  were selected with in the document.  A match i found between any document 
in the col lection and a g iven input document when imi lar fi ngerpri nt are found between 
the indexer and the examined document .  The posit ional informat ion tored with the indexed 
fi ngerprint , . uch as the document' ID and the sentence index within the document al lows 
for the direct determ ination of the local te t reuse between document . 
Candidate sources selection and filtering 
A fi lteri ng techn ique is  appl ied to the resu l t ing documents retrieved by the local search 
eng i ne in the previou' . tep. Thi fi l tering i s  essential  in order to reduce the re u l t ing set 
by exc luding documents that are not worthwhi le to be con idered for the next pha e of the 
detai led pai rw i  e documents compari on .  At this stage, imi l ari ty measure are derived from 
the number of fi ngerprint shared between the i nput and source document . Fol lowing the 
containment imi larity mea ure introduced in Chapter 2, the im i larity measure i computed 
and the im i larity core that are Ie  s than a predefi ned threshold (empirica l ly  tuned 20%) are 
d i  carded from the set of candidate ource documents. 
5.3.2 Pairwise Comparison Model (Text A l ignment )  
I n  th i component o f  the s y  tern, al l pas age of reused text are ident ified between 
each resu l ted document from the retrieval phase and the given i nput document. The name of 
the component ( text a l ignment)  is borrowed from the field of bioinformat ics a it is c lo e ly 
analogou to gene equence a l ignment.  There are three common tep a sociated with gene 
equence al ignment and may be fol lowed when looking for s imi lar passages between any pair  
of documents.  Namely :  eeding,  extension, and fi l teri ng [ 70 ] .  
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Seed ing 
Gi en an input document,  and a potential  source document, seeding i concerned with 
the act of a l ign ing matching , eeds between the two document i n  order to ident ify the common 
pa, sage� between them. The matching seed in our work is  basical ly  the matching fi ngerprints 
between the input document and the source document.  The rat ionale for this tep is to d is­
t i ngui�h and locate the ubstri ng. that col lectively form the anticipated s imi larity between 
input and , ource documents. Con idering al l  the matching seeds ( fi ngerprints) between the 
. entence of the pair of document , the fol lowing tep of extending the eed into al igned text 
takes place as wi l l  be described next. 
Extension 
Given the matching seed between a pai r of i nput and ource documents, they are 
extended into al igned text between the two document to consider the whole reused text rather 
than just fragments of i t .  In th i  tep, we present a 2-step entence-based merging approach.  
It  depend on the matching pair of fingerpri nts between the entence of the i nput and source 
document. It works a fol low : ( I )  I n  the fi r  t tep, adjacent sentences that are preceding the 
current sentence in which the matching eed were found are in pected for imi larity. This is  
performed by first check ing the n-gram of the preceding sentence pair  i n  the input and source 
documents re pect ively and if a match is found with in  a predefined threshold ( no more than 
1 00 characters) ,  then the two consecut ive sentence are grouped and al igned. ( 2 )  The econd 
tep look at any matching eed between the entence that fol low the cun'ent entences pair 
i n  both the input and source documents and are eventual ly merged if a match i s  found with in 
predefi ned threshold (no  more than 1 00 character ) .  
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Filtering 
Gi en a et of al igned sentences, the fi l tering process di  cards the , entences that do no 
meet a ertain criteria.  Th main purpo. e of thi. proce is to excl ude very hOlt matching text 
in order to reduce the rate of fal e posit ive ca, e . .  In our work , if the detected reu ed text is  
Ie  '. than 1 00 character , the at igned entence are con idered very hart and not reported for 
r u:e .  Otherwi e, the al igned pair of entence i n  the i nput and ource document i reported. 
5.3.3 Reused Text Presentation 
The detected pai rs of reused pa age between a given input document and the ource 
document is pre'ented in two different form . The fir t form i in  X M L  format that would 
help in  the computat ion of the evaluat ion mea ures a wi l l  be de cribed in  the next ect ion.  
An  example of an X M L  format report ing a text reu e instance between an input document 
named "i nput_documentOOO 1 "  and a ource document named "source_document002 ] 5" i 
, hown in Figure 5 .7 .  The text reu e in  tance in the figure determi nes an al igned text of s ize 
6 1 0  character , start ing at character off et 2772 i n  the i nput document and at character offset 
1 1 1 39 i n  the source document.  
<?xml versi on=I 1 .0" encod i ng=" UTF-8"?> 
<document reference="i n put-docume ntO001.txt"> 
<feature name="text_re use" th is_offset=" 2 772" th isJengt h = " 6 10" 
sou rce_reference="source-documentO0 2 1 S .txt" sou rce_offset=" 1 1 139" 
sourceJength="6 10/> 
</docu ment> 
Figure 5 . 7 :  The meta i nformation about the reused text cases detected as pairs between the 
i nput and the source document 
The econd output form of the reused instance is  pre ented visual ly as shown in 
Figure 5 .8 .  The text enc10  ed in  a b lack rectangle how a reused text between the given input 
document and a source document t i t led:  "source_document0040 1 . txt". 
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Figure 5 .8 :  A sample of the v i  ual output pre ent ing a reused text case (enclosed i n  a box )  
between the di  played document w ith a source document named : ource_document0040 1 
5.4 Evaluation 
5.4. 1 Performance Measures 
To as e the performance of the candidate documents retrieval and the detai led detec-
t ion pha es, we u ed the convent ional evaluation mea ures used in I R .  We summarize these 
mea ure based on text reu e detection point  of view [ 1 08 ] .  The method were evaluated 
u i ng a micro and macro-averaged prec is ion, recal l ,  and F-measure in addi tion to the granu-
l arity and an overal l text reu e detection score that combines the e measures i nto one score. 
A l l  the e mea ures are computed ba ed on the imulated text reuse in tances in the corpus 
and the detected ones by the y tern. Note that i n  formulas 5 . 1 -5 .6, S refers to the set of actual 
s imulated text reuse cases and R i the et of detected text reuse case by the sy tern. 
A document d i s  represented based on the characters i ndices in the document. A 
s imulated text reu e case i n  the corpu can then be repre ented a S = Ssim U Ssrc , where 
slIn E dSllIl and Ssrc E drrc . Fol lowing the arne representation, a detection ca e r by the system 
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an be represented a r = rdl'l U rvrc · It fol low that r detect S i ff rdel n SSl1Il =f:- <P and r5rC n Ssrc =f:-
<p .  Based on these representat ions, the micro-a eraged preci s ion and recal l  of R under S are 
defi ned a.' fol lows :  
I U(s,r)E (S,R) (s n r) I 
recIIl1cro (S, R) = 1 
I USE S 
( 5 . 1 ) 
( 5 . 2 )  
"The preci ion  and recal l  count the proport ion of  the true posit ive part of  each de-
tected and actual imulated ca e re pect ively" [ 1 ] . The F 1 measure i the harmonic mean 
of the computed preci ion and reca l l .  The length of the reused text in tance doe not affect 
the macro-averaged preci ion and recal l mea ures;  they rather characterizes the power of the 
ystem to detect all the reused case and they are defined as fol lows :  
1 l U Es (s n r) 1 
precI7lGcro (S, R) = 1Rf 1 I r l 
1 " I UrER (S n r) 1 
recmGcro (S. R)  = -I 1 i..J 1 1 S sES S 
( 5 . 3 )  
( 5 .4) 
1 gral/ (S, R)  
= -I -I L IRs l  R .1 f;;:.S/I 
TRDS(S, R) 
= 
F I  
log2 ( 1 + gran (S, R))  
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( 5 . 5 )  
( 5 ,6)  
ate that  gran(S, R) i n  Equation 5 .5 i the granu larity of the detected text  reuse case 
by the ystem,  which a erages the number of the eparate text fragments detected for each 
actual case [ 1 0 ]. Obv iously, the be t granularity score is  1 ,  which means only one complete 
reu:e case ha been detected for each actual imulated text reu e ca e .  Equation 5.6 (T RDS) 
which refer to the overa l l  Text Reuse Detection Score combine a l l  the measure i nto one 
a emU core of the text reuse detect ion proce s .  I n  the equation, F I  denote the F-Measure, 
i .e . ,  the weighted harmonic mean of preci  ion and recal l .  The logari thm of the granularity i 
u ed i n  the denominator to decrea e it effect on the overa l l  core . 
5.4.2 Experimental Setup 
The evaluat ion of the y tern ha been carried out using a newly  constructed corpus 
dedicated for text reu e in Arabic text . The corpu ( as described in [ 1 ] ) can i t of 1 1 74 
Arabic documents inc luding 1 725 imulated case of text reuse. The documents lengths vary 
between short ( 1 - 1 0  page ) and medium ( 1 0- 1 00 pages) ,  whi le the test cases lengths fal l  
between 300 to  more than 30000 character . The general characterist ics of  the  u ed  corpus 
are ummarized i n  the Table 5 . 1 . 
5.4.3 Experimental Resul ts and Analysis 
This section pre ents the experiment that are carried out to explore the effect of the 
propo ed fi ngerprint ing method on the overal l performance of the text reuse detection sy tern .  
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C rpu, Characteristics 
Corpu Ize 1 1 74 
t ion Text reu e cases 1 725 
Source documents 48.30% 
General informa l 
per document 
Without text reuse 27.84% 
Wi th te t reuse 72. 1 6% 
Te t reuse ca es 
Very hort (  < I  p) 22.57 % 
Document lengtl 1 Short ( 1 - 1 0  p)  73 .34% 
Medium ( 1 0- 1 00 p) 4.09% 
Very hart « 300 char) 2 1 .28% 
Short ( 300- 1 000 char) 42.43% 
Medium ( l  000-3000 char) 28 .46% 
Ca, e length 
Long (3000-30000 char) 7 .83% 
Table 5 . 1 :  Characteri ' t ic of the corpu u ed to evaluate the sy tem [ 1 ]  
I n  the experi ment , d ifferent entence length has been te ted to i nve t igate the effect of the 
�entence length on the fl ngerprint i ng-ba ed retrieval mode l .  Note that for a l l  the experi ments, 
the perfonnance measures of the system have been computed for different  values of n-grams 
vary i ng from 3 to 7 .  On another note, the be t sentence length of the Arabic text has been 
empi rical ly  te ted and the re u l t  how that sentence lengths of Arabic text above 30 word 
produce better re u l t  . This goe i n- l i ne with the reported average length of Arabic sentence 
a 37 when compared to other languages uch a Eng l i  h that ha an average of 22 words per 
entence ( see Section 3 .5 .5 ) .  Figure 5 .9 depict the overal l  text reuse detection scores TRDS 
over different 'entence lengths ( 25 ,  30, 35 ) .  Obviou ly, the TRDS score for entence length= 
25 i much I e  than the re u l t  obtained w ith entence i ze 30 and 35,  re pect ively. 
Macro-TROS based on Sentence Length 
Figure 5 .9 :  Macro text reuse detect ion score (TRDS) based on entences length 
Table 5 .2  show the detai led re ult .  i n  terms of micro and macro averaged preci ion,  
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PrecI 
M icro II Macro Mea ure, I easures Gran. 
I Recal l  I TRD Recall  i F- measure s I an F-measure Preci ion TRDS 
I , 
I 
0.979 I 96 I 0.988 0.992 0.905 0.979 0.979 0.893 1 . 1 3 8 96 0.984 0.99 0 .886 0.982 0.973 0.977 0.875 1 . 1 7 R 0.9 4 0.9 
I 
5 0 9  97 0.985 0.99 1 0.84 1 0.987 0.97 1 0.979 0.83 1 1 . 263 I 
6 0.9 98 ! 0.974 0.986 0. 759 0.992 0.952 0.972 0.749 1 . 459 
7 0.9 98 0.958 0.978 0.692 0.993 0.92 1 0.956 0.677 1 . 663 
Table 5 . 2 :  M icro and macro measure of the DETRA with different values of n for n-grams 
and sentence size=25 
recal l ,  and F I  mea ure, in  addi t ion to the overal l core of the detection y tern (TRDS) and 
granularity mea ure . The result  were obtai ned for the n-grams from 3 to 7, whi le fix ing 
the , entence length to 25.  Note that the prec ision values get improved by increasi ng n-gram 
, i zes. This is  just i fied a i ncrea ing 11 wi l l  avoid elect ing highly frequent Arabic phra e 
e pec ia l ly  from document wi th re l igious content, wh ich may cause false posi t ive detection 
ca  e . A for recal l values, i t  i obviou that increas ing n-gram izes w i l l  affect the sensi t iv ity 
of the detection and might not retrieve a l l  the potential ource documents. i n  our ystem, the 
detected ca e that are less than a certain thre hold are discarded, which sign i ficant ly  enhanced 
the performance of the system.  The overa l l  TRDS takes i nto account the granularity of the 
detected ca e whether they are detected a a i ngle case or a smal ler adjacent cases. I n  
the re u l t  , the granu larity i a bi t  h igher than 1 ( which is the opt imal  value),  and hence the 
TRDS core are affected accordingly. Typical ly, i t  i ea y to obtain h igh preci sion result  with 
fi ngerprint ing techniques especia l ly  with our method, which prov ides a global coverage of the 
document.  However, preci ion and recal l  measures are so related that one may be traded for 
the other. Figure 5 . 1 0  presents the micro and macro averaged mea ures of preci ion, recal l ,  
and  F-mea ure of  the  DETRA.  The micro re u l t  show the performance of  DETRA a t  the 
character- leve l ,  wherea macro measures repre ent the re u l ts at the document- level resu l ts, 
in  terms of the number of cases detected as a whole. 
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Micro R suits, Sentence Size 25 Macro Resutts, Sentence SIze 2 5  
• -------------+---------------
Figure 5 . 1 0: The micro and macro eval uation mea ures of our DETRA for document with 
�entence lze= 25 
Figure 5 . 1 1  depicts the te t reuse detect ion measure (TRDS) ,  which combi nes a l l  the 
mea ure , inc luding granu larity in to one score. The chart how that for h igher value of 
Il-gram . there i a decrea e i n  the perfomlance of the sy tem. The be t overal l  result are 
obtained for re latively mal l  n-gram from 3 to 5 .  
Text Reuse DetectIon Score {2SJ 
-
__ M __ 
Figure 5 . 1 1 :  The overa l l  text reuse detect ion score (TRDS) of our proposed DETRA for 
document w ith entence i ze= 25 
Table 5.3 di  p lay the performance d ifference of the system for entence ize=30 
when compared to the previou resul ts in Table 5 .2 .  Obviously, the adju tment of the sentence 
i ze paid off in temlS of improved performance. The re u l ts were anticipated ba ed on what 
ha been reported by NLP re earcher about the Arabic language being much h igher than the 
other l anguages in term of the average sentence length (around 37) .  The granularity and 
TRDS are posit ively affected by the increase in  the sentence size even for h igher n-grams. 
Figure 5 . 1 2  di  plays the micro and macro re u l ts of the sy tern for d ifferent l 1-gram 
values vary ing from 3 to 5. Figure 5 . 1 3 , on the other hand, shows the overal l  macro TRD 
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-----, 
Prec Is ion 
3 0.9 
-+ 0.9 
5 0.9 
��.9 
�0.9 
95 � 
95 
96 I 
96 
97 
M i cr M easures 
Recall  F-mea ure TRD 
0.9 6 I 0.99 1 0.936 
0.9 7 0.99 1 0.929 
I 
0.986 0.99 1 0.92 1 
0.977 0.986 0.867 
0.975 
I 0.986 0.8 1 9  
M ac ro M ea ures 
Gran. 
I 
Preci s ion Recall F-measure TR D I 
0.975 0.97 1 0.973 0.9 1 9  1 .083 
0.975 0.968 0.972 0.9 1 1 1 .095 
0.98 1 0.973 0.977 0.908 1 . 1 08 
0.986 0.958 0.972 0.854 1 . 20 ] 
0.988 0.949 0.968 0. 804 1 . 303 
Table 5 .3 :  Micro and macro mea. ure of DETRA with d ifferent value of n for J1-grams and 
�entence i ze=30 
score of the sy tern. 
Macro Result . sentence Ize 30 
• 
• 
� : 
-- -- -- --
Figure 5 . 1 2 : The m icro and macro evaluation mea ures of DETRA for document with en­
tence i ze= 30 
Table 5 .4 how more resul t  of the ystem for h igher entences s ize 35 with different 
lze of J1 -gram . Thi a l lows for the analysis of the performance change acro s different 
run of the sy tern with different parameters ett ing . When compared to the previous resu lts 
of Table 5.2 and 5 .3 ,  the ystem attains the be t results wi th entences s ize=35.  wh ich i 
the cia. e t ta the average entence i ze of the Arabic l anguage. The granularity score is  
s igni ficant ly  i mproved, which hence affect the overa l l  TRD score. The rationale for th i s  i 
the abi l i ty of the y tern to detect text reu e ca e , even wi th med ium or large ca e length . 
Figure 5 . 1 4  and 5 . 1 5  display the micro and macro results of the ystem for different J1-
gram values vary ing from 3 to 5 .  I t  ha been noted that, for the n-gram s ize = 4, the recal l  value 
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Text-Reuse DetectIOn Score (30) 
--
Figure 5 . 1 3 : The overal l  text reuse detection score of DETRA for documents with entence 
s ize= 30 
I M icro Mea u re M acro M easures Gran.  
I 
Pred ion I Recal l  F-mea ure TRDS Prec is ion Recall  F- measure TRDS 
I 3 0 . 994 0.987 0.99 0.95 1 0.95 0.97 1 0.97 0.932 1 .057 
I 
-+ 0. 994 0.976 0.985 0.946 0.97 1 0.953 0.962 0.923 1 .059 
5 0.995 0.98 0.988 0.939 0.977 0.959 0.968 0.992 1 .073 
6 0.995 0.976 0.986 0.9 1 8  0.98 1 0.946 0.963 0.897 1 . 1 05 
I 7 0. 996 0.972 0.984 0.888 0.987 0.935 0.96 0. 866 1 . 1 56 
Table 5 .4 :  Micro and macro measures of DETRA with different value of n for n-gram and 
entence s ize=35 
i more decrea ed when compared to the c loser n-gram sizes 3 and 5. This made us in terested 
to understand the underly ing reason behi nd its low recal l score . An i nvestigation of i ts output 
hawed that mo t of the fal e po i t ive case comes from documents wi th repeated id ioms 
of s ize = 4, espec ia l ly  documents with re l igious text .  We further i nvestigated the problematic 
documents and we found out that a fi ngerprin t  w ith a very common phrase 1--'5 � � \  � 
ha  cau ed many fal e po i t ive resu l ts since it appears more than 350 t imes i n  the docu ments 
col lect ion.  See Figure 5 . 1 6  for an i l l ustration. Another example i presented in Figure 5. t 7 
w ith a common phrase ��\ ').J \.,J \ � J5� when u ed as a fi ngerprint .  
Micro Results, sentence size 35 Macro Results, sentence size 35 
--
• • 
-- --
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Figur 5 . 1 4 : The micro and macro evaluation measure of DETRA for document wi th c en­
tence s ize= 35 
Text Reuse Detection Score (35 )  
Figure 5 . 1 5 : The overal l text reu e detection score of DETRA for documents with sentence 
i ze= 35 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
, The detected text reuse case in an input document: : 
i �I J .:.....LI I�I .1 ..rJI jl � J.l.:I - � J oLlI:. .w, � J)-'-')I � �) � i 
i , ..... �)' • .fo.. � jl w}hl LU , ..... )\...,I y;.:wJ �fo jl 4.l! ,  )1.....1' ..;..0 t.p.J) :  
! �.J � ..... ' � �I ¥ � � �WI jl.S. LoS l..ill� 4.l! ........ w..-ui �I Ijlj i 
u. . .,;wl ...w '.( : 
Y-' J  . . . .r : , , 
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Figure 5 . 1 6 : An example of elect ing a common phra e as a fi ngerprint ,  which may cause 
false po i t ive case 
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Figure 5 . 1 7 : Another example of select ing a common phrase a a fi ngerprint ,  which may 
affect prec i. ion/reca l l  core 
5.4.4 Comparison to Other Fingerprinting Approaches 
In the previou section, we de cribed our proposed y tern DETRA. The ent ire doc-
ument col lection ha been preproces ed and repre ented u ing our proposed fi ngerpri nt ing 
approach as a e lected et of overlapping word n-gram ( fingerprints)  at the entence- level of 
the document . Each elected fi ngerprint i then ha hed and indexed. Fingerprints of the same 
length are al 0 generated for any given input document.  Each fi ngerprint i j sued as a query 
i n  order to retrieve cand idate source documents. The ource documents with match ing finger-
print exceed a im i l ari ty mea ure of a certa in threshold w i l l  be chosen for detai led pai rwise 
compari on w ith the i nput document.  I n  thi  sect ion, we compare our fi ngerpri nt ing-based 
approach with another popular approach, which is the winnowing fi ngerprint ing.  The same 
document col lect ion and evaluation measures have been used to compare between the two 
methods. 
Table 5.5 d isplay the averaged F-measure and TRD evaluation scores at the macro 
Ie el for both the w innowing and DETRA.  We chose macro TRDS to compare between the 
two method as thi measure is  more concerned with the detect ion of reu ed cases at the 
document-level rather than the character- leve l .  It better show the abi l i ty of the method to 
detect reused cases based on the selected fi ngerprint in  each method. In this experiment, 
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variou,> \ alue� of n ha e been in  est igated (n = 3 . . .  5 ), for the entence length=25 word . 
As f r the wi nnowing method, the window size ha, been et to 1 0. We chose to compare 
between the two methods with the sentence s ize 25,  which i the c lo est to the average Engl ish 
. enten e length, � i nce rhe winnowing method proved to produce better re, u l t  wi th Engl i  h 
text. Overa l l ,  it can be ob erved that DETRA outperfom1s the wi nnowing system in  a l l  the 
d i fferent value. of n. k e pected, the perfom1ance of the winnowi ng ystem decreases a the 
Il -gram , ize i ncrease . Th i '  may a l  0 apply t o  DETRk However, i t  i more contained in  our 
method thanks to the global property of the i mproved fingerprint ing method inheri ted from 
the Hai l  torm fi ngerprint ing .  
I Win now i ng Our method 
F-measure TRDS F-measure TRDS 
3 0.97 1 0.754 0.979 0. 893 
4 0.959 0.694 0.977 0.875 
5 0.934 0.625 0.979 0.83 1 
6 0.894 0. 596 0.972 0.749 
7 0.846 0. 546 0.956 0.677 
Table 5 .5 :  M acro mea ure of the winnowing approach in terms of the F-measure and the 
overa l l  TRDS compared with our method for the d i fferent  value of n = 3 . . .  7 of n-grams, 
w indow size = 1 0, and sentence ize=25 
Table  5.6 how another et of experiments that has been carried out in  order to com-
pare between DETRA with the winnowing-ba ed system. Obviously, DETRA perform better 
than the wi nnowing ystem in the detection process. The improvement in the perfom1ance of 
our sy tern with entence length 30 is s ign ificant compared to the resu l ts of Table 5 .5 .  Our 
DETRA hows more robu tness in the resu l ts wi th the various ize of n-grams in  terms of 
the F-mea ure and TRDS mea ures in  contra t to the w innowing method that notably de-
crease by the i ncrea e of the n-gram size .  The e h igh TRDS scores indicate the strength and 
robustne of DETRA in detect ing text reu e for Arabic text. 
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I Wi nnowi ng OUf method 
I 
F-mea ure TRDS F-mea ure TRDS 
3 0.972 0.889 0.973 0.9 1 9  
4 0.967 0. 845 0.972 0.9 1 1 
5 0.955 0.77 0.977 0.908 
6 0.945 0.73 0.972 0.854 
7 0.905 0.659 0.968 0.804 
Table 5 .6 :  Macro mea ures of the winnowing approach in  terms of the F-measure and the 
overal l  TRDS compared wi th our method for the d i fferent value of n = 3 . . .  7 of n-gram , 
w indow s ize = 1 0, and entence s ize=30 
F igure 5 . 1 8  i l l ustrates the F-mea ure re u l t  of the w innowing-based y tern and DE-
TRA for the two set of experiments appl ied on d ifferent n-gram s izes and sentence length 
25 and 30. 
Winnowing v s  O u r  method ( F -measure. Sent 
Size 25) 
• • 
Winnowing vs. Our method (F-measure. Sent 
Size 30) 
�====�::-----+.-------�.------�. 
Figure 5 . 1 8 : Comparison between the winnowing method and our DETRA based on the F­
mea ure for entences s izes= 25 and 30. DETRA outperforms the w innowing-based system 
Figure 5 . 1 9  depicts the resul t ing TRDS scores of DETRA compared to the winnowing-
based system for the n-gram sizes from 3 to 7, and entence length 30. For w innowing, the 
w indow ize i set to 1 0. 
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W''lnOwlOg vs Our method (TRDS Sent S,ze 25)  WlOnowlng vs Our method (TRDS, Sent S.ze 30) 
.. 
Figure 5 . 1 9 : Comparison between the winnowing-ba ed system and DETRA in  term of the 
ov ral l  text reuc e detect ion cores ( M acro TRDS) for 'entences s izes 25 and 30. The proposed 
'ystem DETRA outperforms the winnowing algori thm 
5.5 Stati tical Ana lysis 
In this sect ion,  we fol low the general framework for experi mentat ion propo ed by 
[ 1 09 ] . The structured experi mentat ion con ists of the fol low ing phases :  defin i t ion,  plann ing, 
operat ion,  and i nterpretation .  
5.5. 1 Experiment Definition 
A tat i t ical evaluation experi mentation i carried out on DETRA system in  order to 
evaluate the performance of the y tern with respect to the Arabic language-dependent prepro-
ce ing operat ion , namely :  stemming and character normal izat ion .  The main motivation of 
th i!'.  tudy i to examine the behavior of DETRA sy tern with respect to the Arabic text re lated 
preproce s ing operations (the object  of tudy) and to a es the effect of these operat ion i n  
the overa l l  performance o f  DETRA.  
5.5.2 Experiment Planning 
I n  th i s  pha e,  the ' tudy plann ing phase i d i  cu sed based on three main aspects :  I )  
de Ign,  2 )  criteria. and 3 )  measurement. 
Four d ifferent  model s of the sy tern have been designed and produced along with the 
exact model . The modeL are label led model E to model A, where model E i the exact fit 
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mode l w ith the actual reu,,>ed ca, e in each input document, model D i our propo ed DETRA 
wl lh , temming and character normal ization ( S+ ) appl ied on the input document , model 
C bypa��es the stemming operation whi le applying character normal ization (wS +N),  model 
B wi th stemming and no character normal izat ion appl ied ( S  + wN),  and model A does not 
appl} an} of the two preprocessing operation ( wS + wN) .  Note that in the model ' notat ion,  
w refer. to withollt. The experiments have been performed on 1 68 input documents and 600 
.ource documents and each model has been compared with the exact fi t model ( model E) ,  
wh ich shows the actual reuse between the i nput documents and the corresponding source 
documents. 
The criteria used in the analysi of each model is  accompl i  hed by examin ing the over­
a l l  imi larity percentage for each input document, which is  the ratio of  the shared character 
o er the total character in each i nput document .  Another cri teria is the detected number of 
ource document with reu ed text has been computed a wel l .  
A number o f  tati t ical mea ure have been produced for each model i n  order t o  val i ­
date i t  performance. The e i nc l ude : 
• The maximum, min imum, mean and median of the s imi larity percentage computed and 
the total number of source documents detected for each input document. 
• The variance, which mea ures the variabi l i ty of a model behaviour for a g iven input 
document .  In other word , the variance i how much the s imi larity percentage for a 
given i nput document vary between d ifferent models of the sy tern . 
• The bia , which mea ure the d ifference between the expected performance of a given 
model i n  tenns of the s imi larity percentage and the actual value which we are after. 
5.5.3 Experiment Operation 
The four different scenarios of the whole detection proce wi th the pre ence or ab­
sence of the stemming or character normal ization operat ions have been executed, creating 
four d ifferent models of the ystem. In th is  phase, we de cribe each model and compare it  
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with the exact model ( model E) .  
Figure 5 . 20 depict the exact fi t model ( model E )  with our DETRA sy tern ( model 
D) that appl ie both preproce s ing perat ion of temming and character normal ization on 
the Arabic i nput document . The chart shows the overa l l  s imi lari ty percentage ( Y-axis) for 
each document 'orted in ascendi ng order ( X-axis) .  The black curve in the figure i l l ustrates 
the actual im i l arity percentage of the reu ed text in each document, whi le the b lue curve 
show. the performance of DETRA i n  the cUlTent model D when compared wi th the exact  
fit  mode l .  The CUITent  mode l n icely fi t the exact one wi th an accuracy of 92� . This is an 
obviou evidence, which ugge ts that the influence of temming and character normal ization 
of Arabic text may have a po i t ive i mpact on the performance of the system, part icu lar ly, i n  
the i n i t ia l  retrieval o f  the candidate source documents based o n  the generated fi ngerprints as 
wel l  a the detai led compari on between a g iven i nput document with each retrieved candidate 
source document.  
The re u l t ing behaviour of model D ha a very low b ias towards the actual model 
which measures the d ifference between the expected imi larity percentage of our model and 
the correct value which we are try ing  to detect in model E. A bias measures how far off 
the model '  re  u l t  are from the  exact fit ,  model D demonstrates the be  t b ias to  the  exact fi t 
mode l .  
Figure 5 .2 1 plot the chali d iagram for model C of the system, wh ich has been exe­
cuted after applyi ng the preprocessing operations i nc luding character normal i zation, but w ith­
out stemming ( model C - wS + N). The overa l l  accuracy of the system decreases to 87% as 
more fal e posi t ive and fal se negative cases were produced in  th i s  model .  Moreover, the recal l 
value i affected i n  th i s  model due to the fact that some source documents were not success­
ful l y  retrieved by the system as shown i n  Table 5 .7  ( Min .  s imi larity % of model C) .  
Figure 5 .22  displays a d ifferent scenario of DETRA, where stemming is appl ied on 
the document whi le character normal izat ion i s  OInitted from the preprocessing phase. I n  
th i scenario, the retrieval of the candidate ource documents may not be affected much by 
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Figure 5 . 20: The exact fi t model ( model E) ,  shown i n  black,  and model D of DETRA y tern 
wi th both stemming and character nomlal ization appl ied on the i nput text, shown in  b lue .  The 
overal l  accuracy of the ystem is 92% 
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Figure 5 .2 1 :  The actual s imi larity percentages i n  model E compared with the s imi larity per­
centage computed i n  model C of the ystem, where character normal ization is appl ied on the 
text and , temming i bypa ed. The overal l  accuracy of this model is 87% 
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neglect ing the character n nnal ization proce " . ince temmi ng may trim mo. t of the un-
• 
normal ized character' su h as the hamza ( \) ,  taa-marbouta ( 0), or yaa-maq oura ( l5) when 
produc ing stems of  the w rds. However, the pairwise comparison between the i nput document 
and the retrie ed source document w i l l  be great ly affected by difference of one character 
between two, eemingl  
r 
Accuracy 86% 
E 
o 
' im i ln r, words uch as ( 0 � \  and 0� \). 
• 
Model E vs. Model B 
H I  1/K 1 11) 
I nput documents 
- Exact - 5+wN 
1 1 )  1<,() 
Figure 5 . 22 :  The exact model E, hown i n  black, compared wi th model B without the character 
normal i zation proce s.  The overal l  accuracy of the model is 86% 
The fi nal mode l ,  model A, has been produced by the DETRA after bypassing both 
processe be ing examined (wS + wN) .  This model obviou. ly  show the worst performance 
of the y tern a shown in Figure 5 .23 .  The computed accuracy of this model is  the lowest 
among the other model ( 84% ) .  
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Figure 5 .23 :  The wor t performance of the system in model A, with disregarding of both 
temming and character normal ization processes. The overal l  accuracy is 84O/C 
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5.5.4 Experiment I nterpretation 
The c mbination of all the d ifferent models  i depicted in  Figure 5 .24, wh ich may 
be usefu l  to a: e '  the bin -variance re lation h ip o n  the behaviour of the ystem between the 
d i fferent model . S ince the bia mea ure how far the e models  s imi larity measures are from 
the correct a lue,  model 0 demon trate the lowe t b ias and hence produce more accurate 
re.'ll l t  w ith the c lo e t fi t to the exact mode l .  As for the variance, which measure how much 
the ' imi larity e t imation for a given input document vary between different model of the 
y. tern, the lowe t variance value indicates the ' goodness" of the mode l .  
Q.I !l.O ro 
C 1 Q.I u 
� a. 
:;: 
- Exact -S+N 
1 20  IbO 
Input documents 
wS+N - S+wN wS+wN 
Figure 5 .24 :  The combined four d ifferent models  of the system with the exact model 
Table  5 . 7  hows variou stat i t ical measures of the examined models  based on the 
number of ouree documents detected wi th reused text a wel l as the estimated s imi larity 
percentage . The c lose t variance value to the exact model 's variance confirms the goodness 
of the proposed DETRA ystem in model D,  wi th both stemming and character normal i zation 
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are appl ied to the Arabi te t. I n  conclusion to this tudy, there i a trong evidence that Arabic 
language-dependent prepr ce� ing operat ion uch as 'temming and character normal i zation 
ha e i ndeed an expl ic i t  i mpact on the overal l  behav iour of the sy tern. 
\h,,'Uf\' \\"dd I (I dd� \1<'<1'1 n cDd R.\I Modd C c " s  '" Nl l\1n(kl liD (S + \\ �) Mll(jd :\ (\o\ \+ ��1 -
\" Un.:C\ \Imll.ml\ 'IIUI'\;C, \Imll.tnl\ It Soun:c: .. \Imll.tnt)' " StlurCt.� .. \Imtl.mty % \nun.;"" .. \lmJiam), "i 
\tn. 'c ' I 'll ,� ' C 'l  'J ,,:!r '7 ��('t 'J " I (� 
r I \1m 1 � .. I :!" 1 11', \ (J'" I O'� 
[ 
\.h:dldn , � 1 '  1 2 1 '  3 �O'{ 1 ::! 1 0f  1 191 
�".Jn J I ::!�'l. J J 2�r:f n :!2'" � 7 :!2(� .j K ::! I r; 
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Table 5 .7 :  The tati t ical measure computed for the four different model s  ba ed on the num­
ber of reu 'ed ource document and the overal l  imi larity percentage 
5.6 Chapter Summary 
Thi chapter presented the general fi ngerpri nt i ng-based framework of the local text 
reu e detect ion sy tern developed in th i  re earch.  We de cribed the main components of the 
framework to detect Arabic-ba ed document . wh ich i nc lude ' candidate ource documents 
retrieval from a given documents col lect ion using our hybrid method of fi ngerprint ing and I R  
technique . Next, a detai led analysis between the given i nput document and each retrieved 
ource document that pa es a , im i l ari ty core thre hold, and fi na l ly  present ing the reused 
pa sage . 
The performance of the ystem ha been evaluated using micro and macro ba ed pre-
Cl ion, recal l ,  F-measure cores. An overa l l  TRDS that combines a l l  the evaluation mea ures 
a wel l  a the granu larity of the detected resul t  ha also been computed and analyzed. It has 
been noted that common phrases that stems from rel igious contents may raise a concern when 
developing text reuse detection ystems for Arabic document . Therefore, we think these 
characteri stics of the Arabic text has to be taken in to account .  
The proposed fi ngerprin t ing method outperforms the w innowing fingerprin t ing ap-
proach i n  a l l  the sets of experiments taking i nto account d ifferent n-gram s izes and entences 
lengths. The winnowing method performs very wel l  wi th mal l n-gram s izes, but breaks down 
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u.., the n-gram and " enten e s ize · Increase . Our propo 'ed method proved to be more robust 
for dele l i ng te l reu. e pal1icu larl when the sentence lenglh increase towards the average 
sentence length in the Arabic l anguage . 
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Chapter 6 :  Conclusions 
In thi: chapter. we summarize the di 'ertation and comment on pos ible future work. 
The main aIm of this research was to orient the re earch of automatic text reu e detection 
towards the rabic l anguage. bei ng one of the mostly used languages in the World and on 
the Web as wel l .  Yet,  the re. earch in  thi area i t i l l  in  i ts infancy. Among the different  
lype: of text reu 'e. p lag iari sm, which can be defined a the unacknowledged reu e of text, ha 
rece ived a lot of the researcher attention in  the pa. t years espec ia l ly  on We tern language . 
However. ery few work re lated to plagiarism detection in  Arabic have been deve loped. On 
the other hand, we confident ly  tate that there i no ava i lable ystems on text reu e detection 
for Arabic-ba ed documents on the Web. 
The focu of thi re. earch wa on the development of models for automatic text reu e 
on Arabic text. Specia l  attention wa g iven to the ca es of text reuse carried out at the Web 
'cale. 
The detect ion problem of local text reu e was defined a dist ingu ish ing al l  reu ed 
pas ages wi th in  a given document. At the Web scale,  thi ta k was ach ieved in two mai n 
pha e . The fir  t phase was concerned with global ly earching the Web for candidate re levant 
document for a given et of i nput document that are l ikely to be the original sources to orne 
reu ed pas ages of a given document .  In the second tep, the local component of the text 
reu e detect ion problem select the candidate source documents that are h ighly imi lar with a 
given i nput document and a detai led comparison between the given document and each of the 
pos ible source of text reu e that have been retrieved wa performed. Basica l ly, th i  mean 
extract ing a l l  the pairs of imi lar pa sages from the g iven document and the candidate sources 
and computing the imj larity core between them. 
6. 1 Di ertation Summary 
Concern ing the main pha e of Web documents retrieval ,  the system fi r t create an 
i n i t ia l  document col lection obtained from the Web, and then applies the detect ion techniques 
for finding text reu e w ith a given input document on thi col lect ion.  For thi purpo e,  we 
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developed a new efficient appr a h of queries formulation from a given document.  wh ich 
formu lates se era] queries based on a fi ngerprint ing approach to i ue the Web through a 
publ ic search eng ine interface in  order to retrieve a et of document . These documents would 
potent ial ly  contain most of the reu ed te t (see Chapter4) .  The candidate documents can then 
be downloaded, preprocessed, and indexed in order to be u ed by the local detect ion ystem 
for detai led s imi larity analysis with the given i nput document .  We evaluated the work using a 
col le tion of documents espec ia l ly  constructed for the evaluation of Web documents retrieval .  
The experiment demonstrated that a lmo t 80% of the Web document used in  the s imulated 
reu ed cases were uccessfu l ly  retrieved. AS for the local reuse detection, we developed a 
hybrid approach that i based on fingerprin t ing and IR heurist ic to elect the most re levant 
,'ource documents to a given input document from the documents col lection ( ee Chapter 5 ) .  
I t  wa'  compared with the  winnowing fingerprint ing method and the eval uation resu l t  howed 
that our propo ed approach is more robu t and outperfonned the winnowing method in a l l  the 
d i fferent ize of n-grams. It wa al 0 observed that our method performs the best when the 
entence length i c Io er to the reported average entence length i n  the Arabic text .  
6. 1 . 1  Dissertation Contributions 
The main contributions of this di ertation are : 
I .  Development of the fir t genera] framework for Arabic-ba ed text reuse detect ion on 
the Web. 
2 .  Development of a new model for queries formulation to acqu i re candidate source doc­
ument from the Web. 
3. Development of a corpus for eval uating the ystem for Web retrieval of candidate doc­
u ment . 
4. Incorporat ion of I R  heuri t ic along wi th the fi ngerprint ing technique for query expan­
ion to deal with reused ca e that can not be detected u ing fi ngerprint ing alone. 
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6.2 Future Re carch 
Thi!-. dis 'ertation f cused on the development of text reu e detection of Arabic te t on 
the Web. The text reuse detection is an i n tere t ing and chal lenging area. Yet, it has not been 
given the attent ion it deserves for addre ing the problem on the Arabic language . There are 
a number of problem. that need to be addre ed e pecial ly when tack l i ng Arabic text, which 
rna) be int rest ing for possible continuation of thi research .  Po sible future re earch may 
m l ude the fol lowing :  
• New approache for expanding the generated fi ngerprints.  The query expansion ap­
proach employed in thi re earch produce more modified fi ngerprint that address the 
reordering feature of the Arabic text as well  as the deletion of some term in the text. I n  
th i  re earch,  a l l  d i fferent reordering of a given text is  generated as wel l  as the deletion 
of one term at a t ime in a given fi ngerprint .  A po ible improvement of this approach is  
to i ntegrate l i ngui  t ic approache to prune out the expanded fi ngerprints that may not be 
grammatical ly  correct .  A po sible approach may be by a soc iat ing lexical informat ion 
to the words of the modi fied fi ngerprints and pre erve only the ones that are grammat i­
cal ly val id .  We ant ic ipate that th is  process wi l l  possibly reduce the amount of generated 
fi ngerprin t  and hence improve the overal l  efficiency and effic iency of the system. 
• Explorat ion or Development of specia l  Arabic lexical resource for text reuse detec­
t ion .  It would be u efu l  to carry out a study which explores the avai lable Arabic lexical 
re�ource and compare between them. Another intere t ing d i rect ion is to create a the­
auru of paraphrased phrases i n  Arabic that may not be detected even wi th synonyms 
subst i tut ion of the words in  a fi ngerprint .  
• I ncorporat ing resources for the Holy Quran and the Hadeeth, which i s  the saying of the 
prophet, peace be upon h im,  in order to cope wi th the characteristic of the Arabic text 
that usua l ly  inc lude rel igious content .  A development of such module would be useful 
in order to tag such content and fi l ter them out from the retrieval process. 
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